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Marine Air at the Beginning of the Yea r

In January 1968, like the other elements of II I
MAF, the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing faced a daunting

task. Supporting two reinforced Marine divisions as
well as flying supplemental missions for the allied an d

U.S . ground forces in I Corps and the Seventh Air
Force, the Marine aviators were stretched to the ver y
limits of their capability in both aircraft and personnel .
In addition to the difficult operational environment ,
doctrinal questions relative to control of both fixed-
wing aircraft and helicopters would arise that would
further blur the entire picture of Marine aviation dur-
ing 1968 . Many of these problems would never be
completely resolved, even after the conclusion of th e
Vietnam War.

As the year began, Major General Norman J .
Anderson, a veteran naval aviator who served in th e
Guadalcanal campaign in World War II and in Korea
in 1950, commanded the wing, having done so sinc e
June 1967 . The 1st MAW now contained over 15,000
men and more than 400 aircraft . This latter figure
included nearly 200 fixed-wing planes and more tha n
220 helicopters . The wing consisted of three Marin e
fixed-wing and two Marine helicopter aircraft groups
plus supporting elements . The fixed-wing groups were
at Da Nang and Chu Lai while the helicopter groups
were based at Marble Mountain and Phu Bai . All told ,
in January, the Marine Corps had 10 out of its 2 7
attack or fighter/attack squadrons and 11 out of its 2 5
helicopter squadrons in Vietnam . This did not include
the two attack and fighter/attack squadrons at Iwaku-
ni, Japan, or the two helicopter squadrons of the Sev-
enth Fleet Special Landing Force, which could readil y
reinforce the in-country squadrons . '

At the overcrowded Da Nang base where Anderson
maintained his headquarters, the wing shared space
with Seventh Air Force components, the South Viet-
namese Air Force, an Army aviation company, and II I
MAF ground forces. Marine Wing Headquarters Group

Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A14084 3

MajGen Norman J. Anderson, here in an official portrait ,
commanded the 1st MAW in January 1968. Gen Ander-
son, a naval aviator, had commanded the wing since Jun e
1967 and was a veteran of the Guadalcanal Campaign of
1942 and of Korea in 1950 .

(MWHG) 1, Marine Wing Service Group (MWSG)
17, Marine Air Control Group (MACG) 18, and
Marine Aircraft Group (MAG) 11 were all at Da Nang .
MWHG-1, under Colonel Tolbert T. Gentry, furnished
general command and control and administrative sup -
port for the wing while MWSG-17, commanded by
Colonel John E . Hansen, provided logistics, facilities ,
and intermediate and organizational maintenance on al l
aircraft and other equipment . Colonel Lyle V. Tope's
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Photo from the Abel Collectio n

A Marine Chance-Vought F–8 Crusader from VMF(AW)–235 takes offfrom Da Nang Airbase

in January 1968. Its landing gears are beginning to retract into the wing .

MACG—18 had the responsibility for all air contro l

and air defense support in the wing . *

Colonel Leroy T. Frey commanded MAG—11, th e

Marine fixed-wing group at Da Nang . Under

MAG—1 1 were a headquarters and maintenanc e

(H&MS) squadron, an airbase (MABS) squadron, an d

four fixed-wing squadrons . These included: Marine

Composite Reconnaissance Squadron (VMCJ) 1** ;

* In January 1968, the group consisted of Headquarters and Headquar-

ters Squadron (H&HS) 18, Marine Air Support Squadron (MASS) 2, Marin e

Air Support Squadron (MASS) 3, Marine Air Control Squadron (MACS) 4

and the 1st and 2d LAAM Battalions . Until the activation ofMACG–18 the

previous September these units had belonged to MWHG–1 . MASS–3 an d

the 2c1 LAAM Battalion were both located at the Chu Lai base .

** The VMCJ squadron flew photo reconnaissance missions in both Nort h

and South Vietnam and also electronic jamming missions to foil North Viet-

namese radars and communications in support of both the Seventh Fleet and

Air Force Rolling Thunder campaign in the north . In January 1968, th e

squadron had assigned to it 20 aircraft . These included eight Douglas EF–10B,

a modified version of the Navy F3D Skynight, a two-engine jet night-fighter .

The EF–10B, nicknamed " Willie the Whale, " flew both electronic counter -

measure (ECM) and electronic intelligence missions . In addition to the

" Whales ," the squadron inventory included four EA–6A, the electronic coun -

termeasures version of the Intruder, and eight RF–4B, the photo-reconnais-

sance version of the Phantom II . FMFPac, MarOpsV, Jan68, p . 58a. Colonel

Eric B . Parker, who assumed command of the squadron in March, observe d

that the Marines were the "pioneers of stand-off electronic jamming ." He

remembered that his pilots "were proud of the effectiveness of our equipment

and personnel . . . Our call sign was 'cottonpicker' and to identify yourself as a

'cottonpicker' in an AF [Air Force] or Navy club where deep-strike pilots were,

would almost always result in free drinks. We were appreciated ." Col Eric B .

Parker, Comments on draft, dtd 13Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

Marine Fighter Attack Squadron (VMFA) 122 flying

13 McDonnell Douglas F—4B Phantom Its designed fo r

both air superiority and ground support ; Marine All-

Weather Fighter Squadron (VMF(AW)) 235, used in a

close-air support role and equipped with 15 of the soon-
to-be-phased-out F—8 Chance-Vought Crusader je t

fighters ; and a Marine all-weather attack squadro n

VMA(AW)—242 with the newest attack aircraft in the

Marine inventory, 12 Grumman A—6A Intruders,***

equipped with the latest in electronic and radar naviga-

tional and target acquisition systems . 2 *** *
From the nearby Marble Mountain Air Facility, acros s

***The two-man, twin-jet Intruders which could carry an 18,00 0

pound payload were equipped with a digital-integrated attack naviga-

tion system and an electronic-integrated display system which provid-

ed the pilot at night and in bad weather images of targets and geo-

graphical features on two viewing screens in the cockpit .

****Attached to H&MS–11 was a three-plane detachment o f

TA–4Fs, two-seater trainer versions of the Douglas A–4 Skyhawk, used

generally for forward air control missions . In Vietnam, both the Ai r

Force and the Marine Corps employed forward air controllers (PAC )

(airborne), who in a variety of aircraft like the TA–4F jets, UH–l E

helicopters, and small light fixed-wing prop-driven aircraft controlled

attack, fighter, and fighter/attack fixed-wing aircraft and armed heli-

copters in close air support missions . In addition, H&MS–ll owned

one Douglas C–117D Skytrain fixed-wing transport (a military coun-

terpart of the civilian DC–3) which the squadron employed for a mul-

titude of purposes including night illumination . Three more of the rel-

atively venerable transports belonged to MWSG–17 at Da Nang . Al l

told, including the four C–117Ds, there were over 60 Marine fixed -

wing aircraft based at Da Nang .
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the Da Nang River and on the lower end of the Tiensha
Peninsula, MAG—16, a helicopter group, conducted it s
operations . Under the command of Colonel Edwin O.
Reed, MAG—16 consisted of Headquarters and Mainte-
nance Squadron (H&MS) 16 ; Marine Air Base Squadron
(MABS) 16 ; an observation squadron, VMO—2 ; and three
medium (HMM—262, — 265, and -363) and one heav y
(HM1H—463) helicopter squadrons . VMO—2 had in its
inventory 27 armed and unarmed Bell UH—1E (Hueys )
single-engine light helicopters, used for a diverse numbe r
of missions including observation, forward air contro l
(airborne), and ground support .* The 30 relatively new
single-rotor Sikorsky CH—53A Sea Stallion heavy-lift
helicopters in III MAF, each powered by two-shaft tur-
bine engines and able to carry a payload of over six tons ,
were all in HAIR—463 . Two of the medium helicopter
squadrons, HMM—262 and -265, flew the twin-turbin e
tandem rotor Boeing Vertol CH—46A Sea Knight aircraft
that had replaced the older and smaller Sikorsky single
rotor UH—34 Sea Horse . With the shortage of helicopters
caused by the grounding and refitting of the CH—46s in
1967 because of rear pylon failures in flight, the third
medium helicopter squadron, HMM—363, still retained
the UH—34D." In early January, HMMs -262 and -26 5
had 47 CH—46s between them while HMM—363 owne d
24 of the UH—34s . 3

In addition to the helicopters assigned to the flyin g

*The armed Hueys carried air-to-ground rocket packs and fuse-

lage-mounted, electrically-fired machine guns and proved to be formi-

dable close air support aircraft . The unarmed Hueys, nicknamed

"slicks," were used for medical evacuation, reconnaissance, air control ,

and occasionally for insertion of reconnaissance teams . Later in the

spring of 1968, there was a reduction of the number of Hueys in th e

VMO squadrons because of the introduction of the fixed-wing Nort h

American turbo-prop OV—10A Bronco into the Marine Corps inven-

tory and to III MAF. See Chapter 25 . Colonel Samuel J . Fulton, wh o

assumed command of VMO—2 in May, remembered that his squadro n

then had only 14 Huey gunships and the only 'slick ' I recall is the on e

that was used for III MAF." Col Samuel J . Fulton, Comments on draft ,

n .d . [Nov94) (Vietnam Comment File) .

** Designed to hold a four-man crew and 17 combat-loaded troops ,
the CH—46 carried approximately double the load of the UH—34 an d

with its cruising speed of 115 knots was approximately 25 knots faste r

than the older aircraft . For detailed discussion of the problems experi-

enced with the CH—46 in 1967, see Telfer, Rogers, and Fleming, U.S .

Marines in Vietnam, 1967, pp . 210—11 and LtCol William R . Fails ,

Marines and Helicopters, 1962—1973 (Washington : Hist&MusDiv,

HQMC, 1978), pp. 101—02 and 121—24 . Major General Anderson, th e

wing commander, commented that he believed that there was "onl y

one instance of catastrophic failure [of the CH—46), the weakness was

identified and grounding ensued immediately ." According to Ander-
son, it was "fuselage and pylon cracks . . . [in several aircraft that) gav e
rise to this essential refit program ." MajGen Norman J . Anderson ,
Comments on draft, n .d . (Jan95) (Vietnam Comment File) .

squadrons, Colonel Reed retained a detachment of 14
Cessna light single-engine fixed-wing 0—1C and 0—1 G
bird dog aircraft in H&MS—16 for both air control an d
observation purposes . Like H&MS—11 at the main base ,
H&MS—16 at Marble Mountain also possessed one Dou-
glas C—117D Skytrain transport . MAG—16 also had
operational control of the U.S . Army 245th Surveillanc e
Aircraft Company, equipped with 18 OV—1 Mohaw k
aircraft designed for tactical aerial reconnaissance . For
the most part, MAG—16 supported the 1st Marine Divi-
sion at Da Nang but also flew missions on behalf of th e
3d Marine Division, Korean Marine Brigade, and Arm y
Americal Division . It also performed a myriad of task s
for the South Vietnamese military units and the relate d
Revolutionary Development pacification campaign .4

About 50 miles to the south of Da Nang, at Chu Lai ,
two Marine Aircraft Groups, MAGs—12 and -13, fle w
out of the airfield located there . MAG—12, under Colonel
Dean Wilker, consisted of three Douglas A4E Skyhawk
attack squadrons, VMAs—121, -211, and -311, and on e
A—6A Intruder all-weather squadron, VMA (AW)-533 .
All told the group possessed 12 of the Intruders and near-
ly 60 of the Skyhawks. The maneuverable Skyhawk wa s
a formidable close support aircraft . An extremely accurate
bomber, the single-seat A—4 belied its relative small size
and could carry a variety of ordnance and a payload o f
nearly 8,000 pounds . Three F—4B Phantom II squadrons ,
VMFAs -115, -314, and -323, with a total of 33 air -
craft, constituted MAG—13 . The versatile Phantom ,
capable of a speed nearly equal to the fastest interceptors ,
could also carry a payload of nearly 16,000 pounds, sec-
ond only to the A—6A . Two C—117D transports, five
Douglas TA—4Fs, and three Korean War- vintage Grum-
man two-seater, single-engine TF—9J fighter trainer s
rounded out the Marine aircraft inventory at Chu Lai .5 *

*Lieutenant General Richard E . Carey, who commanded VMFA—11 5
until 16 January 1968, commented in 1994 that the Phantom was th e

"fastest interceptor in the American inventory and its speed has not bee n

equaled by any American interceptor to this dare ." He observed that i n

addition to its fighter escort and close air support role, it also had an ai r

defense role . His squadron maintained a strip alert against possible MIG

incursions into South Vietnam and that on two occasions, General Care y
stated, he personally chased MIG aircraft near the North Vietnamese cit y

of Vinh until " told to abort by my GCI (Ground Control Intercept) con -

troller. " According to Carey, the " Phantom was the primary reason ou r

ground forces were never attacked by North Vietnamese Air. " General

Carey wrote that the Douglas TA—4Fs and the Grumman TF—9Js "were

constantly used as TAC(A) [Tactical Air controller (Airborne)] when a

FAC [Forward Air Controller) was not available . " He mentioned tha t

" throughout the war they also provided a fast FAC capability for strike s

north of the DMZ and recovery of downed air crews when the slow mov-

ing FAC(A) could not survive." LtGen Richard E . Carey, Comments on

draft, dtd 12Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Carey Comments.
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Both photos are from the Abel Collectio n

Top, a Cessna 0—1 Bird Dog light single-engine observation and air control aircraft fro m

MAG—16 is seen in flight. The Bird Dog was in the Marine inventory from WW 11 and wa s

to be phased out . Below, passengers are seen boarding a Marine Douglas C—117D Skytrain, a

twin-engine transport aircraft. The C—117D was an improved version of the C—47, the military

version of the DC—3 .
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Top is Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A421997 and bottom photo is from the Abel Collectio n

Top, two Grumman A6A Intruders (only the wing tip can be seen of the second aircraft) from
VMA(AW)—533 return to Chu Lai after a mission . Note that the bomb racks of the first air -
craft are empty. Below, a fully loaded Douglas A—4A Skyhawk from VMA—211 is located a t
the Chu Lai airstrip . The small maneuverable Skyhawk could carry a variety of ordnance and a
payload of nearly 8,000 pounds .
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Photo from the Abel Collection

A Marine McDonnell Douglas F4B Phantom ll from VMFA—323 lands at Chu Lai . The tail para-
chute slowed the speed of the aircraft and the arresting cable brought the Phantom to a complete stop .

Until October of 1967, Chu Lai had also been th e
home of the second Marine helicopter group ,
MAG—36. While supersonic Marine jets could cove r
the distance from Da Nang and Chu Lai to the DM Z
in 18 and 27 minutes, respectively, it was quite anoth-
er matter for the relatively plodding rotary aircraft .
With the Americal Division having ample organi c
helicopter support, III MAF decided to upgrade an d
expand the small airfield at Phu Bai, build a new one
near Quang Tri City out of range of the North Viet-
namese artillery positions north of the Ben Hai, and
move MAG—36 closer to the northern battlefront . 6

By January 1968, with the focus of the war on th e
north, Colonel Frank E . Wilson, the MAG—36 com-
mander, in addition to his H&S squadron, had six heli-
copter squadrons attached to his command . Four of
them, HMMs-164, -362, and -364 and VMO-3 ,
were with the group headquarters at Phu Bai . The
remaining two squadrons, VMO—6 and HMM—163 ,
were with the forward headquarters at the newly con-
structed Quang Tri Airfield, and joined on 10 Januar y
by HMM—262 . Equipped with 23 UH—lEs each, both
armed and "slick," VMOs—3 and -6 performed similar
missions in their sectors as their sister squadron ,
VMO—2, at Marble Mountain . HMMs—163 and -36 2
were both UH—34 squadrons with 49 aircraft betwee n
them while the remaining squadrons flew the Boeing
CH-46 . HMM—164 had 19 of the older CH—46As
while -364 had acquired 32 of the newer and
improved D Models, which had fewer problems than
the older craft . Finally, one C—117D and 18 UH—34s
belonged to H&MS—36 for various logistic runs and
other miscellaneous missions . While mainly support-
ing the 3d Marine Division along the DMZ and in

Thua Thien Province and eventually the 1st Marine
Division's Task Force X-Ray, MAG—36, lik e
MAG—16, had a variety of missions to accomplish an d
several masters to service .?

Besides the main airbases, the wing maintained for -
ward airfields at Dong Ha, An Hoa, Tam Ky, and Kh e
Sanh, large enough to land Marine Lockheed Hercule s
KC—130 transports which required about 3,000 feet o f
runway. While Marine Refueller Transport Squadron
(VMGR) 152 remained based at Okinawa, it alway s
kept a small detachment or detachments of approxi-
mately four aircraft in Vietnam at all times . With a
15—17 ton capacity, the KC—130s flew resupply an d
reinforcements throughout the Western Pacific from
bases in Vietnam, Japan, Okinawa, and the Philip -
pines . They played a large role in the resupply of Dong
Ha in the eastern DMZ and especially of the 26t h
Marines at Khe Sanh with the land lines of communi-
cation closed to that isolated base . Configured for in -
flight refueling missions, the KC—130s were an impor-
tant ingredient in the air war as they serviced attack
and fighter aircraft in the skies over both North and
South Vietnam .8*

January 1968 proved to be an extremely bus y
month for the aviators of the 1st Wing . During the
month, Marine attack and fighter aircraft flew 4,89 1

*Prior to the Vietnam War there had been some question whethe r

the Marine Corps would be permitted to have the KC—130, the tanke r

configuration version of the C—130 Lockheed transport . Air Force offi-

cials claimed that the Hercules KC—130 was primarily a transport an d

should remain only in the Air Force. The Marines successfully argue d

that it was both and used it as such . See Jack Shulimson, U .S. Marines

in Vietnam, An Expanding War, 1966 (Washington : Hist&MusDiv,

1982), p. 268 .
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Photo from Abel Collection

A Marine Lockheed KC—130 Hercules transport/refiueler from VMGR—152 refuels two Douglas

A—4 Skyhawks from MAG—12 at 10,000 feet over South Vietnam . VMGR—152, based on Oki-
nawa, kept one detachment in Vietnam for both refuelling and transport missions .

combat sorties in South Vietnam, of which 1,17 4
were close air support missions . Of the remainin g
sorties, 3,651 were in direct support of groun d
forces, and 66 were helicopter support, armed recon-
naissance, or air defense .* These aircraft dropped
some 9,000 tons of bombs, which according t o
Marine statistics resulted in an estimated 400 dead .
Marine fixed-wing aircraft also made 476 visua l
reconnaissance and 216 sensor reconnaissance flights
in providing battlefield surveillance for ground com-
manders in South Vietnam . 9

The record was about as impressive in the skies over
North Vietnam and Laos . These numbers represented
1,434 combat and combat support sorties, 1,180 of
which were strike sorties . The other "out of country "
sorties included 226 reconnaissance sorties and 2 8
combat air patrols . Over North Vietnam, the Marine
strike sorties, 739 out of 796, hit targets in Route
Package 1, that area immediately north of the Ben Hai
River. Marine participation in the bombing of the
northernmost sector of North Vietnam, Route Packag e
4, required an especially integrated effort . The A—6As ,
EA—6As, F-4Bs, and the KC—130s had to meet precise

*Close air support missions were conducted in such close vicinit y
of the ground force that they required detailed coordination and inte-

gration with the ground supporting fires . While coordination with th e

supported ground force remained important in direct air support mis-

sions, these sorties were conducted at a sufficient distance that the inte-

gration with the supporting ground fires was less involved .

time schedules "with fully operational systems " to
carry out a successful mission . The two Marine A—6A
squadrons, VMA (AW)s—242 and 533, struck more
than 1,000 targets, most of them moving, in 350 sor-
ties, 34 of them in the northern route packages ove r
North Vietnam. Marine aviators also flew over 38 0
strikes against the lines of communication in Laos . Al l
told, the Marine airmen, exclusive of the transports and
the helicopters, completed a total of more than 7,000
sorties over South Vietnam, North Vietnam, and Laos ,
the largest number since July 1967 ." '

The helicopter and transport pilots also could boas t
of similar achievements during January . Marine
C—117s and KC—130s carried nearly 30,000 passen-
gers and more than 6,600,000 pounds of cargo during
the month. Not to be outdone, the CH—53s of
HMH—364 hauled slightly over 19,000 passengers
and over 7,500,000 pounds of food, arms, and equip-
ment in January. For the month, Marine helicopter s
from both III MAF and the SLF of the Seventh Flee t
flew 34,957 sorties, lifting nearly 60,000 troops an d
6,617 tons of cargo.' '

These accomplishments had come at some cost to
the Marine wing in both personnel and aircraft . Com-
munist antiaircraft fire downed seven fixed-wing
planes including three A4E Skyhawks, one F—4 B
Phantom II, one F—8 Crusader, one EF—10B Whale ,
and one A—6A Intruder. The enemy gunners also shot
down six helicopters, three Ch-46s, one UH—34, on e
CH—53, and one UH—1E . Enemy rocket and mortar
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Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A19080 6

A completely destroyed Grumman A—6A Intruder is the victim of a rocket and mortar bombardmen t
on the Da Nang Airfield

men also destroyed six F—4Bs and one A—6A in thei r

shelling of the Da Nang and Chu Lai airfields . In addi-
tion, enemy machine gun fire caused some impairmen t
to 328 Marine aircraft, 38 of them sustaining seriou s

damage. Communist mortar and rocket attacks on th e
airfields also hit another 104 aircraft, 13 of whic h

required extensive repairs .* Even more costly were the
losses of trained Marine airmen—enlisted crewme n

and Marine aviators—adding to the already existin g
shortage of aviation personnel .1 2

*The Communists rocketed Da Nang Air Base on 3 January and fol-

lowed with rocket and mortar attacks at the Da Nang and Marble Moun-

tain Airfields on 30 January, and hit the Marble Mountain facility once

again on 31 January. They hit the new Quang Tri airstrip with both rock-

ets and mortars on 24, 27, and 29 January. They also mortared and rock-

eted MAG—13 at Chu Lai on 31 January 1968 . 1st MAW ComdC, Jan68 ,

pp . 3—5—3—8 . Colonel Robert Lewis, at the time the commander o f

VMCJ—1, photographed the Chu Lai Air Base from an RF—4B the da y

after the attack . He recalled that at Chu Lai, the rockets " hit the MAG—1 3

bomb dump. The ensuing explosion severely damaged two squadro n

hangars and absolutely flattened the VMA [AW)—533 hangar ." Col

Robert W. Lewis, Comments on draft, n .d . [Dec94) (Vietnam Commen t

File) . Colonel Dean Wilker, who commanded MAG—12 at Chu Lai ,

remembered the attack somewhat differently . According to Wilker, the

rockets hit " the Navy bomb dump "—rather than the one belonging t o

MAG—13—located between the shoreline and the MAG—12 hangars . He

stated that "bombs exploded and left a huge hole in the sand dune area .

The blast caved in one of my hangars and damaged the others . " Col Dean

Wilker, Comments on draft, dtd 18Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

The coming months would bring even more prob-
lems. For the entire III MAF staff and particularly fo r
General Anderson, it would be a frustrating experi-
ence . It would be a period of conflicting responsibili-
ties, in which Marine Corps doctrine relative to th e
mission and employment of fixed-wing air in suppor t
of ground forces would be called into question .

Marine Control of Air

By the end of the month, the siege of Khe Sanh, th e
insertion of the 1st Air Cavalry into northern I Corps ,
and the launching of the Communist Tet offensive
would bring several Marine aviation issues to a head .
Especially sensitive was the issue of control of Marin e
fixed-wing air in Vietnam. According to Marine Corps
doctrine, the purpose of Marine air was to provide clos e
and direct air support to the Marine infantry divisio n
on the ground . The Marine Corps had worked out, as
noted by Major General Anderson, "detailed and effec-
tive procedures," particularly for amphibious opera-
tions, but applicable to extended ground operations ,
which closely integrated Marine aviation and infantry
units into "air-ground task forces ."13 As Marine Major
General Keith B. McCutcheon, serving in 1968 as
Deputy Chief of Staff (Aviation) [DCS (Air)] at Head-
quarters, U .S . Marine Corps and one of the major archi-
tects of Marine aviation doctrine, later emphatically
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wrote, the Marine Corps " jealously guards the integri-
ty of its air-ground team ."14

From the very beginning of the Marine Corp s
involvement in Vietnam, Marine officers sought t o
avoid any repetition of the Korean War experienc e
where for the last two years of that conflict the Marine
ground force "worked for the 8th Army and th e
[Marine) air forces worked for the Fifth Air Force ." In
1963, then Marine Brigadier General McCutcheon ,
Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations, CinCPac ,
headed a 12-man board with representatives from th e
Pacific Command staff and from all of the CinCPac
Service component commands to "examine the full
spectrum of tactical air support" in the theater and t o
come up with recommendations for its organizatio n
under a joint command . Without going into all of th e
ramifications, the "McCutcheon Board" propose d

MajGen Keith B . McCutcheon, Marine Deputy Chief of Staff
(Air) in 1968, was a former commander of the 1st MAW.
Gen McCutcheon was a pioneer Marine aviator who played a
large role in the development of Marine close air support doc-
trine as well as in Marine employment of the helicopter.

Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A413010

that a joint force commander under CinCPac shoul d
appoint a Service commander (in most instances th e
Air Force component commander) to be the "coordi-
nating authority for tactical air operations . " This dis-
tinction was important since under the then existing
joint definitions, "coordinating authority " permitted
a commander " to require consultation between th e
agencies involved, but does not have authority t o
compel agreement . "1 5

Although Admiral Ulysses S . Grant Sharp and hi s
predecessor failed to approve the "McCutcheo n
report," the CinCPac commander used the "coordi-
nating authority" solution as the basis for comman d
of aviation resources in Vietnam . In fact, when in
March 1965, General Westmoreland informe d
CinCPac that he planned to place Marine fixed-win g
units under the overall operational control of his Ai r
Force component commander, at that time the Com-
manding General, 2d Air Division, Admiral Shar p
overruled him . In no uncertain terms, in a messag e
probably drafted by General McCutcheon, Sharp
told Westmoreland that he would exercise opera-
tional control of Marine aviation through III MA F
and that authority could not be "delegated to the 2 d
Air Division ."1 6

The resulting MACV Air Directive 95—4 on ai r
support issued in July 1965 provided the 2d Air Divi-
sion commander "coordinating authority," but
retained operational control of all Marine air in III
MAF. At the same time, however, the Marines were to
notify the 2d Air Division on a daily basis of the num-
ber of aircraft in excess of III MAF needs and mak e
them available as needed . While modified slightly i n
1966, this basic directive remained in effect int o
1968 . As a member of the 1st MAW staff, Lieutenan t
Colonel Richard E. Carey later observed that the
Marines "were very careful to ensure we provided dail y
reports of the number of aircraft in excess of III MA F
needs," but that by January 1968, "there were seldom
excess sorties or aircraft available ."1 7

Lieutenant General Krulak, the FMFPac comman-
der, pointedly stated a few months earlier that th e
Marines had the air-ground team in Vietnam tha t
they had wanted in Korea. According to Krulak, thi s
was, "no accident . We have CinCPac to thank fo r
putting his foot down and saying 'No . . . .' We hav e
to thank him, plus the stubborn persuasion on hi m
by a few Marines ." Furthermore, the FMFPac com-
mander correctly observed that notwithstanding al l
the talk about the Marine air-ground relationship th e
Vietnam arrangement provided the Marine Corps for
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one of the first times in combat, the air-ground tea m
"in its classic sense . "t8

Despite the operational control retained by III
MAF and the 1st MAW of its fixed-wing assets, th e
Marines recognized the primacy of the Seventh Air
Force commander as the MACV air coordinator . Th e
air directive permitted ComUSMACV in the even t
of emergency to direct the Commander of the Sev-
enth Air Force to assume operational control o f
Marine aircraft . Moreover, in August 1965 in a n
agreement between General McCutcheon, wh o
commanded the 1st MAW from May 1965 throug h
May 1966, and General Joseph H. Moore, the com-
mander of the 2d Air Division, which later became
the Seventh Air Force, the Marines acknowledge d
that the Air Force command had overall responsi-
bility for air defense in the unlikely event of a Nort h
Vietnamese air attack .1 9

In accordance with this agreement, the Marines
designated a certain number of aircraft for air defens e
purposes. The Air Force, through its control an d
reporting center (CRC)* in I Corps, codename d
Panama, located on Monkey Mountain on Tiensh a
Peninsula, had the authority to alert or scramble and
assign air defense targets to these Marine fighters .
Moreover, the CRC determined when and if the 1s t
and 2d Light Antiaircraft Missile (LAAM) Battalions
"were free to engage a target presumed to be hostile "

with its HAWK** surface-to-air guided missiles .
Part of MACG—18, the two battalions, each with a

basic load of 108 missiles, were responsible fo r
ground antiair defense at Da Nang and Chu Lai . In
January 1968, Lieutenant Colonel Marshall J . Trea-
do, the commander of the 1st LAAM Battalion at D a
Nang, had one battery near the Hai Van Pass, anoth-
er on Monkey Mountain, and the third west of th e

*The Panama CRC was an element of the U .S . Air Force tactical

air control system from which the Air Force directed radar contro l

and warning operations within its sector. It was subordinate to the

Seventh Air Force Tactical Air Control Center in Saigon which con -

trolled all Air Force tactical air operations and air-warning function s

in South Vietnam . The TACC in Saigon "did not have authority ove r

operations in the northern route packages of North Vietnam ; Ai r

Force operations there were controlled by the Seventh Air Forc e

Command Center. Until Mar 1968, the Seventh Air Force Command

Center also controlled operations in Route Package One . " Dr. Wayne

Thompson, USAF Historical Office, Comments on draft, dt d

23Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

**The acronym HAWK stands for Homing-All-the-Way-Killer .

The HAWK air defense is a mobile, surface-to-air guided missile sys-

tem designed to defend against enemy low-flying aircraft and short-

range rocket missiles .

airbase near the 1st Marine Division headquarters .
The 2d LAAM Battalion, under Lieutenant Colone l
Stanley A. Herman, disposed its batteries in similar
fashion around Chu Lai to provide adequate protec-
tion. Lieutenant Colonel David S . Twining, wh o
later commanded Marine Air Control Squadron
(MACS) 4, credited the LAAM Battalions with "per-
mitting the allocation of virtually all of the Marin e
fighter/attack resources to the attack role . " He noted
that by 1968, only two "Air Force F—4 aircraft main-
tained on strip alert for launch against unidentified
inbounds were the only additional routine air defense
measures required . . . ."20** *

Outside of the specific air defense measure s
directed by the Seventh Air Force, the heart of the
Marine air command and control system was the 1s t

MAW tactical air direction center (TADC) .**** A
component of MACG-18, the TADC oversaw th e
use of all Marine aircraft, both fixed-wing and rotary ,
and determined the requisite number for specifi c
missions . The TADC consisted of two subordinate
agencies, the tactical air operations center (TAOC) ,
responsible for air defense, air surveillance, and ai r
control, and the direct air support centers (DASCs )
which maintained control of close and direct air sup-
port missions .2 1

The wing TAOC, manned by Marines from

MACS-4, had the latest in technology to carry ou t

its duties . When the squadron arrived in June 1967 ,
it brought with it a "modern semi-automated, com-
puter-oriented TAOC" to replace the older manual
procedures . MACS—4 emplaced the TAOC on Mon -
key Mountain near the HAWK firing positions ther e
and the Air Force "Panama" CRC . The squadron
required ample space for its sundry radars and anten-
nae . It took four huts to house the Tactical Dat a

*** While there was discussion of rotating the 2d LAAM Battal-

ion out of Vietnam, the Tet offensive and the Khe Sanh crisis resulte d

in the battalion remaining at Chu Lai . Brigadier General Earl E .

Anderson, the III MAF Chief of Staff, even proposed co move the bat-

talion from Chu Lai to Quang Tri because of a postulated increased ai r

threat . Anderson argued, "we all recognize that it is vital to intercep t

enemy aircraft as far from the troops installation as possible . " BGen E .

E . Anderson ltrs to MajGen Keith B . McCutcheon, dtd 19Feb and

14Mar68, Encl to Gen Earl E . Anderson, Comments on draft, dtd

18Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File). Later in the year, the possibility o f

the enemy air threat had diminished again and the 2d LAAM Battal-

ion departed Vietnam on 12 October 1968 . See also Chapter 21 .

****Although the Marine Corps normally designated its senior ai r

command and control organization the Tactical Air Control Center, i t

used the usually subordinate term, TADC, in Vietnam to avoid confu-

sion with the Seventh Air Force TACC in Saigon .
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Communications Central (TDCC) and another 1 6
huts for the TAOC proper . Part of the recently devel-
oped Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS), compat-
ible with the Navy's Airborne Tactical Data System
(ATDS), the new TAOC permitted the Marine con-
trollers to monitor about 250 airborne aircraft at one
time, both friendly and hostile, and to handle abou t
25 air intercepts at the same instance .22 *

The new Marine system had a larger capacit y
and more sophisticated air control capability tha n
the Air Force Panama station . More importantly,
the Marines could electronically exchange ai r
defense and air control data instantly with th e
ships of the Seventh Fleet operating both in th e
Gulf of Tonkin and the South China Sea. For th e
time being, however, the only way that the Ai r
Force CRC could communicate with either th e
fleet or the Marine TAOC was by voice relay.* *
Brigadier General Earl E . " Double E" Anderson, a
Marine aviator who had previously worked on th e
DCS (Air) staff at HQMC and was now the II I
MAF chief of staff, wrote to General McCutcheo n
in Washington that the "Air Force colonel who
now commands Panama finally swallowed hi s
pride." According to Anderson, the Air Forc e
commander had "asked MACS–4 if they woul d
permit him to send Air Force controllers to wor k
with the TAOC . " The Marines agreed and " they
have Air Force controllers working on the MTD S

*Lieutenant Colonel William A . Cohn observed that "when th e
MTDS replaced the manual system, approximately 1700 a mont h
missions were being handled . . . in a few months the MTDS sys-

tem was handling over 17,000 missions a month ." He declared thi s
was a "quantum leap" and contrasted it with the Air Force system
at Panama, "where all aircraft were put on punch cards and the n
introduced into the system, while MTDS acquired aircraft auto-

matically as soon as they were airborne ." LtCol William A . Cohn ,
Comments on draft, dtd 13Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File), here -
after Cohn Comments .

**Colonel David S . Twining, a commander of MACS-4 i n
1968, recalled that "the TAOC/TDCC had the capability to simi-

larly exchange digital target information with HAWK Missile Bat-

talions and also with adjacent Air Force control agencies . As earl y
as 1965 the JCS had agreed on joint technical standards for suc h
information exchange . The Marine Corps and Air Force imple-
mented these standards in both the MTDS and Air Force 407-L
development programs but the Air Force equipment at the site
' Panama ' CRC was the older Back-Up Intercept Compute r
(BUIC-2) which had only the Air Force unique SAGE/BUIC dat a
link . Using the Marine Corps TDCC equipped with mission-spe-

cific modems a special data link translator was devised which even-

tually succeeded in automating the link between the two centers .
Col David S . Twining, Comments on draft, dtd 15Nov94 (Vietna m
Comment File), hereafter Twining Comments .

equipment and passing plots by phone to th e
Panama site . " 23** *

The several DASCs made up the second componen t
of the 1st Wing's Tactical Air Direction Center . Per-
sonnel from the two Marine air support squadrons ,
MASS–2 and -3, manned the five DASCs, usually col -
located with the Marine fire support coordinating cen-
ter (FSCC) of the supported unit . MASS–3 ran th e
DASC with the 1st Marine Division at Da Nang, a
mini-DASC with the 26th Marines at Khe Sanh estab-
lished there in mid January, and the one at Chu Lai .
The two remaining DASCs, manned by MASS–2 ,
were both in early January with the 3d Marine Divi-
sion, one at the division's main CP at Phu Bai and th e
other at the division's forward headquarters at Don g
Ha. When the 3d Division turned its CP at Phu Ba i
over to the 1st Marine Division Task Force X-Ray i n
mid-month, the Phu Bai DASC remained behind an d
provided the same service to the new command . 24

Supplementing the DASCs, the two MAS S
squadrons also maintained five air support rada r

***General Anderson had more than a passing interest in the
MTDS equipment . He recalled that as a colonel in 1963, he was tol d

that "the MTDS program (which was the largest R&D Program the

Marine Corps had ever undertaken) was in serious trouble and despite
the Commandant's reluctance the Marine Corps decided to take th e
Program Manager route. Despite my protestations, I was assigned tha t

billet and while physically located within DC/S Air, I reported direct-

ly to the Chief of Staff." Gen Earl E . Anderson, Comments on draft,
dtd 18Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File) . Lieutenant General Richard E .

Carey, who after his stint as a squadron commander served on the 1s t

MAW staff, recalled that he "had numerous conversations with Pana-

ma in which they sang the praises of our MTDS capability." Carey
Comments . Both Lieutenant Colonel Cohn who commanded MACS-4

until April 1968, and his successor, Colonel Twining, commenced o n

their relations with the Air Force commander of the "Panama" station .

Lieutenant Colonel Cohn wrote, " the Air Force colonel commanding

Panama brought his VIP visitors to see 'his' Marine air control syste m
in action . At this time MTDS was handling Army, Navy, and Air Forc e

aircraft to such locations as Udorn, Piraz, and many other bases. This

in addition to the normal day-to-day operations with 1st Wing AC. "
Cohn Comments . Colonel Twining observed that he had excellen t

working relations with local Air Force commanders at Da Nang, bu t

contrasted this with the "political agenda" of the Seventh Air Forc e
headquarters in Saigon . He cited as an example where he had worke d
out a particular working agreement with the Panama commander i n

which MACS-4 would control returning certain Air Force flights i n

bad weather when the Air Force equipment " was not up to the task . "
According to Twining the new procedures worked well until the Pana-

ma Commander "made the mistake of relating this to Saigon, where -
upon he was summarily relieved and was not even allowed to return fo r
his personal gear. His successor made one call on me upon his arrival

and told me that he was under orders to break off all cooperative ai r

control procedures and that he was furthermore prohibited from fur-
ther meetings with his Marine counterparts . " Twining Comments .
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teams (ASRT) which used the TPQ—10 radar syste m
to control air strikes in poor and marginal weather .
Like the DASCs, each team was usually collocate d
with the supported unit . At the beginning of 1968 ,
there were two ASRTs at Dong Ha with the 3 d
Division, one at Phu Bai, one with the 1st Marin e
Division at Da Nang, and one at Chu Lai, whic h
later in the month moved to Khe Sanh and wa s
operational there on 23 January. From these loca-
tions, with the 50-mile range of the TPQ—10 radar,
the operators could cover most of I Corps . The
Marine A-4s, A—6s, and F—4Bs all came equippe d
with beacons that the TPQ—10 could track for th e
entire 50 miles .25 *

In January, the MASS—2 DASCs controlled nearly
5,000 missions, about 3,000 fixed-wing and 2,00 0
helicopter. MASS—3 directed only slightly fewer, abou t
3,000 missions equally divided between helicopters
and fixed-wing aircraft . The ASRTs belonging to the
two squadrons ran about 3,400 radar-controlled mis-
sions between them .26

The Marine close and direct air support syste m
called for an intimate relationship between the air an d
ground commands . With each Marine infantry battal-
ion usually having its own forward air control (FAC)
or air liaison party (ALP) attached to it, consisting
usually of a Marine aviator and radio operators and
equipment so as to be able to communicate with both
aircraft and the DASC, ground commanders had thei r
own aviation advisor on their staff. Although the
ground FACs had the capability to control both fixed-
wing and helicopter airstrikes, usually airborne con-
trollers handled most of these missions because of lim-
itations caused by terrain features and the elusivenes s
of the enemy. The ground FAC, nevertheless, con-
tributed important assistance to the ground comman-
der. He provided the infantry the ability to talk to th e
air and perhaps more important was able to advise th e

*Colonel Twining provided the following description o f

TPQ—10 operations : "The TPQ—10 computer compared the aircraft

radar track with the operator-entered target location, taking int o

account bomb ballistics and winds . The indicated aircraft track cor-

rections and bomb release signal was relayed by the operator to th e

pilot. For the A—4 aircraft this information was designed to be sen t

automatically by data link to the aircraft autopilot but equipmen t

problems on both ends of the link resulted in the almost exclusiv e

use of the voice relay. The TPQ–10 operator and aircraft pilot s

became so skillful that all-weather bomb miss distances were typi-

cally less then 50 meters . The chief problem with TPQ–10 opera-

tions was the occasional entry of gross errors in target location result-

ing in 'bad drops' which in a number of instances caused casualties t o

friendly forces and civilians . " Twining Comments .

infantry commander just what type of air support an d
ordnance to use.* *

Fixed-wing direct and close air support was of two
kinds, preplanned and immediate . In the preplanne d
strikes, the infantry battalion commanders, usuall y
with their air liaison officer, determined the day pre-
ceding the mission what targets he wanted to hit . The
battalion then sent the list through channels to divi-
sion headquarters where the collocated DASC an d
FSCC consolidated the air requests . The division the n
forwarded the complete package to III MAF which i n

turn relayed the information to the wing TADC.At th e
TADC, the wing prepared the preliminary or frag-
mentary order for the next day. In this order, usually
called the "frag," *** the TADC designated the number
of missions, time on target, and the type of ordnance .
The "frag" then went out to the various aircraft group s
to carry out and to the Marine DASCs to control .

Despite the complexity of the system, the proces s

allowed for flexibility. Ground commanders could still
call for modifications in the preplanned missions unti l
2000 of the night before . Normally, a battalion com-
mander could expect the air strike within 20 hours of
the initial request .27*** *

Marine fixed-wing immediate support was even
more responsive. In the event of need, battalion com-
manders could send in their request at any time . If nec -
essary, the TADC or DASCs, in an emergency, could
divert aircraft from preplanned missions and brief the
pilots in mid-flight to the new targets . Lieutenan t

Colonel Twining, a commander of MACS	 4, later

**Ground units used VHF radio nets while aircraft employed

UHF radios . All FACs, both airborne and on the ground, could emplo y

either system . Otherwise, the air could not talk to the ground .

***Among both aviators and ground officers this process wa s

called " fragging," not to be confused with the slang term later identi-

fied with the attempted killing or injuring of officers and senior non -

commissioned officers by throwing fragmentation grenades at them .

****Colonel Joel E . Bonner, the 1st MAW G–3, related that i n

Vietnam, the wing modified somewhat the formal procedure describe d

above : " . . . due to improved communications both encrypted an d

unencrypted most of the required info[ormation) was in the hands o f

the G—3 action officers long before the formal info arrived . Much o f

this info came from the Divisions Air Officer and the Ops officers run-

ning specific operations . Also, at Da Nang the Wing G—3 and th e

TADC . . . were collocated in the same building and the G–3 produce d

the frag order . " Bonner noted that the TADC worked for the G—3 as it s

control center: "The TADC was the instrument that was used not only

to carry out those control functions dictated by the Frag Order, bu t

also by the Commanding General to redirect Tactical Air for highe r

priority missions and emergencies as the tides of battle changed ." Co l

Joel E . Bonner, Comments on draft, dtd 25Oct92 and 7Dec94 (Viet-

nam Comment File), hereafter Bonner Comments .
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Marines of the 1st LAAM (Light Antiaircraft Missile) Battalion talk on the radio next to thei r

HAWK surface-to-air guided missiles at the missile site overlooking the Da Nang Airbase from the west.

observed that, " moreover, there were generally suffi-
cient preplanned missions canceled after launch to pro -
vide a `divert pool ' from which aircraft could be
assigned to immediate requests . "28 The TADC could
also launch strikes from any of the three "hot pads . "
Each of the fixed-wing groups usually kept four aircraft
on strip alert . Completely fueled and armed with an
assortment of ordnance, these planes usually would b e
airborne under 10 minutes from receipt of the initial
request . Other aircraft would immediately take thei r
place on the hot pad . In the event of an intense combat
situation, the wing would prebrief pilots and then sen d
them aloft in aircraft on airborne alert . If circumstance s
dictated the wing could also call upon the Seventh Ai r
Force and even Seventh Fleet fixed-wing attack aircraft
for assistance .29

For the most part, Marine air flew about 80 percen t
of its missions in support of the two Marine divisions .
The wing gave the remaining 20 percent to the Sev-
enth Air Force . Up to this point, Marine air normally
did not support Army units except upon request of th e
Seventh Air Force . The Korean Marines, however,
came directly to the wing which in part was the reason

for maintaining the Marine DASC at Chu Lai . Major
General Norman Anderson remembered several year s
later that the Army's Task Force Oregon, later to
become the Americal Division, when it arrived in I
Corps in 1967, "provided their own communication s
into the TADC of the 1st MAW at Da Nang . " ` The
Army division could then lodge requests for pre-
planned and emergency close air support with the
Marines . Mostly, however, the "Americal relied . . . o n
the Seventh Air Force for preplanned support, "
although the Marine wing made supplementary sortie s
available . Anderson, nevertheless, insisted that the
arrangement required that the supported unit provide
"its own communications into the Marine system . . .

*Army General William B . Rosson, who commanded Task Force

Oregon in the Spring of 1967, remembered that he was supported b y

both the Seventh Air Force and the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing then and ,

the support was timely and effective overall . Admittedly, the Tas k

Force required duplicate Air Force and Marine liaison and control part y

assets, but this did not pose a difficult problem for Ill MAP. (We had

deployed with normal Air Force liaison and control party elements ;

Marine elements joined us from Chu Lai)" Gen William B . Rosson ,

USA, Comments on draft, dtd 27Feb96 (Vietnam Comment File) .
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The Marine Tactical Air Operations Center (TAOC), located on Monkey Mountain on the Tiensha

Peninsula east of Da Nang, was equipped with the latest in computer technology . The TAOC, run by

Marine Air Control Squadron (MACS) 4, required ample space for its sundry radars and antennae .

it being manifestly impossible for a Marine Air Wing
to possess equipment and personnel to net with all pos-
sible supported units . " By January 1968, with the sit-
uation at Khe Sanh drawing more attention and th e
planned deployment of more Army units north, Gen-
eral Westmoreland worried not only about whethe r
Marine air could continue to operate independently,
but whether he had to alter the entire fabric of com-
mand relations in I Corps .30

Proposed Changes in Command and Control ove r
Marine Air; Operation Niagara, January 196 8

Early in 1968, General Westmoreland planned to
launch an air offensive in northwestern I Corps to pro-
tect the Marine base at Khe Sanh and to counter th e
North Vietnamese Army buildup there. Based on the
previous late summer-early fall air effort, Operatio n

Neutralize in support of Con Thien, the MACV ai r
commander decided upon what he called another
SLAM (seek, locate, annihilate, and monitor) cam-
paign . Conceived in an imagery "of cascading bomb s
and shells," Westmoreland labeled the new endeavo r
Operation Niagara. According to the concept, U .S . Ai r
Force Strategic Air Command's eight-engine Boeing

B—52 Stratofortresses would fly massive carpetbomb-
ing "Arclight" missions in support of Khe Sanh fro m

their bases in Guam and Thailand . In coordination, Ai r
Force, Marine Corps, and Navy tactical aircraft would
make precision air strikes against identifiable enem y

forward positions . Marine and Army artillery from
both firing positions at Khe Sanh and Camp Carroll i n
the DMZ sector would supplement the air bombard-
ment . The idea was to surround the Marine base wit h
both a "steel curtain" and a "ring of fire" to keep the
North Vietnamese out .31 *

On 5 January, General Westmoreland implemente d
the first phase of Operation Niagara, which was pri-
marily an intelligence gathering effort employing air
and ground reconnaissance resources . This included
the use of sensors** and the monitoring of enemy com -

munications . At the same time, the MACV comman -

*For discussion of the Khe Sanh campaign from January throug h

June 1968, see Chapters 4, 14, and 16 .

**Navy Captain Bernard D . Cole, who as a Navy lieutenant was

attached to the 26th Marines as the assistant target intelligence officer,

wrote that " air dropped sensors were a primary source of targeting dat a

for us ." Capt Bernard D . Cole, USN, Comments on draft, dtd 27Oct9 4

(Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Cole Comments .
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A USAF Boeing B—52 Stratofortress drops its bombs during an Arclight mission over Vietnam .
Gen Westmoreland proposed during Operation Niagara to drop a cascade of bombs and shells on th e
NVA force around Khe Sanh .

der ordered his staff to come up with a plan for the sec -
ond phase of the operation . Most importantly, West-
moreland placed his deputy for Air, Air Force Genera l
William W. "Spike" Momyer in charge .

General Momyer made no secret about his unhap-
piness with the air arrangements in Vietnam, especial-
ly with Marine aviation. As his nickname implied ,
Momyer, who had replaced General Moore as Com-
manding General, Seventh Air Force in the summer o f
1967, was a strong, opinionated commander wh o
argued his case forcefully. He bluntly shared his views
even with Marine generals . Momyer told both Major
General Louis B . Robertshaw, the previous commande r
of the 1st MAW, and Brigadier General John R . Chais -
son, the director of the MACV combat operations cen-
ter, that he wanted operational control of Marine ai r
and "didn't think we should have two air forces sup -
porting the battle in South Vietnam ." While Marin e
commanders held up the Korean War aviation
arrangement as the one precedent to avoid at all costs ,
Momyer frankly declared that it was his objective "to

get the air responsibilities straightened out as we had
them in Korea . . . ." He believed that the Marine sys-
tem of air control failed to make priorities and, i n
effect, wasted valuable air assets in attempting to mee t
all of the needs of the ground commanders .32''

With the impetus now on Operation Niagara ,
Momyer used the opportunity to try to alter the ai r
relationships at Khe Sanh . He convinced General

*General Wallace M . Greene, Jr., who was Marine Corps Com-

mandant from 1964 through 1967, recalled that during one visit t o
Vietnam he had an " extremely angry exchange [with General Momy-

er) which culminated in 'Spike' and his staff following us to the cur b
on our departure! Verbal fists flying! " Gen Wallace M. Greene, Jr. ,

Comments on draft, dtd 11Oct94 (Vietnam Comment File) . Accord-

ing to a still unpublished Air Force history, General Momyer was
selected as commander of the Seventh Air Force because of "his con-

victions about the best way to employ fighter aircraft . . . No Arm y

commander was apt to get the best of an argument with Momyer ove r
air power. " Wayne Thompson, " The United States Air Force in South -

east Asia, From Rolling Thunder to Line Backer, The Air War ove r

North Vietnam, 1966-1973," ms, Center of Air Force History, Chap -
ter 1, pp . 21-22 .
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Westmoreland that changes had to be made . From a
Marine Corps perspective, General Chaisson, who was
very close to General Westmoreland, later related tha t
the MACV commander "was weak as hell on his com-
prehension of tactical air support on a day-to-day basis .
That's why I think he got hooked on that one . " During
these discussions, interestingly enough, General Chais-
son was on home leave in Maine and did not return to
Vietnam until later in the month . Also both Lieu -
tenant General Cushman, the III MAF commander ,
and Major General Norman Anderson, the Marine
wing commander, at this point, were unaware of the
implications of the Niagara plan .33

While obviously influenced by General Momyer,
General Westmoreland also had his own agenda .* The
MACV commander already had other concerns with
the Marine Corps command . Moreover, Westmoreland
did not always acquiesce to Seventh Air Force desires .
He had resisted previous attempts by the Air Force to
have a larger representation on the MACV staff. Indeed ,
he kept most strike targeting authority for both B—52s
and Air Force tactical air in the Army-dominated Tac-
tical Air Support Element (TASE) of his own staff rathe r
than delegating that function to the Seventh Air Force .
Even General Chaisson admitted that Momyer an d
Westmoreland had a relationship based on mutual
respect and trust and that the Air Force general was " a
very competent component commander. "34

For whatever his motivation, on 18 January, Gen-
eral Westmoreland proposed to Admiral Sharp tha t
because of the "impending major battle, " that he
planned to give operational control of the 1st MAW
aircraft "less the helicopters" to General Momyer, hi s
deputy for air. He wanted "rapid decision making"
and the ability to concentrate all air, which he did no t
believe existed under the present system . Westmore-
land stated that he was considering the move a "tem-
porary measure," but made no mention of the emer-
gency provision available to him under his own ai r
directive 95-4 . In fact, the MACV commander sev -

*Army historian Graham A . Cosmas observed that "this is a vali d

and necessary point ." According to Cosmas, "the Marine comman d

throughout the single management fight tended to view Westmore-

land as little more than a 'useful idiot' for Momyer, whom they iden-

tified as their principal antagonist . This may have cost the Marines

politically, since they failed to address the problem ComUSMAC V

thought he saw and instead concentrated on a hard-line doctrina l

argument against the Air Force . This in turn exasperated Westmore-

land, who became as a result more susceptible to Momyer's argu-

ments . " Dr. Graham A . Cosmas, CMH, Comments on draft, 23Nov94

(Vietnam Comment File) .

eral years later stated that he was unaware that he ha d
that authority : "I didn't worry about things like that .
I had a deputy {Momyer] and he never told me any-
thing like this ." 3 5

At this point, Admiral Sharp denied Westmore-
land 's request . In a return message on the same day, h e
asked the MACV commander to consider all the ram-
ifications including the probable inter-Service wrangl e
that would result in a change of the existing order .
Before making a final decision, the CinCPac com-
mander stated that he wanted to review the recom-
mendations and viewpoints of both Generals Momyer

and Cushman on the matter.3 6
After the shelling of the Khe Sanh base on 2 1

January and believing that the long-awaited battl e
may have started, Westmoreland decided agains t
pursuing the subject of control over Marine air an y

further . Instead, he immediately implemented th e

second phase of the Niagara operation . In a messag e
to Admiral Sharp explaining his actions and futur e
plans, he stated that it had never been his "inten-
tion to in any way interfere with the close air sup -

Gen William W. Momyer, USAF, seen here as a lieutenant gen-

eral, was commander of the Seventh Air Force and the MAC V

deputy for air. Momyer was a strong advocate of the Air Force
position relative to controlling aviation assets in Vietnam .

Photo courtesy of Office of Air Force History
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port so essential to the Marines . " Westmoreland
radioed, however, that he still required the "author-
ity to delegate to my deputy commander for air, the
control that I deem appropriate ." He declared that
in Niagara II, he had charged Momyer, "with th e
overall responsibility for air operations for the exe-
cution of the plan ." While the Seventh Air Force
would coordinate and direct the employment o f
tactical air in Niagara II, General Westmoreland
carefully added that the Marine wing would make
only available those sorties not required for th e
"direct air support" of Marine units . The MACV
commander observed that the Seventh Air Forc e
commander and the Marine command would wor k
out the details for the coordination of their effort .
Interestingly, both III MAF and the Seventh Ai r
Force received a copy of this message which was not
the case of the earlier communications betwee n
Westmoreland and Sharp .3 7

III MAF and the Seventh Air Force quickl y
resolved the particulars between the two relative t o
Niagara II . Major General Norman Anderson, the
1st MAW commander, visited the Seventh Air Force
headquarters at Tan Son Nhut in Saigon to complet e
the coordination between the two . During his stay a t
Saigon, General Anderson inspected the Seventh Ai r
Force intelligence control center for the operation ,
which eventually produced some 300 targets during
a given week . According to Anderson, the intelli-
gence center was designating targets, but was no t
sure whether they were being hit . The 1st Wing
commander and Momyer agreed "to exchange attac k
information on a 24-hour basis." About midnight ,
the Seventh Air Force would inform III MAF of th e
number of targets struck, their coordinates, and any
available battle damage assessment (BDA) . III MAF
in turn would turn over its target data and BDA to
the Air Force .38 *

For the Khe Sanh sector, the Seventh Air Forc e
established an airborne command and control cen-
ter (ABCCC), an electronically equipped Lockhee d
C—13OE transport . From its orbit over easter n
Laos, the ABCCC controlled all aircraft in Niagara
II, except Marine close air support fixed-wing

* According to General Carey, who at the time served on the 1s t
MAW staff, " the concept of intelligence center targeting proved to b e
ineffective principally because of its lack of timeliness . Targets for th e
most part were fleeting targets and required quick response . BDA for
the most part was unrealistic . We looked upon the system as ' Bi g
Thinking' strategic targeting but not very practical from a tactica l
standpoint. " Carey Comments .

planes and helicopters .** At Khe Sanh, on 22 Jan-
uary, the 1st MAW moved a mini-DASC from Ch u
Lai to Khe Sanh, backed by a Marine airborne
DASC in a KC—130 .*** The Marine wing and the
Seventh Air Force divided the air space over the
Marine base into six concurrent zones . In the three
closest to the base, aircraft reported into the Kh e
Sanh FSCC and DASC, which, of course, were col -
located. The 1st Wing and 3d Marine Divisio n
Dong Ha DASC and FSCC controlled the eastern -
most zone. The Air Force ABCCC had complet e
authority over the two remaining zones . 3')

Although somewhat formalized, the aviation arrange-
ments at Khe Sanh were at best ad hoc and sometimes con-
fusing. As General Norman Anderson described it, at first ,
all sorties within the range of the Marine air support radar
teams would be "directed by our forward air controllers "
and would be a 1st Wing responsibility. With the begin-
ning of the B—52 sorties, however, "this became a jumble d
arrangement as well" and air control became a matter o f
"expediency" rather than "doctrine." Air Force controllers
complained that Marine aircraft over Khe Sanh too ofte n
ignored the Seventh Air Force ABCCC . From an Air Force
viewpoint, this duo-air-control relationship "perpetuated
the existence of two air forces operating in a compresse d
area ." General Momyer believed that the Niagara compro -
mise placed "too much emphasis on geographical consider-
ations ." He believed that Marine air was fighting its " own
private war at Khe Sanh" rather than fitting into the overall
air campaign . As Air Force historian Bernard C. Natty late r

**Colonel Bonner, the\~1st MAW G—3, commented that the lac k
of airbases in I Corps limited`Generil—komyer in his ability "due t o
time, distance, and weather to place a 'Hallmark USAF stamp' on Ai r
Support in I Corps . Therefore the C—130 Airborne Command and Con-

trol Center was invented for Khe Sanh and Niagara with B—52s was th e
Momyer way of getting the Air Force involved . " Bonner Comments .
General Carey, who at the time as a lieutenant colonel, worked fo r

Colonel Bonner, recalled that "feedback from the Seventh Air Forc e
ABCCC was non existent . On the other hand our communications
with the Khe Sanh and Dong Ha DASC were excellent and as a resul t
the TADC had a good picture of our sectors ." Carey Comments.

*** Colonel Twining recalled that there was some thought to mov-

ing one of the two TPQ—10 ASRTs at Dong Ha co an area west o f
Camp Carroll, probably at Ca Lu, to support Khe Sanh . The NVA
interdiction of Route 9 in that sector prevented the move . According

to Twining the "most logical solution was an ASRT located at Kh e
Sanh itself, along with elements of a DASC . Accordingly, Genera l

Anderson moved one of the TPQ–10's and a mini-DASC fro m
MASS–3 assets at Chu Lai to Khe Sanh . . . To provide interim contro l

of air support operations while the Khe Sanh DASC was being move d
into position and set up, MASS–2 provided an airborne DASC in a

KC–130 which orbited Khe Sanh at 20,000 ft, out of range of th e
NVA antiaircraft guns . " Twining Comments .
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wrote : "Momyer thought in terms of using a limited num-
ber of aircraft to attack an increasing number of targets over
a wide area ; the Marines focused on providing the swiftes t
and deadliest support for the man with the rifle . "40*

In contrast to Momyer, Marine Generals McCutcheon
and Norman Anderson were relatively satisfied with th e
arrangements for Niagara II . While still uneasy about
MACV and Seventh Air Force motivations, they believed
that for the most part the questions about air control had
been put to bed . On 23 January, in Washington, Gener-
al McCutcheon informally wrote to Anderson, the wing

commander, that Headquarters Marine Corps was
"watching with great interest the OpCon command rela-
tionship game and the flurry of message traffic between
the powers-to-be. " McCutcheon acknowledged, however,
that the Niagara implementing order was "simply a

restatement of existing procedures . " In reply, about two
weeks later, the wing commander assured General
McCutcheon that III MAF relations with the Seventh Air
Force "have again normalized. " According to Anderson ,
the heat is temporarily off in doctrinal matters . . . We

both can live and perform our jobs while respecting th e

others' doctrinal position. For the time being, it appears
that Spike Momyer is willing to do this ."4 1

*In 1996, Lieutenant Colonel Richard E . Donaghy, who as a cap-

tain in 1968 was the 26th Marines regimental air officer, remembere d

that sometime in late February an "Air Force Jolly Green [helicopter)

arrived at Khe Sanh unannounced . . . . Into the Regimental Comman d

Bunker walked Gen Momyer complete with utilities, flak jacket, an d

helmet ." After a briefing, the Air Force general asked to speak to th e

"senior Marine aviator on the regimental staff," which of course wa s

Donaghy. According to Lieutenant Colonel Donaghy, "General Momy-

er gave me the impression that he wanted to help us get the job don e

at Khe Sanh, but only on his terms . " General Momyer stated that "he

could send us more air than I could control with the ground and air -

borne FACs I had available." Donaghy replied that the Air Force air -

craft "were carrying the wrong ordnance and were dropping too high .

They always carried ' slick' bombs and were dropping so high that the y

rarely hit the point targets we so often were after (bunkers) . " Th e

Marine officer continued that what he needed were "snake and nape . "

["Snake" pertained to 250- and 500-pound bombs configured with a

special tail called "snake-eyes," while "nape" referred to napalm] . I n

Donaghy's account, General Momyer "smiled and told me to get th e

high drag ordnance from the Marines . His pilots would continue to do

as they had over the past months because he didn't want to lose planes

'down in the weeds. — Donaghy stated that after Momyer left, he start-

ed to obtain Air Force aircraft and eventually worked out a syste m

"where we would use the Air Force planes with their low drag ordnanc e

for Marine TPQs on targets well away from friendlies, with FACs tha t

had 'area targets ' , or pass them . . . for use in Laos where the NVA bi g

guns were always shooting at us from Co Roc . The Marine air we used

in close because of their ordnance loads and their release altitudes —

they could see who they were going after . " LcCol Richard E . Donagh y

Itr to Jack Shulimson, n .d . [Jul96] and 4Oct96 (Vietnam Commen t

File), hereafter Donaghy Comments .

Operation Niagara and Air Resupply in the

Defense of Khe Sanh

While the issue of command and control over ai r
operations still simmered below the surface, the allie s
unleashed their air offensive in Operation Niagara . From
22 January through the end of March, American airpow-
er in a massive onslaught bombarded the North Viet-
namese forces surrounding the Marine base at Khe Sanh
with over 95,000 tons of ordnance .** Within the firs t
week, Marine and Air Force fighter bombers flew about
3,000 sorties and the B—52 stratofortresses over 200 . On

7 February, General Anderson, the 1st Wing comman-
der, observed that "some fantastic amounts of ordnance
are delivered daily, hopefully with a beneficial effect . "42

A key element of the Niagara air offensive was th e
B—52 Arclight strikes . During the period 22 Janu-
ary—31 March, the stratofortresses, each plane able t o

hold 27 tons of ordnance, released nearly 60,000 tons o f

high explosive upon the enemy. To enhance the concus-
sion effects, the big bombers carried mixed bombloads

of 250—, 500-, and 750-pound bombs. Beginning at

the end of February, employing van-mounted Comba t
Skyspot radar MSQ-77, Air Force ground radar opera -
tors directed some of the Arclight missions as close a s

1,000 meters to the Marine lines . Thinking that they
had a 3,000 meter comfort range, the North Viet-
namese had stored some of their ammunition withi n

those limits . The results were some spectacular explo-
sions . Marine defenders at Khe Sanh came ,out of thei r
bunkers to watch, calling the display of pyrotechnics
from the sky, "Number One on the hit parade . "43** *

* *The exact tonnage dropped varies from the figure of 95,430 men-

tioned by MACV in its history to 103,500 tons listed by FMFPac . Air Force

historians Bernard Nalty and John Schlight use the figures 98,000 an d

100,000 tons, respectively. MACV ComdHist, 1968, I, p. 423 ; FMFPac ,

MatOpsV, Mar68, p . 3 ; Nalty " Operation Niagara, Air Power, and the Sieg e

of Khe Sanh, " p . 39 ; Schlight, Years ofthe Offensive, 1965-68, p . 285 .

***Colonel Bonner, the 1st MAW G—3, observed that the safety

zone for the Arclight strikes were three kilometers, and " undoubtedl y

there were some missions conducted closer than three kilometers bu t

probably not many. " According to Bonner, the Air Force briefers tol d

the wing staff that " the Arclight targets would be made by map gri d

coordinates rather than geographical features and the target woul d

always be one kilometer square . Their rational was the dispersion of a

full load of 250, 500, and 750 pound bombs would safely land in th e

one kilometer square, ie . Carpet bombing ." Bonner Comments. Navy

Captain Bernard D . Cole, who at the rank of lieutenant served as th e

assistant target intelligence officer with the 26th Marines, remembere d

that the B—52 strikes " were devastating, but their very effectiveness pre-

cluded accurate body counts : many enemy were undoubtedly buried b y

the detonations ; there were also interesting POW accounts about th e

deafening and psychological effects of the strikes . . . ." Cole Comments.
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Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A19163 2

The Marine Air Traffic Control Unit (MATCU) 62 detachment area at Khe Sanh displays it s

radar equipment. Notice the fire truck in the revetment in the foreground .

While the 26th Marines FSCC at Khe Sanh pro-
vided the targeting data for 90 percent of the B—52
missions, General Westmoreland personally approved
each of the Arclight strikes and occasionally diverte d
missions from his headquarters at Tan Son Nhut . The
26th Marines sent their requests for the massive ai r
raids with specific targets to the 3d Marine Divisio n
air officer about 15 hours prior to the scheduled dro p
time . Up to three hours prior to the strike, the 26t h
Marines target intelligence officer could request a n
alternate target . After that time, no changes were per-
mitted in the targeting process 4 4

The MACV timetable for the Arclights called fo r
eight strikes every 24 hours . Later, the Strategic Ai r
Command pared the response time of the big bombers
even further, sending out three-plane cells every thre e
hours from Guam and Thailand and eventually fro m
Okinawa. Every 90 minutes, a Combat Skyspot unit
would pick up the bombers and direct them to a partic-
ular target block or alternate target . To avoid predictable
patterns and to keep the enemy off balance, the B—5 2
cells would vary their intervals over their targets from an
hour to 90 minutes, or even two hours . In the last week
of February, the Air Force changed the number and inter -
vals of aircraft once more, dispatching six B—52s ever y
three hours instead of three aircraft every 90 minutes4 5

While allied intelligence attempted to assess the
effectiveness of this heavy intensive bombardment, sev-
eral factors impeded the collection effort . More than
half of the B—52 strikes occurred at night and heavy
cloud cover during the day often frustrated aerial pho-
tographic coverage . According to an Air Force histori-
an, the aerial photographic experts could only interpre t
"accurately" about seven percent of the total of South -
east Asia Arclight missions . From the available sources ,
Air Force BDA officers concluded that for the period
15 January through 31 March, the stratofortresse s
destroyed over 270 defensive positions includin g
bunkers and trenches and another 17 weapon posi-
tions . The raids damaged nearly 70 more of the enem y
bunkers and trenches and another eight weapons .
B—52 crewmen claimed "1,382 secondary explosions
and 108 secondary fires ."4 6

Any estimate of the number of enemy casualties as
a result of the B—52 bombardment around Khe Sanh
would only be a guess . Still, enough impressionisti c
evidence exists that the bombing created havoc wit h
enemy morale and at the same time lifted that of th e
Marine defenders at Khe Sanh . In March 1968, a
North Vietnamese noncommissioned officer from th e
9th Regiment, 304th NVA Division, near Khe Sanh ,
entered in his diary : "Here the war is fiercer than in all
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other places . . . . All of us stay in underground trench -

es . . . . We are in the sixtieth day and B—52s continue
to pour bombs . . . this is an area where it rains bombs
and cartridges . Vegetation and animals, even those
who live in deep caves or underground, have bee n
destroyed." Another enemy diarist wrote, "the heav y
bombing of the jets and B—52 explosions are so strong
that our lungs hurt . " Marine Captain William H .
Dabney, the company commander of Company I, 3 d
Battalion, 26th Marines on the isolated outpost on Hill
881 South, observed that "B—52s make excellent CA S
[close air support] birds ." He then exclaimed: "Not
much for bombing trails and base areas, but God! Give
them a target and get them to it quickly and scratch
one target . "4 7

Despite the dramatic aspects of the Arclights, th e
26th Marines relied heavily on the close air suppor t
missions flown by the tactical fighter-bomber aircraft ,
especially those controlled by Air Support Radar Tea m
Bravo (ASRT—B) from MASS-3 . For much of the peri -
od of Niagara, especially through February, the atmos-
pheric conditions called by the French, crachin, consist-
ing of low-lying clouds, morning fog, and intermitten t
rain showers, dominated the weather over Khe Sanh .
With the resulting overcast skies and reduced visibili-
ty, the pilots flew a greater percentage of radar-con-
trolled strikes . On 18 February, in a record-setting 24-
hour period, Marine and Air Force aircraft, all under
Marine ground radar control, dropped over 480 tons o f
ordnance on 105 separate targets . An indication of th e
confidence that both ground and air commanders had
in the accuracy of the radar, TPQ strikes as close as 50 0
meters to friendly lines were routine . An Air Force liai-
son officer believed that the Marine radar operator s

*Marine TPQ ground controllers at Khe Sanh could handle as

many as four aircraft on " the same pass as long as the pilots flew in a

tight formation and radar did not break lock ." The Khe Sanh FSCC

generally used a rough rule of thumb relative to the weight of the ord-
nance and distance from friendly lines to determine targets for TP Q

missions . Normally 500-pound bombs, because of their large frag-

mentation pattern, would not be dropped within 500 meters of friend-

ly troops while 250-pound ordnance would not be dropped within 25 0

meters of Marine lines . Shore, Battle for Khe Sanh, p . 104 . Lieutenan t

Colonel Donaghy, who served in 1968 as the 26th Marines regimenta l

air officer, commented : " I cannot imagine what would have happene d

at Khe Sanh had we not had ASRT–B . They were always ' up ' , always

' on target and always innovative . " He recalled that the Khe Sanh

defenders wanted to use napalm against the ever expanding NVA

trenches at night, which would have "had to be done under flares and

were extremely difficult in mountainous terrain . . . We asked ASRT— B

if they could control napalm drops using TPQ radar. At first they said

no, because that weapon was not in their ballistic tables, but after som e

thought said they ' d give it a try. We scheduled several flights of A–4

could safely bring a bombing mission in as close as 5 0
meters while a Marine member of the Khe Sanh FSCC
stated in an emergency, "he would have no qualms
about calling in an ASRT—B . . . TPQ within 3 5
meters of his position . " During Niagara, ASRT—B con-
trolled nearly 5,000 missions .* All told, excluding th e
B—52 raids, Marine, Navy, and Air Force pilots exceed-
ed 22,000 fixed-wing strikes in support of Khe Sanh ,
with the Marines flying more than 7,000 of those mis-
sions and dropping over 17,000 tons of high explosive s
upon the enemy. 48

In their bombing campaign around Khe Sanh, th e
Marines experimented with several techniques . Two of
the most unique were the "Mini" and "Micro "
Arclights, which were used for area bombing and
required close coordination with ground supportin g

fire . Devised by Captain Kent O . W. Steen, the 26th
Marines assistant fire support coordinator, and Captai n
Mirza M. Baig, the regimental target intelligence offi-
cer, the concept behind the Mini Arclight was to ac t
upon fast breaking intelligence when B—52 strike s

were not available .** When the regiment received indi -
cations that North Vietnamese units were moving int o
a specific area, the Khe Sanh FSCC would plot a 500 -
by 1,000-meter zone in the center of the suspecte d
enemy sector . The regiment then asked for Marine
fixed-wing aircraft on station to conduct a TPQ mis-
sion and at the same time alerted artillery batteries at
Khe Sanh, Camp Carroll and the Rockpile for fire mis -
sions . With the bombing runs, usually flown by tw o
A—6 Intruders, carrying 28 500-pound bombs, and
artillery batteries firing mixed caliber ranging fro m

4.2-inch mortars to 175mm guns, the FSCC and
ASRT computed the data so that the initial shells and

aircraft carrying napalm to arrive at Khe Sanh during daylight . We

flew them at several thousand feet over a safe target area and let the

ASRT–B folks develop their own ballistics for a napalm canister. They

got accurate enough that we later did it at night against the trenc h

lines." Donaghy Comments .

**Colonel Steen commented that the Marine "'culture' of fire sup-

port planning and coordination integrated with the infantry they sup-

port" played a large role in the defense of the base . He wrote that th e

" integration of the ASRT (ground support radar team) and Marin e

Corps fire support coordination apparatus was a brilliant but over-

looked accomplishment which saved our bacon many times during lo w

visibility . . . when other close air support couldn' t be used . " Col Ken t

O. W. Steen, Comments on draft, dtd 14Dec94 (Vietnam Commen t

File). Navy Captain Cole who was Captain Baig's assistant related tha t

the mini Arclights involved " several aircraft . . . [usually A—6As)

timed for a simultaneous time on target with an artillery barrag e

(everything from 105s to 175s) . . . ." He stated the concept " was

thought up by Harry Baig (as was the idea of flooding the NVA trench -

es with napalm ; he was a real wild man)." Cole Comments .
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bombs hit the target at the same time . Obviously the
calculations of trajectory and flight information had to
be carefully dovetailed to have the desired effect an d
yet avoid shooting down an aircraft . The "Micro
Arclight" was a smaller version of the Mini Arcligh t
using smaller targets and lighter ordnance 4 9

Even with the Arclights, the TPQ missions, and the
Mini and Micro Arclights, a basic ingredient of Marin e
air at Khe Sanh remained the visual close air suppor t
missions .* Despite the crachin, the breaks in the weath-
er permitted the Marines to provide their traditiona l
support of the Marine ground forces . Upon arrival in
the sector, the fixed-wing aircraft would report into th e
Khe Sanh DASC who in turn would assign the pilot s
to a Marine or Air Force airborne controller . These con -
trollers were from the Air Force 20th Tactical Air Sup -
port Squadron or from Marine H&MS—36 an d
VMO-6 . At least five pilots flying either Cessna Ol E
"Birddogs" or Huey "Slicks" remained overhead dur-
ing the day in radio communication with both the
ground and air. Once in visual and radio contact wit h
the attack aircraft, the controller would make a "mark-
ing run" where he fired either a smoke rocket o r
dropped a colored smoke grenade upon the target .
Given the correct headings by the airborne controller
and possibly after a few "dummy" passes, the jets
would then strike the enemy positions . In the mean-
time, the controller would be in contact with the
ground and make any necessary adjustments in hi s
instructions to the attack pilots . Once the attack air-
craft released their ordnance, the air controller made a n
assessment of the strike and radioed the results to the
fixed-wing pilots . A typical transmission would be :

Your BDA follows : 5 KBA [killed by air] ; 2

bunkers, 1 automatic weapons, and 50 meters of trench -
line destroyed ; one secondary explosion . You have bee n
flying support of the 26th Marines ; your controller ha s

been SOUTHERN OSCAR . Good shooting and good

afternoon, gentlemen . 50

Air support involved more than dropping bombs .
With Route 9 cut, Khe Sanh depended upon air-
delivered supplies for its survival . Even with its
3,900-foot airstrip, this was not always a simple task.
The first challenge faced by an aircrew inbound t o
Khe Sanh was to find the combat base . In addition t o

*While the TPQ missions in many instances could be classified
close support, Marine close air support usually refers to missions wher e
the pilots under the direction of an airborne or ground controller visu-

ally obtain and attack the target .

the crachin which for much of the morning made nav-
igation difficult, the Khe Sanh airstrip was locate d
hard by a "fog factory," which complicated the tas k
even further. Just off the east end of the runway, th e
ground dropped away sharply into a gorge over 1,10 0
feet deep . The wind channelled warm, moist air fro m
the coast into the gorge, producing the right condi-
tions for thick, heavy banks of fog which spilled onto
the plateau to obscure the combat base and the sur-
rounding area. Before the siege began, the structure s
at Khe Sanh showed up vividly on aircraft radar,
allowing pilots to "see" through the fog . But soon ,
heavy shelling forced the Marines further under-
ground and leveled many bunkers and revetments ,
resulting in poor radar return . A detachment from
Marine Air Traffic Control Unit—62, MAG—36, oper-
ated a ground control approach (GCA) radar from th e
airstrip to guide aircraft, but enemy fire knocked i t
out on 19 February. As an expedient, the ground ai r
controllers pressed into service the ASRT TPQ—1 0
radar, normally used to control bombing, to direc t
landings, with some success . 5 1**

If the weather was clear, as occasionally happened ,
or if a pilot had the skill or luck to find the airstri p
despite the fog, he and his crew next had to brave
North Vietnamese antiaircraft fire . The enemy clever-
ly concealed heavy machine guns and some 37mm
antiaircraft guns along the approaches to the runway
and invariably engaged aircraft on landing and take -
off. Even when the supply planes approached the fiel d
in dense fog under radar control, the NVA gunner s
fired away, "in the dark," so to speak, presumably fir-
ing at the sound of the engines . For an aircraft loaded
with several tons of fuel or ammunition, a single hi t
could be disastrous .52** *

**Lieutenant General Carey then on the wing staff commented
that ASRT at Khe Sanh "proved to be invaluable in a multitude o f
roles . We utilized it in conjunction with aerial delivery on the tin foi l
strip, for supplementary positioning and control of A–6 . . . strikes
which we conducted when the Arclights were not available, and w e
used them for Special Close Air Support on the hill positions sur-

rounding Khe Sanh ." Carey Comments .

***Colonel Twining observed that one of the problems with th e
Khe Sanh defense was that the terrain overlooking the airfield was clos e
enough for the NVA to cover the base with direct fire but too far t o
include within the Marine perimeter. The covering artillery wa s
emplaced in caves with narrow embrasures, making it almost invul-

nerable to counter-battery or air strikes . According to a defector, the
guns were aimed with an awkward but ingenious system of mirrors ,
moved by lines and pulleys . Once completed, it was possible to fire on
aircraft that were in the process of landing or caking off, as well as those
stationary and unloading ." Twining Comments .
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Photo from David Douglas Collection

An enemy mortar shell impacts below a just-landed Marine Lockheed KC—130 Hercules transpor t
at the Khe Sanh airstrip. One of the Marine crew members can be seen on the ground under the wing .

The necessary sequence of landing, offloadin g
cargo and replacements, loading wounded and evac-
uees, then taking off again created a precarious tim e
for all concerned . When an aircraft touched down ,
the enemy immediately fired on the runway with a
variety of weapons ranging from small arms to rock-
ets, often damaging the aircraft or causing casualtie s
among the exposed personnel gathered to service o r
board it . Every moment spent on the ground wa s
fraught with hazard . Pilots soon developed the tech-
nique of "speed offloading" for cargo, in which th e
plane continued to taxi after landing and the carg o
was simply rolled out the back. This reduced offload-
ing time from the 10 minutes required with a forklif t
to less than 30 seconds . Fairchild C—123K Providers ,
equipped with auxiliary jet engines, could land ,
offload, take on passengers, turn around and lift off
again in as little as one minute . Of course, when leav-
ing the combat base, the planes were once agai n
exposed to enemy antiaircraft guns .5 3

The workhorses of the fixed-wing air delivery effort
were the Lockheed C—130 (or KC—130) Hercules, th e
Fairchild C—123 Provider, and the C—7 Buffalo, wit h
cargo capacities of 15 tons, 5 tons, and 3 tons, respec-
tively.* VMGR—152 provided the KC—130s while the
Air Force flew all three types of transports into Kh e

*The C—7, sometimes also called the " Caribou, " is a turbo -

engine version of the C—2 . All the Marine Lockheed Hercules trans -
ports were configured as refuelers and were thus designate d

KC—130s rather than C-130s .

Sanh . While the C—130 had the obvious advantage of
greater carrying capacity, the smaller aircraft coul d
land on shorter spaces of open runway, spend less time
on the ground, and present a smaller target on th e
ground as well as in the air .5 4

Prior to 10 February, seven C—130s were hit and
damaged on resupply missions to Khe Sanh . On the
10th, North Vietnamese heavy machine gun fire struc k
a 1st Marine Aircraft Wing KC—130, with a crew of six
and five passengers, piloted by Chief Warrant Officer 3
Henry Wildfang and Major Robert E . White on th e
approach to the combat base . The plane was carrying
flamethrowers and bulk fuel in bladders . According to
Wildfang, the enemy fire "set the #3 engine ablaze ,
punctured the fuel cells in the cargo compartment, and
ignited the fuel ." He recalled that "two explosions
rocked the . . . {aircraft} in-flight, with a third occur-
ring at touchdown." Oily black smoke and flames
entered the cockpit area and "limited visibility to near
zero." Wildfang and White had contacted the base "to
keep the approach area and landing zone clear of oper-
ating helicopters, and to alert the base fire equipmen t
personnel ." They were able to maneuver the aircraft
clear of the runway upon landing so that the airstri p
could remain in use . He and White escaped the aircraft
through their respective "cockpit swing windows "
although White had difficulty in extricating his foot ,
caught in the window. Warrant Officer Wildfang
opened the crew door, but "a wall of fire and dense
smoke" forced him back. At that point, the crash crews
arrived and rescued another three men, two of whom
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Photo is from the Abel Collectio n
An Air Force Fairchild C—123K Provider transport brings in supplies for the Marines at Kh e
Sanh . This version of the Provider was equipped with auxiliary jet engines and could land, unload ,
and take off in less than one minute .

later died of their wounds . All told, of the 11 persons
on board the aircraft, 8 perished . %

The following day, a North Vietnamese 122mm
rocket exploded 15 feet from an Air Force C—13 0
which was offloading troops, killing one and wound-
ing four. Fragments damaged the tail section and the
aircraft could not fly until repaired . On 12 February,
enemy gunners once again hit the transport, whic h
finally departed the next day, sporting 242 new holes .
At this point, General Momyer, the Seventh Air Forc e
commander, ordered the cessation of Air Force C—13 0
flights into Khe Sanh . Ten days later, General Cush-
man followed suit, issuing the same prohibition for
Marine Corps KC—130s .56

The supply needs of the garrison were too great
to be satisfied without the heavy lift capability of
the C—130s . On the average, the defenders of Kh e
Sanh consumed or expended 125 .6 tons of supplies
per day, compared to Marine Corps planning figure s
for a force of that size which estimated a consump-
tion of 131 .4 tons per day. Initially, however, the
need to replenish stocks consumed or destroyed, as

in the explosion of ASP No. 1, drove the dail y
requirement up to 235 tons . The combination o f
weather and hostile fire prevented the smaller air -
craft from flying a sufficient number of daily sortie s
to fulfill this requirement . "

To maintain the flow of supplies without landing
C—130s, logisticians switched to other methods o f
employing these aircraft . The most familiar was th e
simple parachute drop, known officially as the Con-
tainer Delivery System . The Marines established a
drop zone to the west of the combat base, near th e
1st Battalion, 9th Marines . C—130s parachuted bun-
dles of supplies into this zone to be recovered by th e
Marines of Company A, 3d Shore Party Battalion ,
assisted by working parties from other units an d
trucks from the 1st Battalion, 13th Marines . The
system was largely successful, but occasionall y
equipment suffered damage through improper pack-
ing or heavy bundles crashed into the 1st Battalion ,
9th Marines perimeter, destroying bunkers . Some
drops drifted into enemy territory, or could not b e
recovered from the drop zone because of enemy fire .
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In these cases friendly artillery fire or air strike s
destroyed the supplies to prevent them from falling
into the hands of the enemy.58*

The Americans introduced two more exotic meth-
ods in the air resupply of Khe Sanh . These were th e
Ground Proximity Extraction System (GPES) an d
the Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System
(LAPES), techniques tested by the Air Force jus t
prior to the Vietnam War, but not in general use .
With the GPES, loadmasters positioned palletize d
cargo on rollers inside the aircraft with a hook
attached to the pallet in such a manner that it would
hang down like the tailhook of a carrier plane . To
drop his cargo, the pilot made a low pass over the
drop zone trailing the hook and engaged an arrestin g
cable, much like a plane making a carrier landing .
The cargo slid out of the back hatch of the aircraft
and onto the ground . GPES only had limited use a t
Khe Sanh, not for any fault with the system, but
rather because of faulty installation of the arrestin g
gear . The enemy took the Marines who attempted t o
install the arresting apparatus under mortar fire forc-
ing them repeatedly to leave their work and take
cover . As a result, they failed to anchor it properly . In
the first attempt, the Air Force C—130 ripped the
arresting cable out of the ground . After the Marine s
repaired the cable, other efforts were more successful .
In one instance, the system extracted from a C—13 0
a pallet containing 30 dozen eggs, "without a singl e
eggshell being cracked . " Another source allowe d
that two of the eggs were broken . 59

LAPES missions, on the other hand, were mor e
numerous, 52 deliveries as compared to 15 GPES, i f
not more uneventful . For a LAPES delivery, the load -
masters prepared the cargo in much the same man-
ner as for GPES, except that, instead of attaching a
hook to the pallet, they attached a parachute . The
pilot flew over the runway at an altitude of five fee t
and fired a small explosive charge which cut a
restraining cable and allowed the parachute t o

*Colonel John F. Mitchell, who commanded the 1st Battalion, 9th

Marines at Khe Sanh, recalled that the drop zone was a "'no-man's land '

from the valley floor west of Khe Sanh and north/northwest of . . . [th e

combat base) ." He assigned Company C the recovery mission, sup -

ported by Company A . He recalled that the Marines were frequentl y

subjected to sniper fire and an occasional ambush . The North Viet-

namese often competed in attempts to recover the supplies, but th e

Marines seldom lost . Mitchell believed his Marines recovered about 9 5

percent of the material dropped in their zone . Occasionally th e

dropped material landed in nearby minefields, which required extrem e

caution and his men took some casualties as a result . Col John F.

Mitchell, Comments on draft, dtd 5Jan95 (Vietnam Comment File) .

deploy out of the rear cargo hatch . The parachute
pulled the palletized cargo out of the aircraft to dro p
the few feet to the ground . LAPES was extremely
accurate, with some crews able to place their carg o
within a 25-meter square . One LAPES delivery mal-
functioned, however, sending a nine-ton palle t
careening a quarter of a mile off the runway at high
speed, crashing into a messhall and killing a Marine .
LAPES also caused some damage to the runway, the
result of repeated pounding by nine-ton loads mov-
ing at over 100 knots, slamming down from five fee t
and skidding along the strip .* *

Near the end of February, the Air Force resume d
C—130 landings at Khe Sanh . A few days later, on 1
March, North Vietnamese fire hit and destroyed a
C—123 attempting to take off, causing Genera l
Momyer to end the experiment and forbid C—13 0
landings once again . Enemy gunners continued to
take a toll, however . On 5 March, they hit a C—12 3
caught on the ground while changing a flat tire ,
wrecking the transport completely. Only a day later,
49 died when another C—123 fell to antiaircraft fire
while approaching Khe Sanh to land . 60

Despite the many problems and risks encountered ,
both the Air Force and Marine transport aircraft kep t
the base supplied when they were the only mean s
available to do so . The Air Force aircraft delivered
over 12,000 tons of supplies to the garrison, with tw o
thirds of that amount arriving by parachute, LAPES ,
or GPES. From the period 5 January through 1 0
April 1968, Marine fixed-wing transports, mostly
KC—130s from VMGR-152, hauled 1,904 tons into
Khe Sanh and carried 832 passengers . 6 1

While fixed-wing aircraft largely provided for the
needs of the units located within the Khe Sanh base
itself, the Marines on the isolated hill posts depended
upon Marine helicopters for everything from ammu-
nition to water. The 1st Marine Aircraft Win g
mounted a monumental helicopter effort using air -
craft from both helicopter groups, MAGs—16 and
-36. This massive helicopter lift also resulted in ne w
techniques involving close coordination betwee n

**Colonel Rex O . Dillow, who served as the G—4 or logistics offi-

cer for III MAF, described LAPES as an "experimental U .S . Air Force

system, which was used effectively until all the equipment was torn up .

Although not as efficient as air landed resupply, it was much more effi-

cient than airdrop due to less dispersion . However, it required a larg e

smooth surface ; the aircraft came in at such a low altitude that they ha d

the landing gear down in case of an inadvertent touch down . This lim-

ited its use ." Col Rex O . Dillow, Comments on draft, dtd 1.0Nov94

(Vietnam Comment File) .
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Both photos are from the David Douglas Duncan Collectio n

Top, Marines on the ground stand back and watch as the KC—130 piloted by CWO—3 Henry Wild-
fang and Maj Robert E . White burns on the Khe Sanh runway after enemy fire set ablaze the carg o
of flame throwers and bulk fuel. A member of the ground rescue team can be seen at the tip of th e
wing . Below, a rescue team chief stands exhausted looking at the foam-covered wreckage of the air -
craft. Eight of the 11 persons on board the aircraft died in the crash and resulting fire .
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Marine fixed-wing and rotary aircraft as well as with
supporting artillery fire . *

Helicopter flights to the hills were at least as dan-
gerous as the C—130 runs to the combat base . The heli -
copters were exposed to small arms fire from hundred s
of North Vietnamese positions in proximity to th e
Marines' lines as well as to mortar fire while in th e
landing zone or hovering above it . The enemy quickl y
learned that the Marines ignited smoke grenades t o
mark their landing zones when helicopters were
inbound . As a result, mortar fire almost always greeted
the resupply aircraft and harassed the Marines detaile d
to recover the supplies from the landing zone . Weath-
er also was a factor. Using visual approach and landing
techniques, helicopters were subject to the vagaries o f
the fog and of low-lying clouds which sometime s
dipped down to enshroud the peaks of the higher hills ,
even when the combat base remained clear.**

The Marines on the outposts attempted to alleviate
somewhat the problems for the aviators of resupplyin g
the hills . On Hill 881 South, Captain William H .
Dabney always tried to obtain needed fire support fro m
external sources, rather than from the mortars an d
howitzers on his own hill . In this manner, he conserve d
his ammunition, thereby reducing the number of
resupply helicopters . To confuse NVA mortar crews ,
Dabney would set off numerous smoke grenades of dif-
ferent colors when expecting helicopters, then he
would tell the pilot by radio which color smoke
marked the correct landing zone . 6 2

The Marine helicopters brought supplies to the
hill positions directly from Dong Ha, rather tha n
from the combat base at Khe Sanh, itself. This

*Lieutenant Colonel Walter H . Shauer, who as a major command-

ed HMM—362, a UH—34 squadron assigned to MAG—36, recalled that

he kept several helicopters at Khe Sanh for three- or four-day periods

during January and February, and would relieve them with replace-

ment crews and aircraft : "During the siege there was of course no air -

craft maintenance support, only fuel . The . . . [aircraft] were parked i n

Khe Sanh's revetments, and the crews bunkered underground in th e

26th Marines CP. We primarily engaged in emergency medevac, an d

emergency resupply of ammo and water, to the various adjacent Marin e

hilltop positions ." LtCol Walter H . Shauer, Comments on draft, dtd

1Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Shauer Comments .

**Lieutenant General Carey, then serving on the 1st MAW G—3

staff, observed that helicopters were not always able to use a "visua l

approach ." According to Carey, the "skies were overcast more ofte n

than not . " The helicopters flew on instruments to Khe Sanh and the n

" let down through the overcast under control of a TPQ or on a self-

devised instrument approach on the Khe Sanh beacon . Once under-

neath they would pick up their fixed-wing escort . This operation

required a great deal of coordination, generally conducted by an air -

borne TAC(A) in a TA4 ." Carey Comments .

reduced the number of times cargo handlers had t o
package and stage the supplies, as well as the amoun t
of time the aircraft had to remain airborne in the haz-
ardous environment around Khe Sanh . This system
was not without problems of its own. One battalion
commander complained that priority requests
required up to five days for delivery, while routin e
resupply took 10 days . Further, carefully assemble d
loads, packaged to fulfill specific requests, sometime s
arrived at the wrong position .63

By mid-February, with the enemy shooting down
on a single day three helicopters attempting to reach
the Khe Sanh hill outposts, Marine commanders real-
ized that they had to take steps to remedy the situation .
According to Major General Norman Anderson, Lieu-
tenant Colonel William J . White, the commander of
VMO—6, came to him and stated that the wing need-
ed to work up a plan to keep the outposts resupplied .
Anderson agreed and had White sit down with his
operations staff to iron out the details . On 23 February,
with the assistance of the assistant wing commander,
Brigadier General Robert P. Keller, the small planning
group, within a day drew up an operational resupply
concept, later dubbed the "Super Gaggle . "64***

The idea was to establish a small task force consist-
ing of 8 to 16 resupply CH—46 helicopters, about a
dozen A—4 Skyhawks and four Huey gunships to fly
cover, a Marine KC—130 to refuel the aircraft, and a
TA—4F with a TAC (A) in the backseat to orchestrat e
the entire affair. The Khe Sanh DASC and FSC C
insured the coordination of the air and ground fires . I n

***Gen Cushman, the III MAF commander, claimed to have con-

ceived the idea for the "Super Gaggle. " LtGen Robert E . Cushman ,

Comments on " The Battle for Khe Sanh, " dtd 23Mar69 (Vietnam Com-

ment File). MajGen Keith B . McCutcheon, however, credited Colone l

Joel E . Bonner, Lieutenant Colonel William J . White, and LtCo l

Richard E . Carey, with the further comment that Carey named the pro-

cedure. MajGen Keith B . McCutcheon, Comments on " The Battle for

Khe Sanh, " n .d . (Vietnam Comment File) . This latter version appears to

be in conformity with MajGen Anderson 's recollections . MajGen Nor-

man Anderson intvw, 3d Session, 17Mar81, pp . 225—6 . Lieutenan t

General William J . White noted in his comments that the MAG—3 6

group commander, Colonel Frank E . Wilson, was the one who decide d

that White should see the wing commander and accompanied him t o

the meeting with General Anderson . LtGen William J . White, Com-

ments on draft, dtd 1Oct94 (Vietnam Comment File) . In his comments ,

General Carey wrote: "it became apparent that we had to do somethin g

fast . In discussion with Col Bonner and Gen Keller, Bill White and I

suggested that we could come up with an answer . I was the considere d

authority on the fixed-wing participation and Bill provided the heli-

copter expertise . When all the details were sorted out I suggested th e

name super gaggle as that is a favorite fighter pilot term meaning, ' per-

ceived confusion of the first order . – Carey Comments .
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Both photos are from the Abel Collectio n
With the closing of the airfield to larger aircraft, aerial parachute drops were the most familia r
method of resupplying the Marines at Khe Sanh. Top, an Air Force Lockheed C—130 transport drops
supplies for the embattled Marines at the base. Below, Marines on the ground at Khe Sanh watch a s
the supplies come floating down. Several collapsed parachutes can be seen in the background .
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the first "Super Gaggle " mission flown on 24 Febru-
ary, under cover of suppressive fixed-wing and artillery
support, each of eight CH–46s successfully droppe d
off a 3,000-pound external load " covering less than
five minutes when they could have been taken unde r
fire . " One helicopter took a hit, but landed safely a t
the Khe Sanh airstrip . All the rest of the aircraft

returned to base safely. General Anderson, the 1s t
Wing commander, exulted "today, was a small victo-
ry ." He then wrote, "the only way to beat the enemy
is to bludgeon the hell out of him . . . . These coordi-
nated resupply missions under marginal weather con-
ditions undoubtedly will be required again and agai n
in the next few weeks . "65 *

In a typical "Super Gaggle" mission, a TA–4 woul d
fly to Khe Sanh on weather reconnaissance. When the
TA–4 reported favorable conditions, the A–4 s
launched from Chu Lai, enroute to Khe Sanh, and the
helicopters took off from Quang Tri, enroute to Don g
Ha where prestaged supplies waited . After picking up
their loads and carrying them externally underneath in
especially designed cargo slings, the helicopters bega n
the short trip to Khe Sanh flying on instruments an d
then letting down through a hole in the cloud cover.
Just before they arrived, four A–4s struck enemy posi-
tions with napalm and two others saturated antiaircraf t
positions with CS gas carried in spray tanks . About 3 0

seconds prior to the helicopters ' final approach to th e
designated hills, two A–4s laid a smoke screen on both

sides of the planned flight path . As the helicopters fle w
in behind the smoke, four more Skyhawks carrying
bombs, rockets, and 20mm cannons suppressed know n

and suspected North Vietnamese gun positions . Th e
Hueys followed closely to pick up any downed crews ,
and a Lockheed KC–130 Hercules orbited high over -
head to refuel any A–4s in need . At times, the entire
"gaggle" operated in the hills where some peaks
reached 3,000 feet with less than 1,500 feet ceiling s
and occasionally the helicopters took off and landed a t
Dong Ha with less than 400 feet clearances .66

Using the "Super Gaggle" technique, groups o f
helicopters could resupply the hills four times per da y

*General Carey observed that the coordination of the Super Gaggl e

originated at the TADC . The procedure required A4s from Chu Lai an d

" helos from Dong Ha/Quang Tri to take off at appropriate intervals so as

to arrive at Khe Sanh at the same time. When the delivery was success-

fully completed and aircraft safely egressed [the area] the cycle [was ]

restarted for subsequent delivery ." He observed that Marine groun d

crews were the unsung heroes : "Helos and strike fixed-wing aircraft wer e

often reloaded in as little as 30 minutes time and sent again on their wa y

to support their fellow Marines at Khe Sanh . " Carey Comments .

with little danger of losses . Indeed, only two CH—46s
fell to enemy fire during "Super Gaggle " missions, and
in both cases, the Hueys picked up the crews immedi-
ately. During the month of March, the helicopters i n
"Super Gaggles" delivered about 80,000 pounds o f

cargo per day to the hill outposts . Brigadier Genera l
Henry W. Hise,** one of two assistant wing comman-
ders, observed, however, that without the fixed-win g
support, "the 46s could no longer have supplied th e
hills ." He noted that the Super Gaggle reduced the
"hit rate" among the helicopters from 10 per 1,00 0
sorties to 5 per 1,000 sorties . According to Captain
Dabney on Hill 881 South, with the suppression of th e
North Vietnamese antiaircraft batteries by the fixed -
wing aircraft, "you could get in 10 helicopter loads o n

the hill in one minute and get the birds the Hell out o f
there and into smoke where the NVA couldn 't see to

shoot . " With obvious Service pride, Dabney late r
praised the Super Gaggle : "It was a massive, complex,
well rehearsed, gutsy and magnificent performance and
only the Marines could have pulled it off . "67***

On 31 March, with the coming of better weathe r
and the beginning of the pullback of enemy forces
from Khe Sanh, the allied command ended Operation

Niagara . For the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing it had been

an immense effort . In addition to the nearly 7,100 sor-
ties contributed by Marine tactical air to Niagara ,
Marine helicopters flew over 9,000 . Including the
Super Gaggle flights, the Marine rotary aircraft carrie d
more than 10,600 passengers and brought in over
3,300 tons of supplies to the Khe Sanh defenders .
While the helicopters mostly delivered their cargo to
the hill outposts, they also played a part in the resup-
ply of the main base, especially after the enemy gun-
ners curtailed the landings of the large transports . I n
support of the Niagara operations, 23 Marine fixed -
wing aircraft and 123 helicopters sustained some com-
bat damage . 68

Little question remained that without air support ,
the entire defense of Khe Sanh would have been unten-
able . All the U .S . major aviation commands, including
the Strategic Air Command, the Seventh Air Force, th e

**Because of the extended operations in the north, the 1st MAW

in January 1968 like the two Marine divisions was authorized two

assistant commanders .

***Lieutenant Colonel Walter H . Shauer, the commander o f

HMM-362, expressed a minority view about the effectiveness of th e

Super Gaggle . He wrote the "'Gaggle' turned out to be what its nam e

connotates . Uncoordinated event waiting to crash . " He believed that

the reduction of the hit rate occurred because the NVA had begun t o

withdraw and just " weren 't there . " Shauer Comments .
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Seventh Fleet, and the 1st Marine Aircraft Win g
demonstrated remarkable coordination over the skies o f
Khe Sanh . This coordination also was tied in very close -
ly with both the Khe Sanh ground defenses and th e
Marine and Army artillery positions along the DMZ .
While obviously the massive airlift and air bombard-
ment permitted the Marines to hold the base and kep t
the enemy at bay, it still remained unclear how badly
the enemy was hurt . The amount of ordnance dropped ,
as one historian observed, only measured the effort
rather than the results .* Moreover, despite the inter-Ser -
vice cooperation in the Khe Sanh operation, the Niagara
Operation reopened the old dispute about the role o f

*Navy Chaplain Lieutenant Commander Ray W . Stubbe, who has

researched and written extensively on Khe Sanh, commented "the U S
Air Force's count of 'secondary explosions' at Khe Sanh, by whic h
MACV determined through their complex mathematical formulae jus t

how many NVA were killed, is grossly faulted since many of the 'sec-

ondary explosions' they counted were actually conjointly-fired artillery
missions : What they counted as a secondary explosion being, actually,
a 'friendly explosion!" LCdr Ray W. Stubbe, USN, Comments on draft,

Marine air in the overall air campaign . Indeed, on 10

March, with the approval of Admiral Sharp, General

Westmoreland issued his Single Manager directiv e

placing Marine fixed-wing tactical and reconnaissance

aircraft, at least as far as fragging purposes, under th e

operational control of General Momyer . While the Sin-

gle Manager issue had little impact on the Niagara

operations since it came out so late in the campaign, i t

would dominate, however, MACV, III MAF, and Sev-

enth Air Force relations throughout the rest of the yea r

and in reality throughout the remainder of the war .G9

25Oct94 (Vietnam Comment File).Lieurenanr Colonel Richard E .

Donaghy, who served as the 26th Marines air officer, also had hi s
doubts, commenting that it was "nearly impossible to measure the rea l

effectiveness of sorties in those days (BDAs were in the eyes of th e

beholder) . . . ." Donaghy, nevertheless, commended General Momyer ,

the Seventh Air Force commander, for visiting Khe Sanh and "comin g
to where the action was . . . . General Momyer obviously wanted to se e

where he was devoting so many of his assets ." Donaghy Comments .
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The Establishment of Single Manager—Point, Counterpoint—The Continuing Debat e

The Establishment of Single Manager

While the Khe Sanh situation influenced the imple-
mentation of the "single manager" system at the time ,
General Westmoreland 's doubts about the ability of III

MAF and its limited staff provided an underlyin g
motivation for his action . He especially worried abou t
the capability and even willingness of Marine aviatio n

to support the new Army divisions he was sendin g

north . From a senior and joint commander 's perspec-
tive, the MACV commander also sympathized wit h

the desire of General Momyer, the Seventh Air Forc e
commander, to centralize the air assets in Vietnam . All
of these factors played a role in his final decision )

Apparently accepting with relative good grace (a t
least outwardly) Admiral Sharp's initial denial of hi s
effort to bring Marine fixed-wing air under the Seventh
Air Force in Operation Niagara, General Westmore-
land yet remained concerned about air support for th e
newly arrived 1st Air Cavalry Division in northern I

Corps . With the establishment of the 1st Cavalry com-
mand post near Phu Bai on 20 January and its subse-
quent deployment to Camp Evans by the end of th e

month, Westmoreland became even more agitated o n

the subject . According to the MACV commander at a
meeting with both Generals Cushman and Norman
Anderson, the 1st MAW commander, he told the m
that with the new deployments and the impracticalit y
of Seventh Air Force direct support for the division, he
wanted the Marines to provide that air coverage . West-
moreland claimed that he received assurances from
both Marine commanders that the Marine wing woul d
establish liaison with the Army division and the neces-
sary arrangements would be made .2

The three commanders had different impression s
about the results of their meeting . While Generals
Anderson and Cushman promised that III MA F
would furnish air support, their understanding abou t
the undertaking was at great variance from that of
General Westmoreland . General Cushman late r
recalled that the Marines flew air support for the 1s t
Air Cavalry, but that the Army division did not know

how to employ it . The 1st MAW commander, Major
General Norman Anderson, related that the problem

was one of communication . According to Anderson ,
he told General Westmoreland that the Marine wing
would support the Air Cavalry, but that there woul d
be need for the Army division to establish a commu-
nications network with the Marine air command an d
control system . 3 *

The upshot of the situation was that the 1st Ai r

Cavalry still had not tied into the Marine Tactical Ai r
Direction Center after it deployed to Camp Evans .

According to General Westmoreland, about 24 hour s
to 48 hours after he had broached the subject to th e

Marine commanders, he visited Major General John J .
Tolson, the 1st Air Cavalry Division commander at hi s
CP and discovered that there had been no liaison wit h

the wing . Until that juncture, Westmoreland claime d

he had been content not to alter the air command sys-
tem, but now "I blew my top . . . [this) was absolute-
ly the last straw. . . . I go up there and nothing has hap-
pened and here I've got a division up there . . . and they
[III MAF} just ignored me . " The result, according t o
the MACV commander, was his decision to go ahea d
with the single manager directive .4

*General Earl E . Anderson, who at the time as a brigadier genera l

was the III MAF Chief of Staff, recalled that he also attended this meet-

ing, and it became a little 'testy' at times . General Cushman state d

that any excess sorties would be made available to Army units o n

request, but that the 7th AF had the primary responsibility to provid e

air support for the Army units . " According to the former III MAP

Chief of Staff, " the lack of communication between the 1st MAW com-

mander and the CG of the 1st Air Cav at the outset, in my opinio n

exacerbated the problem and brought the matter to a 'boil' in West-

moreland 's mind. " Anderson further stated that " we should have take n

the initiative . By not doing so, we got off on the wrong foot as MACV

and 7th AF were looking for anything for which they could, rightly o r

wrongly, assess blame to Ill MAF or the 1st MAW . " Gen Earl E .

Anderson, USMC (Ret), Comments on draft, dtd 18Dec94 (Vietna m

Comment File), hereafter E . E . Anderson Comments . Colonel Joel E .

Bonner, the 1st MAW G-3, also emphasized that for Westmorelan d

the support of the 1st Air Cavalry " was priority ONE!! " Col Joel E .

Bonner, Comments on draft, dtd 18Jan93 (Vietnam Comment File) ,

hereafter Bonner Comments . Brigadier General Henry W. Hise, wh o

was one of the two assistant wing commanders, observed, nevertheless ,

that the Army units needed the appropriate " radios and frequencies t o

enter Marine nets . . . [and] this was clearly an Army responsibility . "

BGen Henry W. Hise, Comments on draft, dtd 22Dec94 (Vietna m

Comment File), hereafter Hise Comments .
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Much of the ensuing unhappiness between
MACV and III MAF revolved around the expecta-
tions of the various commanders and their differing
recollections of their various meetings . This was
especially true about the debate over the communi-
cation net with the 1st Air Cavalry. While General
Anderson remembered emphasizing this matter ,
General Westmoreland denied that the subject was
ever brought up and fully anticipated that th e
Marines would have provided liaison parties with the
1st Air Cavalry Division . In a letter several years
later, Major General Anderson recalled that Genera l
Cushman accompanied General Westmoreland dur-
ing the latter's visit to General Tolson. According to
Anderson, Cushman sensed the MACV commander' s
vexation about the situation and " directed my per-

sonal immediate attention to the issue . " The wing
commander then visited the 1st Air Cavalry with hi s
communications officer . He discovered that the
Army division lacked the technical ability to connec t
into the Marine aviation close-air-support radio net .
Anderson remembered "that we had a problem find-
ing within the wing assets " the necessary communi-
cation equipment to provide the link. He recalled
that it took about 24 to 48 hours to make the con-
nection and this was "unacceptable" to General
Westmoreland . As far as the wing commander was
concerned, however, this resolved the problem and
that General Tolson told him a few days later that
the Air Cavalry had no complaint about the qualit y
of its air support . Apparently, however, the damage
had been done . Westmoreland, obviously, had

Gen William C. Westmoreland, ComUSMACV, walks with LtGen Robert E. Cushman, CG, II I
MAF, on a formal visit to III MAF headquarters . The dispute over single manager of air compli-
cated relations between MACV and III MAF during 1968 .

Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A191509
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expected the Marines to take the initiative while th e
wing commander believed that the Army divisio n
should have taken the first steps to ensure that it was
in the Marine air radio net .5 *

Despite General Westmoreland's later contentio n
that it was the dispute over the air support to the 1s t
Air Cavalry Division that caused him to go ahead with

the single manager issue, it would appear that it was
only one of many contributing factors . The discussion

over air support to the 1st Cavalry occurred over a two -
or three-week span at a series of meetings where it wa s

*Lieutenant General Richard E . Carey, who as a lieutenant colone l

served on the 1st MAW staff in 1968, commented, "The major prob-

lem was that the Army divisions were not tied into our air control sys-

tem and thus could not, by normally accepted means, submit request s

for pre-planned missions . Of course the problem was one of communi -

cations . We did not have sufficient organic communications to provid e

them with communications capability. Our Wing was already sup -

porting two Marine Divisions . Granted over time we had significantl y

augmented our communications capability to support our Divisions ,

but we were already stretched very thin with all the widespread com-

munications supporting our Marines . I do recall however that the

Comm 0 was directed to find a way ." LtGen Richard E . Carey, Com-

ments on draft, dtd 12Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Care y

Comments . Colonel David S . Twining, who in January and February

1968 commanded the MASS—2 detachment at the Dong Ha DASC ,

recalled an investigation that he conducted concerning "a 'bad '

TPQ—10 drop" in support of the 1st Air Cavalry Division . An Air Cav -

alry battalion had made a request for air support which had bee n

" passed up to the 1st Air Cav TOC [Tactical Operations Center] . " Thi s

agency had forwarded the request through the Seventh Air Force head -

quarters who then passed it to the Air Force Airborne DASC . Ther e

were no Air Force aircraft available and the request ended up at th e

Marine Corps Dong Ha DASC . Twining stated the " elapsed time was

72 hours and the initiating battalion had considered the request 'over-

taken by events .— The Dong Ha DASC, however, was not aware of thi s

and sent the request to the collocated 3d Marine Division FSCC for

clearance . The Marine FSCC observing that the target was in the " 1s t

Air Cav area of responsibility, . . . called the Air Cav Division TOC for

verification . This was given and the target cleared ." The DAS C

assigned the TPQ—10 mission to a flight of Navy A—4s who struck th e

target about 30 minutes later . By this time the Army Air Cavalry bat-

talion had " physically occupied " the target area . According to Twining ,

it was fortunate that " only unmanned helicopters were on the targe t

when the bombs were dropped and no personnel were injured . "

Colonel Twining discovered in the course of his investigation at "Cam p

Evans that targets, air support requests and troop dispositions were no t

centralized at the senior TOC but rather at the battalion level . The ai r

support coordination element was expected to query the supported

battalion directly for clearance. The Army maintained a special net fo r

this purpose but this was not known to the Marine Corps FSCC . "
Twining recommended that the FSCC should first check directly wit h

requesting Army units down to battalion level and not clear any targe t

area "for which the FSCC lacked direct and current information o n

friendly troops dispositions . . . ." His recommendations were no t

implemented . Col David S . Twining, Comments on draft, dtd

15Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

only one of several topics .** General Norman Anderso n
believed that it became a matter of concern sometim e
before Tet, but was not sure exactly when . On 28 Jan-
uary, Marine Brigadier General John R . Chaisson, th e
director of the MACV combat operations center, wrot e
home to his wife relative to deteriorating relation s
between III MAF and MACV. He mentioned that
"Wesry [Westmoreland) is a bit jumpy and is up t o
some major moves which [would] have an adverse
impact on U.S . Marines . " Chaisson claimed that he
"worked on him [Westmoreland] considerably and go t
him to give a little, but not entirely." While aviation
support may have been one of the disputed areas, th e
Marine brigadier made no reference to the 1st Air Cav-
alry Division and implied that his concern was over the
general tenor of the MACV and III MAF relationship .
In his own general entry in his historical summaries for
this period, General Westmoreland made little refer-
ence to air control, but wrote of the limitations of th e
III MAF staff to handle the number of divisions in I
Corps and the necessity of establishing the MACV For -
ward Headquarters . Finally, in his book, the MACV
commander implied that it was the meeting on 7 Feb-
ruary with General Cushman that resulted in his final
disillusionment with the Marine command and forced
his hand on single management .6

While Westmoreland 's accounts of the 7 February
meeting deal largely with his unhappiness concerning
the fall of Lang Vei and the slowness of the Marin e
command at Da Nang to react to the NVA threat t o
Da Nang,*** the subject of air control must also hav e
been a factor. Up to this point, at least at the III MAF
and 1st Wing level, neither General Cushman no r
General Anderson appeared to worry about the air con-
trol situation . Indeed, on 7 February, General Ander-
son wrote to Major General Keith B. McCutcheon i n
Washington that the "heat . . . [was] temporarily off '
that subject . Less than a week later, however, Anderso n
informed McCutcheon that he had been "too opti-
mistic" relative to the Seventh Air Force . According to

**In his interview with Marine Corps historians, General West-

moreland insisted that the difficulty with air support related to th e

101st Airborne Division . This apparently was incorrect as the head -

quarters of the 101st did not arrive in I Corps until the beginning o f

March . Major General Anderson is adamant that he had no problem s

with the 101st Division and moreover in his book, General West-

moreland mentions only the 1st Air Cavalry relative to this matter .

Westmoreland intvw, 1983, p. 42 ; Westmoreland, A Soldier Reports,
pp . 342—3 ; N . Anderson ltr, 8Sep83 ; Anderson intvw, 3d Session ,

17Mar81, pp . 192, 194-95 .
***See Chapters 8 and 14 relative to the 7 February meeting .
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the wing commander, his liaison officer to the Sevent h

Air Force had told him that General Westmorelan d
was about to approve a proposal for General Momyer
to " take over all air operations in defense of Khe Sanh ."7

Despite General Westmoreland 's protestations
about the support of the 1st Air Cavalry Division, he
apparently was only waiting for an opportunity to cen-
tralize the air command in the north . Such a move fi t
in with the steps he had already initiated with th e
establishment of MACV (Forward) to assume more
direct control of the northern battlefield . Admiral
Sharp in his message of 18 January denying such cen-
tralized authority for Niagara had left room for the
MACV commander to implement his request at a late r
date . On 28 January, Westmoreland implied in a mes-
sage to Lieutenant General Victor H. Krulak, Com-
manding General, Fleet Marine Force Pacific, who ha d
protested Westmoreland 's earlier appeal to change the
air command arrangements, that the matter was no t
settled . While denying that centralization of air con-
trol and resources meant an "abrogation of the tradi-
tional service roles and missions," the MACV com-
mander observed that the new tactical situatio n
required "careful planning and control of our ai r
resources to assure maximum effective use of this valu -
able and limited resource in countering major enem y
initiatives . " Between 13 and 17 February, the Sevent h
Air Force "presumedly at the direction" of MACV
issued several directives which in effect positioned
General Momyer "to command and control air opera-
tions, including those of the . . . [Marine wing] in a
wide area and encompassing most of Quang Tr i
Province . " 8

Worried about the ramifications of these messages ,
on 17 February 1968, Major General Anderson met a t
III MAF headquarters with Major General Gordon F .
Blood, the Seventh Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff fo r
Operations . According to Anderson, Blood related tha t
with the number of increasing Arclight strikes at Kh e
Sanh, the Seventh Air Force believed that "adequat e
coordination requires firm scheduling, firm targeting ,
and rigid control of airborne flights ." Furthermore ,
General Momyer wanted "to establish now a contro l
and coordination system which could handle all [ital-
ics in the original text] sorties that could be made
available under emergency conditions ." Anderson con-
curred with the necessity of scheduling and "indicated
my willingness to proceed along these lines, to include
the fixing of altitudes and orbit points as . . . means fo r
preventing mutual interference ." At that point, Blood
stated that General Momyer planned to ask for the

extension of the original Niagara operating area t o
include almost all of Quang Tri Province, includin g

the sector east of Dong Ha, and to extend as far south
as the city of Hue in Thua Thien Province. Anderso n
countered that was too large an area " to be directl y
associated with the defense of Khe Sanh ."9

According to the 1st Wing commander, the meet-
ing resulted "in no meeting of the minds. " General
Anderson fully expected the Seventh Air Force com-
mander "to attempt to influence General Westmore-
land to issue a flat order " for the 1st Wing to turn over
its control and scheduling of Marine fixed-wing asset s
to the Air Force . While General Cushman would
appeal any such order, Anderson predicted a troubled
time ahead for the Marine air-ground team .' °

III MAF anticipated the worst . On 18 February,
General Cushman sent a message to General Krula k
warning that he expected continuing difficulty over ai r
control and complained that "Mom yer attacks us at
every opportunity. " In a private letter to General
McCutcheon on the 19th, Brigadier General Earl E .
Anderson, the III MAF Chief of Staff, observed tha t
"some of our biggest battles are with the other Services ,
rather than with the VC and NVA ." He accused
Momyer of being more concerned with the "Air Forc e 's
party line, " rather than " getting this job done within a
reasonable period of time . "1 1

The Marines did not have long to wait for the othe r
shoe to drop . On 19 February, General Westmorelan d
radioed Admiral Sharp that with the reinforcement o f
the Army divisions in the north and the establishmen t
of MACV (Forward) the situation required "a new an d
objective look at the control of tactical air." The
MACV commander mentioned the added complica-
tion of the B—52 strikes further dictated "the creatio n
of a single management arrangement . " He wanted on e
man to bear the responsibility for this air effort and
that man logically was General Momyer, who already
commanded the Seventh Air Force and was his deput y
for air. Westmoreland told Sharp that he had directe d
Momyer to develop a plan "that will give him [Momy -
er] control of the air assets" excluding helicopters an d
fixed-wing transport . The plan was to contain provi-
sions that would permit "Marine aircraft to continue
direct support to their deployed ground forces . "
Momyer was to coordinate his effort with III MAF 1 2

*General Earl E . Anderson remembered that he and other mem-

bers of the III MAF staff attended the meeting with General Blood . H e

may have confused this meeting, however, with the one that occurred

three days later. E. E . Anderson Comments .
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On 20 February, General Momyer came to Da
Nang to brief both Generals Cushman and Norman
Anderson on his proposed plan to modify the air con-
trol situation . At the outset of the meeting, Momyer
stated that he was there to discuss General Westmore-
land's desire to have a single manager for air and to
bring back to the MACV commander the III MA F
perspective . In a sense, the conferees generally talked
past one another.* The Marine generals emphasize d
responsiveness to the ground forces while General
Momyer and his staff members stressed the need "t o
mass more of our efforts ." In some frustration and obvi -
ously as a jab at the Air Force, General Cushman stat-
ed it made as much sense to centralize control of heli-
copters as that of fixed-wing aircraft . The Marine
general knew very well that Momyer had no desire t o
take on the Army on this subject . The Seventh Air
Force commander merely stated that helicopters were
another matter and had "to be treated separately. "
According to the proposed outlines of the MACV plan ,
Momyer in his dual capacity as Commanding General ,
Seventh Air Force, and the MACV Deputy Comman-
der for Air Operations, would have the responsibilit y
for most Marine fixed-wing aviation . 1 3

General Cushman immediately protested and for -
warded his concerns to General Westmoreland . On
22 February, the MACV commander attempted to
placate Cushman and told him that as the ground
field commander in I Corps, the III MAF commande r
would still retain the "tactical air assets available to
support your forces, subject to modifications that I
might invoke as the situation dictates ." At the sam e
time, Westmoreland stated that his air deputy ,
Momyer, "would have general direction of all routin e
matters relating to the procedures for requesting ,
fragging and controlling air support ." On the cover
sheet of the message from Westmoreland, a Marin e
staff officer penned in green ink : "These two position s
are in direct contradiction in my opinion ." In Saigon ,
a week later, Brigadier General Chaisson jotted dow n
in his diary : "AF [Air Force] is doing real job on II I
MAF. Will get op con [operational control] of wing .
Very unprofessional work ." The Marines had lost the
fight in Saigon .1 4

The battle had shifted to Honolulu and Washing -

ton . In Washington, on 21 February, Marine Corp s
Commandant Leonard F. Chapman sent a memoran-

*Among the participants in the meeting were Air Force general s

Momyer and Blood and Marine generals Cushman, Norman Anderson ,

and Earl E . Anderson .

Photo courtesy of Office of Air Force Histor y

Adm U. S. Grant Sharp, CinCPac, nearly at end of his tou r

of duty, acquiesced to Gen Westmoreland's request for "singl e

manager" control of air after rejecting previous proposals .

dum to General Earle G. Wheeler, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs, protesting General Westmoreland 's pro-
posed action as abrogating the Marine air-ground tea m
and in violation of JCS directives establishing "II I
MAF as a separate uni-Service command directly sub -
ordinate to MACV. " Wheeler in turn forwarded a copy
of the memorandum to the MACV commander . As
expected, Westmoreland denied that this was the case .
He insisted that Marine air would support the Marin e
ground forces when "the tactical situation permitted . "
Westmoreland argued that he had now, including th e
Marine divisions, the equivalent of a field army in I
Corps . He mentioned that the air support of these
forces required large elements of the Seventh Air Forc e
as well as the Marine aircraft wing . Because of the ai r
campaign in support of both Khe Sanh and the allie d
forces in the northern two provinces, the MACV com-
mander contended that "Marine air therefore, has
become a junior air partner in the total air effort . . . . "
According to Westmoreland the problem was one of
"coordination and directing all of these diversified ai r
elements so that the air support can be put where an d
when needed in the required quantity." This needed ,
the MACV commander asserted, "a single airman
[obviously General Momyer} I can hold responsible fo r
coordinating all the air effort that is made available t o
me." Westmoreland maintained that his proposed
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modifications would result in "no change in Service
doctrine or roles and mission . " 1 5

Such arguments apparently convinced Admira l
Sharp at CinCPac headquarters in Honolulu to acqui-
esce to Westmoreland's request . On 28 February, Gen-
eral Westmoreland sent to Honolulu Major Genera l
Blood of the Seventh Air Force "to make sure Admiral
Sharp understood the arrangement in detail ." Accord-
ing to the MACV commander, he wanted to reassure
Sharp that this was not an "Air Force maneuver," but
rather his " initiative as a joint commander ." This effort
apparently counterbalanced any influence that th e
Marines may have had in Hawaii to reverse the deci-
sion. Lieutenant General Krulak, the FMFPac com-
mander whose headquarters was in the same buildin g
as that of Admiral Sharp, admitted his failure to per-
suade the Navy admiral . According to Krulak, Sharp
refused to listen to the Marine case, "telling me that he
already knows our side, and anyhow, that Westy is a
big commander, and should have what he wants . " In a
later interview, Admiral Sharp declared that h e
approved the single manager concept because with th e
arrival of large Army forces in I Corps, he "thought i t
a reasonable thing to do ."16

On 4 March, MACV learned that Admiral Sharp
had approved the single manager concept . Marine
Brigadier General Chaisson at the MACV Comba t
Operations Center received the assignment to prepare
the final directive . Two days later, Major Genera l
Anderson, the 1st Wing commander, sent his assistant
commander, Brigadier General Robert P. Keller t o
Saigon to iron-out any remaining differences . Accord-
ing to General Anderson, the Marines proposed
"slightly more palatable language" and some alter-
ations in a couple "wiring diagrams," but no substan-
tive changes. Although apparently acceptable to some
of the MACV staff, Air Force Major General Blood ,
supported by Generals Momyer and Westmoreland ,
vetoed the III MAF proposed alterations . General
Momyer and his staff planned to hold on to ever y
advantage they had obtained and viewed the singl e
manager issue as a "catalyst for change ."1 7

With only minor revisions, Westmoreland's imple-
menting order differed very little from the proposal
that he had forwarded to CinCPac . Admiral Sharp had
insisted that the senior DASC in I Corps retain "scram-
ble" and "divert" authority in the event of emergenc y
and that Lieutenant General Cushman be permitted to
communicate directly with CinCPac on "proposed
improvements in the system or in event of his dissatis-
faction with the employment of Marine air assets ."

According to the directive, CinCPac would be an
addressee on any message from Cushman to West-
moreland on this subject . Contrary to the assertion b y
the ComUSMACV commander that he had given due
consideration to the Marine perspective, the III MAF
staff denied that General Westmoreland in his for-
warding letter provided any evidence of its "violen t
disagreement. " 1 8

Published on 7 March, to be implemented thre e
days later, in the form of a letter from General West-
moreland to General Cushman with six enclosures, th e
single manager directive outlined the new aviatio n
command arrangements . Westmoreland officiall y
placed with General Momyer the "responsibility fo r
coordinating and directing the air effort throughou t
Vietnam, to include I CTZ and the extended battl e
area ." General Cushman was to make available t o
Momyer as the MACV Deputy Commander for Ai r
Operations, all strike and reconnaissance aircraft an d
that part of the Marine air command and control sys-
tem that related to the employment of these aircraft .
Marine fixed-wing transports, observation aircraft, and
helicopters were exempted from the directive . Accord-
ing to the order, the MACV and III MAF control sys-
tems were to be joined for fixed-wing jet operations ,
but retain the "integrity of the Marine tactical contro l
system . . . ." Marine aviation officers were to augmen t
the various Air Force/MACV control systems . These
included the MACV Tactical Air Support Elemen t
(TASE) and Seventh Air Force Tactical Air Contro l
Center (TACC), both located at Tan Son Nhut Air Bas e
in Saigon ; the I DASC that the Seventh Air Forc e
maintained at I Corps headquarters in Da Nang ; an d
DASC Victor that the Seventh Air Force maintained a t
Phu Bai for the MACV (Forward) headquarters, soo n
to become Provisional Corps, Vietnam .19 *

The concept was that preplanned requests for fixed -
wing air support from lower commands be consolidat-
ed at the I Corps tactical operations center, and the n
forwarded to the MACV TASE . In Saigon, the TASE
would then determine the allocation of strikes to th e
various commands and send this list to the Seventh Ai r
Force TACC. The TACC in turn would assign the tar-
gets to specific air units, establish ordnance loads, and
time on target .

As much as the tactical situation permitted, "every
effort would be made to have Marine aircraft support
Marine units ." At the end of his letter, General West-

*See Chapters 8 and 13 for the establishment of the MACV For -
ward and Provisional Corps headquarters .
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moreland declared that these instructions "will be
reviewed within thirty days to determine those tech-
nical and organizational changes which may prove
necessary as a result of experience in this single man-
agement system . "2 0

Despite the decision and the issuance of the orde r
on single manager, there were still several rough edge s
to its implementation . Major General Anderso n
observed that III MAF did not receive a copy of th e
directive until 9 March and then only through the
personal intervention of General Abrams, who wa s
still at Phu Bai . On the morning of the 9th as well, II I
MAF received from the Seventh Air Force interi m
instructions for procedures relative to Marine fixed -
wing strike sorties and the incorporation of these sor-
ties into the Seventh Air Force daily "frag " or frag-
mentary order. According to the Marine wing
commander, the Air Force wanted specific informa-
tion on number of Marine aircraft, flight schedules ,
and sortie rates . At this point, the Marine fighter and
fighter/attack aircraft remained exempt from the Ai r
Force frag, but "were told to continue our operations
and cross-tell with I DASC who in turn would kee p
the TACC informed."2 1

General Anderson, the wing commander, was espe-
cially unhappy about the employment of the Marine
photo reconnaissance and electronic warfare aircraft of
VMCJ—1 . According to Anderson, the Air Forc e
ignored the radar and electronic capability of the
squadron but informed the Marine wing that i t
planned to reevaluate current photo reconnaissanc e
missions . Future requests for planned photo mission s
were to go to the III MAF G—2 (Intelligence) (Air) sec -
tion and then forwarded to the Seventh Air Force

TACC. The TACC would then publish the mission s
and sorties in the frag order it issued to the wing . Gen-
eral Anderson related that the wing then reported daily
by phone and by followup message the activities of th e

squadron . When the photo aircraft were airborne, they
came under the control of the particular DASC in th e
target area. The MACV TASE had the authority to
divert any of the aircraft from any of the DASCs .22 *

*Colonel Robert W. Lewis, who as a lieutenant colonel command-

ed VMCJ–1 until mid March, remembered that he was "in the middl e

of the air control furor ." He recalled that "in early March we started to

get our photo recon taskings from Saigon . That meant that a Marin e

battalion commander who wanted imagery to his front had to wait 2–3

days for a response . When there was a hot operation on we carried th e

7th Air Force missions with us in the airplane along with chose slippe d

under the table to us by our inc[elligence] briefers . Usually we had

time to complete most of the Saigon missions. I, or one of my more

experienced pilots, flew the ' weather hop' at first light every morning

On 11 March, the Seventh Air Force I DASC at I
Corps headquarters and DASC Victor at Phu Bai
announced that they were now functioning under th e
new system and had assumed control of air operations .
I DASC stated that its mission was "to furnish more
equitably distributed air support throughout I Corps . "
Major General Anderson, the wing commander
remarked caustically that DASC Victor was more
"modest . " It merely stated that it had assumed "control

for PCV [Provisional Corps Vietnam) area ." On the
11th and the 16th, General Anderson met with th e
director of the Seventh Air Force TACC to discuss the
eventual location of I DASC and the phasing in of the
Marine Corps system with that of the Air Force . Gen-
eral Anderson wanted to collocate the I DASC with th e
1st MAW Tactical Air Direction Center (TADC) in the
wing compound and recommended a three-stage

implementation. The first stage would consist o f
improving the information exchange between th e

TADC and I DASC so that the latter could transmi t

the necessary data back to Saigon . In the second stage ,

the U .S . sector of I DASC would be located in the 1s t

MAW G—3 building and then in the final stage would
be the collocation of I DASC with the III MAF DASC
and 1st MAW TADC. The Air Force agreed to the firs t
two phases as a temporary measure, but recommended

that the permanent location of the III MAF and I

and it was a simple matter to call back to Da Nang and tell them t o

brief and launch the subsequent photo missions at the Marine hot

spots, where we had observed the weather to be suitable for good pic-

ture taking ." Lewis wrote that the Seventh Air Force TACC "did no t

understand that immediate photos were required if effective CAS

[close air support] was to happen . " According to Colonel Lewis, " dur-

ing the early days of the battle for Khe Sanh we would make a low leve l

run on the airfield perimeter and approaches once an hour, have th e

film to our photo interpreters 20 minutes lacer, and immediatel y

advise the 26th Marines intel . section what the threat had been 3 0

minutes before . You can't do that with 2-day tasking ." He stated tha t

the squadron tried to make the system work "to the benefit of ou r

Marines on the ground . During those periods when enemy contact was

light we would aggressively execute the Saigon photo plan—it did

have a strategic, theater intelligence benefit . However, when Marine s

were in heavy contact anywhere in I Corps TAOR they got all they

requested from us . Often we would arrange for a courier helicopter t o

drop by Da Nang, pick up negatives which were exposed 20 minute s

before and deliver them to III MAF intel. We didn 't, however have to

rely on III MAF to pass intel . to the ground units . We had photo inter-

preters assigned to VMCJ–1 and they would read wet negatives short-

ly after the RF–4B landed . Hot items would then be passed directly t o

the unit involved (in some cases) . We would then deliver all th e

imagery to III MAF for further delivery to intelligence units in RVN ,

Hawaii and ConUS . What they ever did with all those pictures we

never knew . No I Corps ground units ever saw them ." Col Robert W.

Lewis, Comments on draft, n .d . [Dec94] (Vietnam Comment File) .
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DASC air control agencies should be at III MAF head -
quarters rather than in the 1st Wing compound . Gen-
eral Cushman and his staff supported the Air Force
rather than the wing commander relative to the loca-
tion of the I Corps DASC at III MAF. 23

While the question of the location of I DAS C
remained in abeyance, on 18 March 1968, Major Gen-
eral Anderson in a message to both Generals Cushma n
and General Krulak outlined what he considered th e
weakness of single manager to date . In fact, according
to the 1st MAW commander, the system was no t
working . Anderson believed that MACV and the Sev-
enth Air Force, "in the haste to implement the proce-
dure," overlooked too many details and the necessary
air control facilities were simply not prepared to tak e
on their new tasks. Anderson admitted, however, that
the Marine and Air Force agencies were identifying
and sorting out many of the problems and that the
wing was receiving "more cooperation than expected . "
The wing commander promised to "provide informa-
tion, assistance, and assets as requested and required to

make the actual transition as smooth as possible ." At
the same time, he declared "until such time as 7t h
AF/MACV can formulate, man, and put into being a
modus operandi for I Corps, the wing will continue t o
do what is needed to operate and provide the necessary
support ." As he concluded, "I see no other way to go,
without causing undue risk to our ground Marine cur-
rently in critical contact . "24

The following day, in a personal note to General
McCutcheon, Major General Anderson enclosed hi s
report of the first week's operations under single man-
ager that he had forwarded to General Cushman . Th e
wing commander half humorously wrote : "If it reads
in a disjointed fashion, and therefore gives the impres-
sion of describing a disjointed maneuver, it is a perfec t
piece of writing ." He observed that for III MAF and
the wing the subject of single manager was a " closed
issue . We have to, always hoping that you will be
more effective in Washington than anyone else has
been up the line . " In an earlier letter, Anderson had
assured McCutcheon that "we will break our backs t o

Adm Thomas H. Moorer, Chief of Naval Operations, center, visits with VAdm William F. Bringle,
Seventh Fleet Commande, left. Adm Moorer, like the Commandant of the Marine Corps and Army
Chief of Staff, supported the Marine position on single manager .

Unnumbered Department of Defense (USMC) Photo
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provide you with both fact and fancy if you shoul d
decide to go this route ."2 5

In many respects, the entire question of single man-
ager had passed out of the hands of both the III MA F
and Fleet Marine Force Pacific commands to influence .
After Admiral Sharp approved the single manage r
directive, Lieutenant General Krulak advised Genera l
Cushman about future actions on the subject. Krulak
told the III MAF commander to reassure General
Westmoreland "that even a poor decision will have
your energetic and unreserved support . " At the same
time, the FMFPac commander directed that Cushma n
assemble "an honest record of the Air Force steward-
ship of our assets ." Krulak then mentioned that he pu t
Admiral Sharp "on notice that he could be in for trou-
ble," and that the latter had exceeded his authority i n
approving the single manager directive .2 6

In Washington, General Chapman and th e
HQMC staff had already begun its counterattack .
On 4 March, upon learning of Admiral Sharp's deci-
sion, the Marine Corps Commandant officiall y
placed the matter before the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In
a memorandum to the Chairman, General Wheeler ,
the Commandant protested both the Westmorelan d
directive and its approval by Admiral Sharp . Chap-
man argued "irrespective of the various organization -
al formats and terms of reference, the net effect . . . i s
to remove Marine fighter/bomber/reconnaissanc e
assets from being directly responsive to CG II I
MAF." The Commandant closed with the statement
that he could not "concur in such an arrangement "
and asked that the Joint Chiefs review the entire sub-
ject . Like General Krulak, the Commandant main-
tained that both General Westmoreland and Admi-
ral Sharp had exceeded their authority relative t o
Marine air in Vietnam .2 7

The Marines could expect some assistance in th e
"joint arena" from at least the Navy. Despite Admiral
Sharp's approval of the directive, Admiral Thomas H .
Moorer, the Chief of Naval Operations, and Vice
Admiral John J . Hyland, commander of the Sevent h
Fleet, both had doubts about the wisdom of the deci-
sion . Hyland feared that now that Westmoreland ha d
obtained control over Marine air, that he might wan t
to obtain similar authority over the Navy's carrier air -
craft . He also worried about the MACV commander's
intentions about Navy and Marine amphibious force s
and Navy gunfire ships in Vietnamese waters . Moore r
wondered why, if the Air Force was so dedicated to cen -
tralized control, it had not placed its B—52 SAC force s
under the centralized command . In any event, Moorer

remarked that he would support the Marine Corp s
position with the Joint Chiefs .2 8

While the single manager controversy never for-
mally went beyond the Department of Defense, Gen-
eral Westmoreland remembered that shortly after th e
publication of the directive, he received a telephone call
from President Johnson . According to the MAC V
commander, the President asked him bluntly, "Are you
screwing the Marines? " Westmoreland claimed h e
explained the reasons for his decision and the Presiden t
apparently accepted for the time being his rationale . In

his book, the MACV commander wrote that the singl e
manager was the one issue "to prompt me to conside r
resigning ." 2 9*

Although MACV made no public announcemen t
about the new air command relations, the press soon
had the news. According to one account, the Air Force
released the story. The article included statements fro m

both Marine aviators and ground commanders . One
Marine air commander allegedly said, "Why, oh why ,

did they have to do this to us at this time? . . . {we}are
nose deep in problems of fighting the Reds and now

we have to take on the Air Force too ." The reporte r
quoted a "mud-spattered " Marine battalion comman-
der declaring, "now we are faced with the tragic aspec t
of having this Marine air-ground team broken asunde r
simply because of the ambitions of the Air Force brass . "
As would be expected, Air Force officers welcomed th e
change, one saying, "The Marines have different way s
of doing things than we do . . . some may be better
ways, others worse, but now all are under one system
with increased efficiency and effectiveness ."3 0

Senior Marine officers speculated about the reason s
behind the news releases and what their reaction

should be . According to Lieutenant General Krulak,
Marine commanders should remain silent : "Now that
the word is out, there are others who will take the Ai r

Force to task ." Krulak believed that the "Air Forc e
erred in making a public announcement which could
only be abrasive, and could have no beneficial effect . "
Brigadier General E . E . Anderson, the III MAF Chie f
of Staff, stated that he had not been able to locate any
Air Force announcement . General Cushman observed
that his bet was that there was no public statement :
"Spike [Air Force General Momyer} is not tha t

*Army historian Graham A. Cosmas noted that by this time,

March 1968, " Westmoreland 's resignation was somewhat academic ,

since his departure from MACV was announced on the 22d [Marc h

1968] ." Dr . Graham A . Cosmas, Comments on draft, dtd 23Nov9 4

(Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Cosmas Comments .
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gauche. Stupid, he ain't ." In a later message, General
Krulak remarked that HQMC learned from the
Department of Defense Public Affairs office that i t
had no knowledge about an announcement relative t o
the single-manager issue . The FMFPac commander
suspected that the reporter was trying to use the guise
of a press statement, "to lend an official flavor to wha t
appears to be a leak . "3 1

While the story about the change in air control
arrangements received some play in the press, it fo r
the most part remained somewhat muted as did the
single-manager issue for a time . Part of the reason may
have been that the single-manager system remained i n
a somewhat grey zone until the later part of March .
According to the MACV command history, tha t
although the directive was issued on 7 March, th e
actual preplanning only began on 21 March and th e
first programmed missions did not occur until 2 2
March. MACV considered the entire period from 1 0
March, when the single manager system supposedl y
went into effect, until the end of the month, "a perio d
for training and indoctrinating air crews and con-
troller personnel ."3 2

Major General Anderson, the wing commander,
had a harsher judgement . On 23 March, Anderson
reported to Generals Cushman and Krulak that the
past week had been one of "initial confusion . This had
to be expected in view of the urge to implement with -
out proper and prior planning ." The wing commande r
gave specific examples . On the night of 21—22 March ,
I DASC scrambled three flights of Marine attack an d
fighter/attack aircraft "for what was termed an imme-
diate mission ." A planned rendezvous with a flare and
a forward control aircraft over Laos failed to occur and
the Marine planes returned to base nearly out of fuel .
According to Anderson, a ground radar TPQ team
provided one of the Marine flight sections with a sec-
ondary mission, but the other two sections jettisoned
their ordnance . On the following day, 22 March, I
DASC told the Marine TADC that several sorties
planned for the 1st Marine Division, "had been can-
celed by the `user' ." The 1st Division air officer, how -
ever, denied making any such request and declared th e
division "wanted all the air that it could get ." Ander-
son also mentioned problems with obtaining clearanc e
from the Air Force Khe Sanh airborne command an d
control center (ABCCC). On two occasions, the
ABCCC diverted two A6As from missions in support
of Khe Sanh because of bad weather. Apparently the
Air Force controllers were unaware of the capability o f
the A6A to operate under all weather conditions 33

Anderson mentioned that the new system also
began to place an added strain on Marine air contro l
resources . Because of the necessity to send personnel t o
help man the Air Force control centers, the Marin e
wing decided to close its Chu Lai DASC .* The Ameri-
cal Division immediately protested and asked the wing
to reconsider or "to provide them some means to
replace our control ." General Anderson reactivated th e
DASC in the interim until the Air Force decided ho w
it was going to take over. The wing commander als o
mentioned problems of overcrowding and air traffi c
control problems at the Phu Bai terminal . While th e
Army and Air Force helped with equipment and th e
assignment of additional personnel, Anderson suggest -
ed that the Marines might want to consider "a possibl e
withdrawal of some of our air control assets from
northern I CTZ ." With the expansion of Army force s
north of the Hai Van Pass, General Anderson argue d
that the Marines were not a major logistical and sup -
port organization and would be better off to realign to
the south ; "refurbish and reestablish a mount out capa-
bility ; and reduce to some extent the stretch we hav e
on our current personnel assets ."34

These and many other questions about the impli-
cations of single manager remained largely unan-
swered during this initial period . On 25 March, at
the weekly meeting of the Joint Chiefs, Genera l
Chapman** formally brought up the subject . Majo r
General McCutcheon accompanied the Comman-
dant and made the presentation before the Chiefs .
Generals Wheeler, the Chairman, and Harold K .
Johnson, the Army Chief of Staff, were both absent .
Major General Haines, Army Deputy Chief of Staff ,
represented the Army; General John P. McConnell ,
the Air Force Chief of Staff, the Air Force ; and
Admiral Moorer, the Navy. According to both Gen-
erals Chapman and McCutcheon, the reception was
much what they expected . Admiral Moorer openl y
supported the Marines . The two Marine general s
believed that the Army's actual position was favor -

*According to the wing commander, he provided two additiona l
naval aviators to the Seventh Air Force TACC in Saigon making for a
total of four to assist with the daily frag order. He also provided seven
personnel each to I DASC and DASC Victor : two lieutenant colonels,
six captains or lieutenants, and six noncommissioned officers .
CG1stMAW to CGFMFPac and CGIIIMAF, dtd 23Mar68, Doc No .
23, III MAF Incoming Msgs, 15—27 Mar68 .

**While not a formal member of the Joint Chiefs at that time, th e
Marine Corps Commandant had a vote on all matters relating to th e
Marine Corps, which was usually interpreted in the broadest terms . For
all practical purposes, the Commandant was a siccing member of the
Joint Chiefs .
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able but that it had "probably made some sort of a
deal with the Air Force and in all probability go
'agin' us." They had no doubt what General
McConnell's stance would be. General McCutcheon
also assumed that the chairman, General Wheeler,
"was locked in concrete against us." Actually the
meeting resolved little. General McConnell suggest-
ed that no vote on the subject be made until the
return of General Wheeler. General Chapman agreed
and observed that he would "get McCutcheon to
pitch to him [Wheeler) as soon as I can corner him."
According to General McCutcheon, the "die has
been cast, we are on record in the JCS and the Com-
mandant will continue the fight."35

Point, Counterpoint

Although touching upon several themes including
legal and doctrinal aspects, the "strongest single fac-
tot" of the Marine Corps argument against the single
manager system was responsiveness. According to
Major General McCutcheon, "there isn't any doubt
about it that when you add more layers to the system
it is bound to take more time. We are making a big-
to-do about this." On 26 March, he observed to both
Generals E. E. and Norman Anderson that it "was
absolutely necessary" that they record "in great detail
what [air) you put in for, and when, and what you
actually get and when." The Commandant reinforced

this request in a formal message to General Krulak,
remarking that Marine commanders needed to keep
detailed records: "We need an audit trail that will
stand up under any scrutiny."36

Major General Anderson needed little encourage-
ment. On 27 March, he began a daily summary on a
statistical and narrative account of the workings of the
single manager system. This was in addition to the
weekly reports that he already had submitted to both
FMFPac and Headquarters, Marine Corps. In early
April, General Anderson began to draft for General
Cushman an evaluation of the single manager system.
He reviewed the workings of the system for the last
three weeks of March. The Marine general observed
that neither I DASC nor DASC Victor was ready to
operate when they claimed they were up and running.
According to the Marine command, "Facilities were
not ready, and personnel not assigned, and no chance to
test communication and equipment.'37*

*Differenr Marine aviation tactical commanders had different Impres-

sions about the single manager imbroglio at the time. Brigadier General
Harry iT. Hagaman, who as a lieutenant colonel commanded VMFA—323
from January into May 1968, recalled that he was, "acutely aware of the
Air Force effort to single manage Marine air in I Corps." He stated that
during this period, the first wing "directed MAG—12, MAG—13, and
MAG—l 1 to document all delays and frequency changes that we were
requited to make when working with Air Force controllers." General
Hagaman remembered that in the second part of Match when single man-
ager went into effect, "there were some delays in getting 'on target'
because of the increased communication requirement." BGen Harry T.
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Because of the existing tactical situation, th e
Marines continued until 21 March operating unde r
their old procedures . Anderson then offered some com -
parisons between Marine air support during the firs t
part of the month under its system and that since th e
21st under single management . According to the wing
commander, a reduction of Marine sorties occurred i n
support of Marine divisions from 212 for the period 1
through 11 March to 177 for the corresponding num-
ber of days from 21 through 31 March . At the same
time, the 1st MAW's fixed-wing sorties in support of
other forces increased from 135 for the first 20 days o f
the month to 154 for the last 10 days . Anderso n
observed that the Seventh Air Force under single man-
agement had established a rate of 1 .2 sorties per aircraft
per day. He remarked that he was considering asking
for an exemption to this rate because of the need t o
increase air support for the ground forces .38 *

Hagaman, Comments on draft, dtd 30Nov94 (Vietnam Commen t
File).On the other hand, Colonel Dean Wilker, who commanded
MAG—12 at Chu Lai until early March just before the implementation o f
single manager, wrote : "While I knew the relations betwee n

MACV/USAF and Navy/USMC were not in accord, I did not know to
what extent. We flew our missions as fragged and had few problems com-

municating with the Wing or the forces we supported . I credit the Wing
& its control centers for making it simple for us ." Col Dean Wilker, Com-

ments on draft, dtd 18Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

*According to Colonel Joel E . Bonner, the 1st MAW G—3, "the 7th
Air Force stated they were manned, supplied and funded to provide 1 .2

sorties per available aircraft per day and were rigidly enforcing such a

rate in order to sustain their effort over the long term ." Bonner argued
that "such a statement makes sense at the Air War College and to bud -
get analysts but is not worth anything when there is a fight ongoin g
and Air Strikes will reduce casualties ." He observed that the "1st MAW
flew more than 2 .0 sorties per available aircraft almost on a daily basis .
7th Air Force stated on more than one occasion that 1st MAW wa s

wasting their resources—but 1st MAW never ran out!!!" Furthermore
Colonel Bonner wrote, "the Air Force explained that the 1 .2 sortie race
was to be computed on the expected available aircraft for the day . Fo r
example: 12 aircraft are expected to be available out of 24 assigned air -
craft . A 1 .2 sortie rate would provide 14 .4 sorties for the frag order. I f
you change the sortie rate from available to assigned the number of sor-

ties for the Frag Order is 28 . This was a problem with the planners i n
the wing versus the planners at 7th Air Force ." Bonner Comments .
Lieutenant General Carey, who worked for Colonel Bonner in the G—3
section of the wing in 1968 as a lieutenant colonel, recalled that during
the transition period into single management that he "received a call
from Saigon, allegedly by direct instruction of Gen Momyer (as I recal l
at the time I thought the caller identified himself as Gen Momyer) tha t
we were exceeding the desired sortie rate and that we should back off
(in rather strong language). I informed him that I was taking my direc-
tion from Gen Anderson to give the Marines what they asked for an d
unless Gen Anderson instructed me otherwise, which I sincerely doubt-

ed he would, that was what I was going to do! I never heard from Saigo n
again and the Marine requests were all filled ." Carey Comments .

The basic Marine complaint, however, revolved
around the requirements for preplanned missions ,
especially in support of the Marine divisions . The
Marine command believed the entire process too cum -
bersome and unresponsive . According to the proce-
dures outlined by the Seventh Air Force, a preplanne d
mission required a submission by the ground unit any -
where from 38 hours to over 50 hours before the mis-
sion was to be flown . This contrasted with the old II I
MAF system, which permitted a ground commande r
to make his preplanned request as late as 2000 of th e
night before . 39

In a representative preplanned mission under th e
new system, a Marine battalion commander would
submit his target list through his regiment to th e
division at 0500 on the first day . At 0830, the divi-
sion would then consolidate all the requests and for -
ward them to the next higher echelon . In the case o f
the 3d Marine Division it would send its requests o n
to Provisional Corps, Vietnam, who in turn at 110 0
would route them to III MAF. The 1st Marine Divi-
sion would transmit its requests directly to III MAF .
III MAF would then combine them into one list and
relay it about 1430 of the first day on to the MAC V
TASE . The TASE would in turn reroute th e
approved request list to the Seventh Air Force TAC C
to prepare the frag order which would not be issued
until the afternoon of the second day. It would be
evening of the second day before I DASC or the 1s t
MAW TADC would retransmit the frag order to th e
proper DASCs and fire support agencies as well as to
the tactical air units . During this process, each of the
higher headquarters had the authority to determin e
priorities or even eliminate requests with the possi-
bility of the battalion commander not knowing
whether his request had been approved or not . In an y
event, it would usually not be before 0700 of the
third day before that battalion commander receive d
his air strike . 40 (See Chart) .

During April, the numbers appeared to confirm the
Marine complaints . According to Marine compiled sta-
tistics for the month, the MACV TASE and Sevent h
Air Force TACC only scheduled 1,547 out of the 4,33 1
or 36 percent of the targets requested by III MA F
ground commanders . Of the remaining targets, Amer-
ican aircraft carried out strikes on only 680 or 44 per-
cent of them. Instead of the preplanned strikes, Marin e
ground commanders had to rely on 2,682 "diverts" or
unscheduled strikes which made up 58 percent of the
total tactical sorties flown in support of the Marine
ground units 41
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On 5 April 1968, Marine assistant wing comman-

der, Brigadier General Henry W. Hise,* contrasted the
difference between Marine responsiveness and that o f
the Air Force . According to Hise, the Air Force
achieved "rapid response and flexibility by diverting
sorties . " He observed, however, that the air comman-
der often did not consult the ground commander, "fo r
whom the aircraft were originally scheduled . . . ." The
Marine general called this depriving "one ground uni t
of vital support to aid another." He also declared thi s
often resulted in an improper mix of ordnance to
accomplish the mission . In comparison, the Marine
system also permitted the diversion of airborne aircraft
but only after receiving the acquiescence of the ground
unit commander. For the most part, Marine aviatio n
responded "to increased requirements by scrambles off
the hot pad ." According to Hise, the Marines had "th e
responsiveness of diverts without depriving a groun d
commander of possibly crucial support and . . . [pro-
vided) additional sorties over normal schedules to mee t
unforeseen needs ." Furthermore, General Hise pointe d
out Marine aircraft on the "hot pad" could be fitted ou t
with the proper ordnance to accomplish the mission .42

III MAF was not the only command unhappy wit h
the progress of the single-manager system . On 5 April ,
Army Major General Willard Pearson, the Deput y
Commander of Provisional Corps, indicated to Gener-
al Anderson that the new system was not working wel l
in the northern two provinces of I Corps . In respons e
on this date as well to General Cushman's complaints
about the workings of the system, General Westmore-
land acknowledged that single manager was undergo-
ing "technical and procedural difficulties . . . ." He
understood, however, things were improving . The
MACV commander observed that from his perspectiv e
that there was "not enough tactical air capability in the
RVN to provide all commanders all the air support
they would like to have." He concluded his message
that he expected to receive from the III MAF com-
mander an evaluation of the system at the end of th e
month as to whether single manager was meeting III
MAF requirements and if the "I DASC operation falls
short in any respect ."43

In Washington, on 5 April, the full Joint Chiefs o f
Staff again took up the single-management issue, thi s
time with both the Chairman, General Wheeler, and

*Brigadier General Hise, one of the two assistant wing comman-

ders, stated that because of his previous experience on the Joint Staff of

the JCS, General Anderson, the wing commander, used him to argue
the Marine case in the single manager dispute . Hise Comments .

the Army Chief of Staff, General Johnson, in atten-

dance . At the meeting, much to the surprise and

delight of the Marine Corps, General Johnson reversed
the Army position and supported the Marines . In th e
final vote, only General Wheeler and the Air Forc e
Chief of Staff, General McConnell, favored single man -
ager. At a second session of the JCS three days later,
General McCutcheon, who attended both meetings ,
related that General Wheeler attempted "to float " a
compromise position indicating that the Seventh Air
Force operational control of Marine fixed-wing sortie s
was a "temporary expedient and when the emergency
was over the status quo would be resumed . " General
Chapman argued if that were the case the emergenc y
was over and that the Marines should resume control of
their assets . Wheeler rejected that proposition . Accord-
ing to McCutcheon, "so as at the moment the Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps are lined up against the Ai r
Force and the Chairman has weakened the position t o
the temporary gimmick." The next step was to send
the matter up to the Secretary of Defense . McCutcheo n
concluded : "I feel better about it (single-manager dis-
pute) than I have in a long time ."44

In Washington, General Chapman decided to out-
line formally the Marine Corps position on single man-
ager and its status to senior Marine commanders . In a
"green letter" (so named because of the color of th e
paper) to all Marine general officers, the Commandan t
reviewed the initiation of the single-manager syste m
over the protests of all Marine commands and his
actions in the JCS . He declared there was an "essentia l
difference between the Marine and Air Force concept s
of air control and air support . . . ." Chapman empha-
sized in most strong terms that for Marines, air is " a
supporting arm" which was to be employed "directly
responsive to the ground commander . . . ." He
believed this basic Marine concept had been set asid e
and would result in "increased enemy success ,
increased friendly casualties, and decreased advance-
ment of the war effort ." The Commandant viewed that
the "integrity" of the Marine air-ground team and
"even our force structure" was at stake . While asking
all Marine officers to "face this challenge resolutely to
forestall any future inroads" on the Corps, he ordere d
them not to comment on the subject, "either officiall y
or unofficially," and to refer all queries especially fro m
the press to Headquarters, Marine Corps. With the JCS
split on the subject and the possible requirement of a
Secretary of Defense decision to settle the matter ,
Chapman mentioned, "we're preparing for that even-
tuality now."4 5
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In Honolulu, Lieutenant General Krulak was not
sanguine about the probability of the Secretary o f
Defense overruling Westmoreland . As he told Genera l
Cushman, he expected the Secretary to hold a hearing
on the subject, but "knowing how those things oper-
ate, I do not believe that General Wheeler would have
permitted the matter to [go) forward to SecDef [Secre-
tary of Defense) without first laying the groundwor k
for the decision he seeks . " Krulak suggested to Gener-
al Cushman another alternative means of attack . He
recommended that the III MAF commander shoul d
avail himself of the "complaint channel to CinCPac, "
referring to the 30-day evaluation period called for i n
the initiating directive. Since all concerned agreed tha t
the system had not really been implemented until 2 2
March, this would extend the original trial period unti l
22 April . General Krulak warned : "When we go dow n
this track, we have to have the aces to a degree that wil l
make it absolutely impossible for CinCPac to ignore u s
or brush us o£" 4 6

The FMFPac commander then proceeded to advis e
both Generals Cushman and Anderson about how to
proceed . He counseled that General Anderson as the

senior aviation commander for III MAF should begi n
his presentation with Marine concurrence to th e
proposition that within a joint force there should be
"single management" in that the senior Air Forc e
commander should be the joint commander's "coordi-
nating authority for all air operations . " As far as mat-
ters relating to air defense and to the interdiction ai r
campaign over Laos and North Vietnam, there was n o
debate that there should be a single authority. Krulak
then observed, however, that Anderson needed t o
stress that for the Marine commander, "his air suppor t
is as inseparable to his combat team as is his artillery ,
his tanks, or even his infantryman's M16 ." He then
pointed out that the Marine commander made clos e
air support a "cardinal element in his tactical plan ,
and, if it is diverted to meet a need elsewhere his oper-
ation is compromised . "47

General Krulak then cautioned the III MAF com-
manders not to get into a pure numbers game of how
many sorties were flown and ordnance dropped, bu t
rather to provide the context for the statistics . For
example, he declared that in the case of immediat e
requests for support, the single-manager syste m

LtGen Lewis W. Walt, Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps, talks to Marines during a visi t

to Vietnam. LtGen Walt made a strong presentation of the Marine position to Gen Westmoreland .
Photo from the Abel Collection
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appeared to be working . For the period 3—12 April, the
new air control agencies approved over 90 percent of
them and that over 75 percent of the tactical air sup -
port aircraft arrived within 30 minutes of the request
and usually with an acceptable bomb or ordnance load .
Contrasting these figures to those relative to pre-
planned missions, Krulak contended that the "Marines
were being shortchanged . " For the same period in
April, the Seventh Air Force TACC only scheduled 36
percent of the targets desired by ground commanders ,
and of the remaining targets, only 51 percent of the
missions scheduled against them were carried out .
According to the FMFPac commander, nearly 41 per-
cent of the total sorties were extra and not requested b y
the ground commander, "who could neither preplan
for this surge effort nor influence the selection of th e
ordnance available ." Krulak then concluded with the
observation that 42 percent of the preplanned sortie s
carried out were more than 15 minutes late : "This i s
unacceptable and compromises the basic principle o f
integrating totally all available fire power ."4 8

Perhaps partially influenced by Krulak's message ,
but largely on their own initiative, III MAF and the 1s t
MAW had begun the process of evaluating the single -
manager process and forwarding their conclusions t o
higher headquarters . On 22 April, General Cushman
sent a preliminary message to General Westmoreland
to go on record with his unhappiness with the system .
At the same time, Major General Anderson, the win g
commander, prepared a lengthy presentation for the II I
MAF commander with the possibility of giving it late r
to the MACV commander. 49

Anderson stated the usual Marine arguments . Afte r
interviewing more than 70 Marine officers involved
with the new procedures, he expanded upon his
themes with specific case studies . While acknowledg-
ing that the Marine divisions by the beginning of
April reported that air response to immediate request s
had improved, Anderson maintained that even thi s
part of the new system did not work as well as the sta-
tistics implied . He cited an air observer who spotted
enemy troops "running across a bomb crater one at a
time ." The observer called the Marine DASC and
asked for air strikes, stating that he had a "good tar-
get ." Before he finished speaking, the DASC provide d
him with some A-4s . At about the time the A-4s
were to reach the designated rendezvous point, th e
Marine DASC radioed the observer back and stated
"they had to take the planes away because the new
DASC said they had to go through them to get planes .
It was 45 minutes after we asked for the air that we

finally got it on target ." In another case, Anderso n

quoted the Marine officer in charge of the Khe San h
DASC recounting that " there was this Air Force Lieu -
tenant Colonel at Ca Lu who said I had to get airplane s
through him, that was very slow. Then there was
Colonel Lownds who needed air and needed it bad . I
just did what I had to do . " General Anderson con -
tended that the only reason there were no more prob-
lems with the immediate response procedures was
because "people at the lower echelons, finding them -
selves faced with an unwieldy and unresponsive sys-
tem, were simply forced to circumvent it . "5°

Anderson reserved his greatest criticism, however ,
for the single-manager preplanned missions and thei r
long lead time . The wing commander quoted a bat-
talion forward aircraft controller as saying, "They ar e
telling us now that we have to turn in our CAS [close
air support] request this afternoon for the day afte r
tomorrow. We didn't know this morning what we
were going to do this afternoon ." An infantry battal-
ion commander remarked, "When you are moving ,
your air has to be flexible, now I have to program
myself so far ahead that the air ' mission doesn 't fix
anything ." General Anderson contrasted the 80 per-
cent of preplanned targets hit under the forme r
Marine system with the slightly over 50 percen t
under single manager.5 1

Finally, the wing commander ended with thre e
general criticisms . According to Anderson, single
manager was "far less responsive to our tactical needs ,
it has small provision for coordination of air with th e
total effort, and it increases the administrative bur -
den ." As an example of the latter, he compared the 50 -
page frag order coming out of the Seventh Air Forc e
TACC with that of the former nine-page frag orde r
published by the wing . Anderson concluded that the
new system accomplished little that the forme r
Marine system did not do better, especially in suppor t
of ground Marines .5 2

In early May, General Cushman forwarded to Gen-
eral Westmoreland in message form many of the con-
cerns that General Anderson had expressed in his for-
mal presentation . Cushman basically stated ,that hi s
analysis of the period 1—30 April drew him to the fol-
lowing conclusions . While response time may have
improved, it occurred only because DASCs had divert-
ed aircraft from preplanned targets. Marines had
scrambled some aircraft in certain cases to cover th e
diverted missions . He again expressed dissatisfactio n
with the long lead time for preplanned missions . He
protested the fact that while the number of Marine air-
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craft "fragged" for Army units increased every day, th e
number of "Air Force sorties remained significantl y
below the programmed level established for Army bat-
talions ." Finally, the III MAF commander recom-
mended " that management of Marine strike and recon-
naissance aircraft . . . be returned to me and the
workable procedures outlined ' in [MACV directive
95—4) be reinstituted ."5 3

The Seventh Air Force evaluation of the system con-
trasted sharply with that of the Marines . General
Momyer's command reported no significant problems
"other than those associated with training and famil-
iarity with a new system ." It praised both the efforts
and attitudes of Marine and Air Force officers in thei r
attempts to link the two tactical air systems . Whil e
admitting that single manager was not perfect, the Ai r
Force report asserted that "with better understanding
by the Marine ground units and more experience o n
the part of all concerned . . . this system will work . "
The Air Force insisted that "in consideration of pro-
posed large-scale ground offensive operations in bein g
and planned . . . the air effort available must be con-
centrated, flexible and integrated to provide the tacti-
cal air support essential to all ground units ."54

Bombarded by conflicting points of view, General
Westmoreland held to the concept of centralized con-
trol, but began to look to the modification of some o f
the workings of the system . According to Marine
Brigadier General Chaisson, the Director of the MACV
Combat Operations Center, the visit to Saigon at the
end of April by the Marine Corps Assistant Comman-
dant and former III MAF commander, Lieutenan t
General Lewis W. Walt, played some part in the
MACV commander's changing perspective . Chaisson
wrote to his wife that when Walt met with the MACV
commander, "He scared the daylights out of Westy b y
telling him that it was the most dangerous decision h e
had made—and that it would backfire ." Apparentl y
General Westmoreland then asked Walt for his specif-
ic criticisms . The Marine general repeated what the
Marines had been saying all along: too long a delay i n
the approval of preplanned missions; too many
"diverts" which often resulted in the use of the wron g
ordnance on the target ; and that the 3d Marine Divi-
sion was not obtaining the "desired level of support ."5 5

Whether influenced by Walt's criticisms or not ,
General Westmoreland ordered General Momyer to
meet with Army Lieutenant General William B .
Rosson, the commander of Provisional Corps, relativ e
to what constructive changes should be made in the ai r
support of ground forces in northern I Corps . Because

of the implications for the Marine Corps, Genera l
Cushman with the approval of General Westmorelan d
directed that General Anderson, the wing commander ,
also attend . Representatives from the MACV TASE ,
the Seventh Air Force TACC, and DASC Victor wer e
also present . General Momyer presided and declare d
that the purpose was to determine what were the flaws
in the system "and how to correct them ." Anderson
believed that the question should have been "whether
or not we should continue with Single Management ."5 6

The conference began with a discussion about th e
allocation of sorties in northern I Corps. General
Momyer stated that he had told General Walt that the
reason for the reduced number of sorties for the 3 d
Marine Division were the priorities established by Pro -
visional Corps . General Rosson agreed, explaining tha t
for a time in the Provisional Corps sector, the 1st Ai r
Cavalry because of Operation Pegasus received abou t
50 percent of the fixed-wing air sorties . The 101st Air-
borne and the 3d Marine Division during that perio d
divided equally the remaining available sorties . Gener-
al Rosson's perception also was that "Marines, havin g
always had more air support tend today to ask for more
than the Army units ." All of the participants agreed ,
however, that because the Marine units had les s
artillery and fewer helicopter gunships than the Army ,
there was a natural tendency for the Marines to rely on
more fixed-wing support . This was especially true rel-
ative to the escort of troop transport helicopters int o
landing zones . General Momyer suggested that th e
commands should determine the number of sortie s
Marines needed "in connection with helicopter opera-
tions in order to offset the lack of gunship helicopters . "
The Air Force general then declared that the Sevent h
Air Force "Frag" order would reflect the "number of
sorties daily reserved" for helicopter escort .5 7

Even more surprising, according to Anderson, ther e
was general unanimity on the weakness of the preplan-
ning missions and the system of diverts . All concurre d
that the present preplanning only resulted "in placin g
a certain amount of air effort airborne and available fo r
any use a specific ground commander may wish." Gen-
eral Rosson complained that the procedures were "to o
ponderous," although every one was trying to make
them work.* Momyer acknowledged that all concerne d

*General Rosson later commented that after he assumed comman d

of Prov Corps, " it soon became evident . . . that the system for pre-

planned fixed-wing support was too slow, and that coo many request s

for immediate support were being met by use of diverts . This in tur n

often meant different ordnance on target ." Gen William B . Rosson ,

USA, Comments on draft, dtd 27Feb96 (Vietnam Comment File) .
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were doing the best they could and that he hoped to
cut down on lead times and delays . In order to get the
proper ordnance for a specific mission, the Seventh Ai r
Force commander stated that he was giving some
thought to permit modification to the daily frag orde r
about six hours prior to time on target . General Ander-
son countered that the "downloading of ordnance an d
substituting another is much too wasteful of manpow-
er" and recommended instead the strip alert of aircraft
preloaded with a mix of bombs and ammunition .
While General Momyer made no comment about the
wing commander's suggestion, General Anderson
observed that " the tenor of this discussion leads me t o
believe that the Air Force knows it is in some trouble
on single management and is willing to modify the
system, in major respects if necessary, to keep the sys-
tem in force ." The Marine commander concluded that ,
"in such an atmosphere of accommodation we will b e
hard pressed to obtain a reversal of the decision t o
implement single management ."5 8

General Anderson was correct in his assumptio n
that both Generals Westmoreland and Momyer wer e
under some pressure from higher headquarters relative
to the single-management issue . Upon receiving both
the III MAF and MACV preliminary reports about the

Defense Secretary Clark Clifford, who relieved Secretary
Robert S . McNamara meets with LtGen William B . Rosson,
CG Prov Corps . Gen Rosson complained during a conferenc e
that the new control provisions were "too ponderous . . . . "

Photo is from the Abel Collection

workings of the new system, Admiral Sharp decided t o
send his own evaluation team, headed by Marin e
Brigadier General Homer G . Hutchinson, Jr., the
CinCPac Chief of Staff for Operations, to examine the
situation . According to Lieutenant General Krulak ,
General Westmoreland protested the move and asked
the CinCPac commander to defer the arrival of the
team until he held his own hearings on the subject .
Admiral Sharp apparently denied the request . At that
point, as related by General Krulak, Westmorelan d
made the statement that the CinCPac team woul d
" come back and recommend to you that the system be
returned to the old status quo . "5 9

The Hutchinson evaluation group arrived in Viet-
nam on 4 May and visited both MACV in Saigon an d
III MAF at Da Nang. Upon their return to Honolulu
three days later, Brigadier General Hutchinson and hi s
staff began to work on the report . After completion o f
the draft, he wrote to General McCutcheon at Marin e
headquarters in Washington that Admiral Sharp
viewed single management "pretty well cracked . "
Hutchinson enclosed a copy of the draft report in hi s
letter to McCutcheon and asked the latter to keep i t
"fairly well disguised ." Despite his own viewpoint on

Marine BGen Homer G . Hutchinson, Jr., the CinCPacJ—3
and a naval aviator, headed a CinCPac evaluation team o n

the new air control provisions .
Unnumbered Department of Defense (USMC) photo
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the subject, General Hutchinson observed that th e
"report had to be written with some obvious restrain t
from [a} `joint staff standpoint ." 60

While not directly criticizing the decision for singl e
management, the report discussed in detail what it
considered several shortcomings in its implementatio n

and operational procedures . Admitting that the Army
units in I Corps received in April more air support tha n
they had in the past, the report, nevertheless, pointe d
out that Marine ground units did not enjoy "as muc h
or as responsive tactical air support" as under the ol d
system. Like all the other evaluations of single manag-
er, the report remarked upon the long lead time fo r

preplanned sorties and the resulting large number o f
diversions . It observed, moreover, that the Marine
wing met the most urgent "unfragged" requests fro m
Marine ground units by overflying by 22 percent it s
aircraft "programmed sortie rate ." At the same time ,
Air Force aircraft flew only at 96 percent of their "uti-
lization index. " According to the report, the Air Force
wing at Da Nang conducted 1,404 missions ove r

North Vietnam and Laos . The authors of the report
commented that with the availability of Thailand-
based Air Force aircraft and naval carrier aircraft in th e
Gulf of Tonkin that "it would not be necessary to use
South Vietnam-based aircraft for this purpose whe n
requests for sorties in I CTZ are not being filled ." As
Hutchinson mentioned in his personal letter to Gener-
al McCutcheon, "we have pressed the point with Sharp
that 7th AF has been flying too much out of country "

with in-country-based aircraft, "thus alluding to the
fact that if this were stopped, MACV should be
relieved of his concern that the Army isn't gettin g

needed support in I Corps ." 6 1

For his part, General Krulak, also in Honolulu ,

continued his efforts to convince Admiral Sharp to

intervene in the single-management issue. According

to the FMFPac commander, he persuaded Sharp t o
send a message to Westmoreland again noting that
General Cushman remained unhappy with the presen t
working arrangements of the single-manager system .
The CinCPac commander stated that he wanted t o
hear the briefings that were to be presented at MACV

headquarters by III MAF, the Seventh Air Force, and

Westmoreland 's own MACV evaluation team . These

were scheduled for 8 May. In his reply, General West-
moreland agreed to have the concerned parties make

the same presentations before Admiral Sharp a few

days later in Honolulu . He observed, however, that
many of the rough spots of the system had been

worked out . General Krulak warned the Marine Corps

leadership, "Westy is not going to let us get away with
a presentation only of our gripes, but will include hi s
own story too . "6 2

At the conference in Saigon at MACV headquar-
ters, both Generals Cushman and Norman Anderso n

represented III MAF. General Anderson presented
the III MAF position on single management . Basi-
cally, Anderson argued that the new system for II I
MAF had few advantages, but several disadvantages .
The Seventh Air Force briefer stated that all con-
cerned including the Marines were doing their bes t
to make single manager work and several modifica-
tions were in the works . 6 3

After all the presentations, the senior commanders ,
including both Cushman and Anderson, met in a

closed session . According to Cushman, General West-
moreland addressed the group and emphasized that th e
issue of single management involved Service conflicts
revolving about "procedures, tactical arrangements ,
[differing) philosophies, " and the desire of "comman-
ders to allocate total resources in the most effective

way." The deployment of the 1st Air Cavalry and 101s t

Airborne Divisions and the establishment of Provi-
sional Corps headquarters in northern I Corps had irre-
trievably altered command relations including ai r

arrangements . Westmoreland believed the briefing s
helped to clarify the points of contention . The MACV
commander stated that the trial period for single man-
agement demonstrated "that the strong features of th e

Marine system are evident . The practical advantage of

[the] commandwide area of the Air Force system is also

evident ." Westmoreland stated that he wanted to com-
bine the best features of each : the responsiveness of
Marine air together with the Air Force flexibility fo r

concentrating air assets . He declared that the TASE
and the Seventh Air Force procedures for fragging air -
craft were too cumbersome and Marine practices wer e

wasteful of bombs and aircraft . The MACV comman-
der stated that it was his intention "to use our resource s
to meet the problem we face not on theory and not b y
ineffective practices ."64

Following a desultory and inconclusive discussio n
about possible changes, Westmoreland turned to th e

upcoming briefing at CinCPac . He declared that hi s

chief of staff, Major General Walter T. Kerwin, woul d
represent him and provide the opening statement . II I
MAF, the Seventh Air Force, and the MACV evalua-
tion team would make separate briefings based from

their respective perspectives . General Kerwin, howev-
er, would field all questions . The MACV commander
concluded the meeting by declaring, "it was fiction
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that this thing [single manager] was generated by Ai r
Force roles and mission . It was his idea—his decision
and not a maneuver by the Air Force . " General West-
moreland stressed that he wanted "this point included
in the briefing ."65

The Honolulu Conference for the most part prove d
to be a restatement of already established positions . As
planned, on 10 May, the representatives from the
respective services and commands of MACV made
their standard briefings before Admiral Sharp . Gener-
al Blood once more represented the Seventh Air Force .
As General Anderson, who made the case for III MAF,
remembered, the Seventh Air Force indicated its will-
ingness to make adjustments " in accordance with any
criticism that we might have, which had the effect of
taking the rug right out from under us . " As the wing
commander recalled, Admiral Sharp "elected to not
intervene ." Anderson observed that Sharp was near th e
end of his tour and "must have felt that further protes t
would have to be at [a] higher level . . . ."66

Admiral Sharp may have been aware that the
Department of Defense was about to act upon the refer-
ral of the single-management issue to the Secretary b y
the Joint Chiefs . Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford ,
who replaced Robert S . McNamara in February, dele-
gated the decision to Deputy Secretary Paul H . Nitze .
On 15 May, after listening to the formal presentations
and reviewing the various position papers by th e
respective Services, Deputy Secretary Nitze generall y
supported the position of Generals Wheeler and West-
moreland . The secretary stated that he agreed with the
Chairman that "the unified combat commander on th e
scene should be presumed to be the best judge of ho w
the combat forces assigned to him are to be organize d
. . . ." Nitze added that he considered this a temporar y
measure and not a precedent and believed that MACV
would return control of the Marine air to III MAF
"when the tactical situation permits ." He, nevertheless ,
expressed concern about the apparent weakness of th e
present single-manager system relative to responsive-
ness, but presumed that General Westmoreland wa s
taking action' to rectify the situation . Nitze directed
General Wheeler "to review personally the single-man-
agement arrangement in I Corps to determine, in coor-
dination with CinCPac and ComUSMACV suc h
changes as he considers necessary to minimize delays
between requests for air support and execution . . . . "67 .

*General Chapman, the Commandant of the Marine Corps i n
1968, remembered that about the time Deputy Secretary Nitze mad e
his decision the House Armed Services Committee "held a hearing o n
the state of the War with JCS . Single management came up and was

In reply to the Deputy Secretary, General Wheeler
stated that he was also troubled about the lack of
responsiveness to preplanned air requests . Although h e
argued that the Marines may have exaggerated th e
length of time required for such requests and that som e
of the deadlines were self-imposed, the Chairma n
admitted that the system needed modification . He
mentioned that MACV was looking to a partial decen-
tralization "based on resource considerations " which
would permit "the majority of preplanned requests " t o
be coordinated between III MAF and the "collocated
DASCs . " Wheeler stated that General Westmoreland 's
basic interest was to "have the flexibility to employ the
tactical air resources most effectively where and when
support is required . "G8

By this time, all concerned with the issue were look-
ing toward some settlement of the dispute . In one
instance, General McCutcheon recommended to Gen-
eral Chapman, the Marine Corps Commandant, tha t
the latter meet with the Air Force Chief of Staff, Gen-
eral McConnell . McCutcheon believed that a frank dis-
cussion between the Service chiefs might result i n
McConnell "to tell Momyer to back off a little. " On 17
May, after learning about Deputy Secretary Nitze 's
decision, McCutcheon told Major General Anderson ,
the 1st MAW commander, about a new Marine Corp s
tack, "which is to get the opcon back, let them kee p
' single management' and get on with the war . "69

Lieutenant General Krulak outlined this Marin e
Corps proposal in a back-channel message to Admiral
Sharp . Krulak conceded that MACV under the old sys-
tem had some reason for dissatisfaction . He observed
that while MACV had controlled about 75 percent o f
the fixed-wing sorties in South Vietnam which includ-
ed those sorties that the 1st MAW made available ,
General Westmoreland "was never sure of what num-
ber of sorties the Marines would make available . . . . "

strongly criticized by [the chairman' of the committee) for loss b y
Marines of immediate [emphasis in original], responsive close air sup-
port. Gen Wheeler presented the standard arguments to support S/M
(single manager] . I . . . elected to remain silent, as did the other chiefs ,
because I believed Congress was no place to solve a war-time opera-
tional problem ." Gen Leonard F. Chapman, Comments on draft, dtd
17Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Chapman Comments .
Army historian Graham A. Cosmas noted the "very lukewarm nature
of even Wheeler's and Nitze's support of Westmoreland . Both indicat-
ed grave doubts about the practical workings of single management ,
but were unwilling to overrule their theater commander on a questio n
of organization of his forces . However, both emphasized this was a tem-
porary tactical expedient and urged ComUSMACV to restore the for-

mer command arrangement as soon as he felt the situation warranted ,
which of course ComUSMACV never did ." Cosmas Comments .
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Moreover, even the MACV emergency authority di d
not permit "a day-in, day-out diversion of additional
Marine sorties " to other missions. Krulak observed ,
however, that the single-manager system as instituted
by General Westmoreland resulted in too severe a
"surgery . . . that has left the patient extremely weak ,
with his Marine leg partially paralyzed . " The FMFPac
commander suggested instead return to III MAF oper-
ational control of Marine fixed-wing tactical and recon -
naissance aircraft sorties . In turn, III MAF would make
available to the Seventh Air Force "such sorties a s
ComUSMACV regards necessary to ensure a prope r
weight of tactical air effort . " Krulak would not limi t
this MACV authority to preplanned sorties, but would
permit the preemption of additional Marine air
resources, when "in MACV's judgement, the overall
tactical effort so requires . " The III MAF TADC would
provide the MACV TASE "with real time informatio n
on Marine air availability and status at all times . "
According to General Krulak this Marine solutio n
"would legitimize single managership without ques-
tion and would still leave essential operational direc-
tion of III MAF organic air resources in CG III MA F
hands ." In a memorandum to the Joint Chiefs on 1 8
May 1968, General Chapman presented much the
same argument and concluded that the Marine propos-
al would provide a transition to normal command rela-
tions and also increase responsiveness? °

While the Marine Corps continued to presen t
alternative policies, General Westmoreland's staff
worked upon modifications relative to air control pro-
cedures . On 18 May, at a meeting with Admiral
Sharp, General Westmoreland discussed his intentio n
to make some changes in the working of the single -
management system at the end of the month . The
MACV commander wanted a 30-day trial period until
the end of June and planned to ask "III MAF to with -
hold comments" until that time . Admiral Sharp indi-
cated his general approval of Westmoreland's course o f

action . According to Marine Brigadier General Chais-
son, the head of the MACV Combat Operations Cen-
ter, General Westmoreland was well aware of both the
Marine objections and suggested revisions and tried t o
accommodate them. On 20 May, Chaisson jotted i n
his notebook diary, "Got Gen West[moreland] to g o
along with our approach to single management.
Momyer is next hurdle ." General Westmoreland als o
received prodding from General Wheeler, who direct-
ed that MACV in conjunction with both III MAF and
the Seventh Air Force, "continue to evaluate the effec-
tiveness" of single manager. Westmoreland was to

inform both CinCPac and the Chairman of JCS " each
month of the results of his evaluation and of any mod-
ification he has made to the system . "7 1

While neither General Westmoreland nor Momyer
was willing to return to III MAF frill authority ove r
Marine fixed-wing sorties, they made a drastic chang e
in the scheduling of preplanned ground support mis-
sions . On 21 May, General Westmoreland outlined th e
new procedures . MACV now divided preplanned
strikes into two categories, one to be determined week-
ly and the other daily in two separate frag orders .
According to the modified system, 70 percent of al l
preplanned sorties were to be contained in the Sevent h
Air Force TACC weekly frag order. While the frag
order designated number of aircraft, time on target,
and basic ordnance load, the supported ground com-
mander could use these sorties any way he desired ,
"consistent with aircraft and control capabilities . " Th e
Seventh Air Force daily frag order designated th e
remaining preplanned missions to meet "justifie d
requests for additional support and increased enem y
threats as they occur." In essence, as General Krulak
observed, III MAF made available all its air "attack an d
reconnaissance capability" to the Seventh Air Force ,
who in turn hands about 70 percent back "to th e
Marine command . "72

The new procedures were to go into effect on 3 0
May for a 30-day test period . At the end of that time ,
the concerned commands were to provide constructive
criticism. General Cushman observed that he was
under orders not to forward any comments on the
modifications to CinCPac until after completion of the
evaluation period. The III MAF commander, neverthe-
less, stated that he would provide ComUSMACV with
his views and would share them with CMC and
CGFMFPac "to preclude any action that cross pendin g
proposals to Dep Sec Def or JCS ." At the same time ,
General Cushman looked favorably on the new MAC V
directive, remarking that it "appears to offer us a con-
siderable opportunity to regain control of our assets ."73

Admitting that the modification provided more flex-
ibility, Marine commanders and staff officers still point -
ed to several continuing disadvantages . While pre-
scribed ordnance loads and time on targets could be
adjusted, III MAF still had to match the ground require-
ments of its subordinate Army and Marine units wit h
the predetermined 70 percent sorties in the weekly frag
order. As far as the remaining 30 percent preplanned sor -
ties outlined in the Seventh Air Force daily frag report ,
with the exception of less required detailed information ,
III MAF was to follow the same procedures as before .
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The Marines still considered the single-managemen t
system, even with the changes, more cumbersome tha n
necessary. Lieutenant Colonel Richard E . Carey in the
Wing G–3 section later commented that while th e
70–30 split "gave us more flexibility at the working
level, matching available sorties to the requests of th e
units was time consuming, confusing, and error prone . "
He stated his staff "affectionately termed the system,
`Momyer's Chinese Fire Drill . – In more earthy terms ,
General Anderson, the wing commander, described th e
entire procedure "an ass-backwards system ." General
Cushman concluded that "until Marine air assets ar e
returned to full opcon of CG III MAF, command rela-
tionships will remain more complex ."7 4

At the same time MACV was altering single man-
ager, General Chapman and the Marine headquarters
staff in Washington proposed their own modification
to the air arrangements in South Vietnam . In mid-May,
the Commandant circulated for comment to both
Generals Krulak and Cushman a headquarters point
paper on the subject . The idea was for MACV formal-
ly to return to III MAF operational control 70 percen t
of Marine fixed-wing assets, while retaining sortie con -
trol of the remaining 30 percent . General Chapman
planned to give the point paper to the Secretary of the
Navy to forward to the Secretary of Defense 7 5

While both Generals Cushman and Krulak had
some reservations about some of the details con-
tained in the point paper, they saw merit in the
Commandant's course of action. General Cushma n
wanted return of 100 percent of the air assets to hi s
control, remarking that the retention of the 30 per -
cent by MACV would result in a "duplicative ai r
request, control, and direction system." He, never-
theless, believed that the CMC proposal could be the
basis for a further compromise on the single-man-
agement issue . While agreeing with Cushman an d
also taking exception to a few added minor details i n
the Commandant's proposal, Lieutenant General
Krulak's reply was more positive . Krulak believe d
that the Marine headquarters recommended modifi-
cation to the air control system "gets the camel's nos e
back into the tent—most advantageous, since th e
tent happens to be our own ." The FMFPac comman-
der then observed that he had not mentioned any o f
this to Admiral Sharp as he was of the opinion tha t
"the impetus just has to come from the top down . "
Krulak stated that if Chapman wanted, he, Krulak ,
would "take him [Sharp) on immediately . . . but my
recommendation is to give him a few thousand volt s
from above first ."76

Incorporating many of the suggestions provided b y
both III MAF and FMFPac, General Chapman pro-
ceeded on two fronts to revise the air control policy i n
Vietnam. He met with the Secretary of the Navy an d
provided him the point paper and at the same tim e
prepared a memorandum for the Joint Chiefs makin g
the same points . As Chapman's chief air officer, Gen-
eral McCutcheon wrote, "at first blush this [th e
Marine recommendations) looks similar to th e
ComUSMACV proposal where 70 percent of the mis-
sions would be fragged on a weekly basis," but insist-
ed "there are some vital differences ." The basic differ-
ence, of course, would be that the Marine proposa l
would do away with the long weekly frag with its pre-
determined times on target and ordnance loads . In
fact, McCutcheon, like both Cushman and Krulak ,
opposed any mention of 70 percent and favored "a 10 0
percent recapture " of Marine sorties . 7 7

In his presentation to Secretary of the Navy Paul R .
Ignatius, General Chapman argued his case . He pro-
vided Secretary Ignatius the statistical rationale for th e
Marine strong emphasis on fixed-wing support for it s
ground forces .* While appreciating the need fo r
ComUSMACV, whether General Westmoreland o r
General Abrams, to have some form of "single manag-
er" over tactical air, Chapman stressed that even the
new MACV modification had not made the air suppor t

*The level of air support required for Marine and Army division s
differed because of many factors . According to an analysis by FMFPac ,

a Marine division in Vietnam consisted of approximately 20,736 an d

an Army division of 17,116 men . [For further discussion of Marine

division strength see Chapter 27 and Appendices of Marine T/Os .) Th e
Marine wing supported the Marine division with 276 transport heli-

copters, 60 armed observation helicopters, and 159 fixed-wing attac k
aircraft. The Army division on the other hand contained 479 transpor t
helicopters and 184 authorized gunships, and required 132 fixed-win g
aircraft in support at a 1 .1 sortie race. Citing DOD SE Asia air plan-

ning criteria, FMFPac analysts figured that the 159 Marine aircraf t
were to provide each Marine battalion with 200 fixed-wing sorties pe r
month . This came out to six sorties per battalion per day or 160 dail y
sorties to support the Marine units in I Corps . These were about one -
third more sorties than the Air Force programmed for fixed-wing sup -
port of Army divisions . According to FMFPac, the Air Force was t o
provide the Army four fixed-wing sorties per battalion per clay or 15 0
sorties per battalion monthly. The resulting difference in the fixed-
wing support between the Army and Marine divisions was based on th e
following : the Marine battalion was about a third larger than that o f
the Army; the Marine division had about 20 percent less artillery sup-
port ; and the Marines had fewer armed helicopters. CGFMFPac msg to
CMC, did 30May68, HQMC Msgs, Mar-Jun68 . In his comments ,
General Norman Anderson made the additional point that the 1st
MAW supported two Marine Divisions and also Army and allied units
when required . MajGen Norman J . Anderson, Comments on draft ,
n .d . [Jan95) (Vietnam Comment File) .
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as responsive as it should be . According to the Marine

Commandant, the "net effect is that ground operations
become responsive to air operations rather than the

converse . " Chapman recommended, instead, that III
MAF retain mission direction of 70 percent of hi s
available sorties and would make available to MACV

the other 30 percent based on a rate of 1 .1 sorties per

day. Such a solution, according to General Chapman ,
permitted III MAF to ensure "the immediate avail-
ability of aircraft for support of troops on the battle-
field," while MACV would in effect still control 3 0
percent of Marine sorties and able to divert any Marin e
air mission when the situation demanded .78

The Commandant 's efforts once more to have high-
er authorities in Washington reverse single manager b y

edict from above failed . While Secretary Ignatiu s
endorsed General Chapman 's recommendations to
him, Deputy Secretary of Defense Nitze again refused
to dictate air policy to MACV. Using much the same

rationale as he had on 15 May, Nitze stressed tha t
ComUSMACV was studying the responsiveness of th e
new procedures established at the end of May and the
secretary was sure that the field commander would
make any changes that were necessary. At the same
time, while General Wheeler, the Chairman, forward-
ed the Commandant 's memorandum to CinCPac and
ComUSMACV, the Joint Chiefs also declined to take

any action on their own.7 9
Given Secretary 's Nitze's two unfavorable decisions ,

General Chapman believed any further exertion on hi s

part to influence action through DOD to be self-

defeating . Instead, he planned to revert to pressure

from below. As he advised Lieutenant General Henr y

W. Buse, Jr., his former chief of staff at HQMC and
new Commanding General, Fleet Marine Force, Pacif-
ic, who relieved General Krulak at the end of May, " a
move from Saigon may be our best bet at this time . "S0

The Continuing Debate

The Commandant's change of course was based i n
part on the actual or scheduled reshuffling of the ke y
personalities both at CinCPac and at MACV. At
CinCPac headquarters in Hawaii, in addition to Gen-
eral Buse replacing General Krulak, Admiral John C .
McCain was to take over command from Admiral

Sharp at the end of July. In Saigon, on 15 June, Gen-
eral Abrams became ComUSMACV in place of Gen-
eral Westmoreland, who returned to Washington t o

become the U .S . Army Chief of Staff. Both Generals
Norman Anderson, the commander of the 1st MAW,

Photo courtesy of Center of Military History

Army Gen Creighton W Abrams, ComUSMACV right,

talks to MajGen George I . Forsythe, CG, 1st Air Ca v

Div. Upon his relief of Gen Westmoreland in June 1968,
one of the problems facing Gen Abrams was the question of

single manager.

and also General Momyer, the commander of the Sev-
enth Air Force, were scheduled for reassignment . Th e
hope was that with a different cast of commanders i n
place in strategic command billets there would b e

more room for compromise . Both General Buse, th e
new FMFPac commander, and General George S .
Brown, the new Seventh Air Force commander, had
less prickly personalities than their predecessors ,
Lieutenant General Krulak and General Momyer. I n
his appraisal of the situation, however, General Chais-
son, who also completed his tour at this time i n
Saigon, stated that he personally did not believe that
General Momyer's departure would change much ,
"essentially . . . [Momyer] was playing an Air Force
policy push here, and I don't see the Air Force falling

off on their push ."8 1
While not too much was known about Genera l

Abrams' position, except that he wanted to ensure ade-
quate fixed-wing air support for Army units in I Corps ,
Marine commanders assumed that he was more flexi-
ble about the single-manager issue than Westmore-
land . Colonel Edward L . Fossum, the III MAF liaison

officer at MACV, upon his relief, related that the bick-
ering between III MAF and MACV over air command
relations disturbed both Westmoreland and Abrams .
Fossum believed that Abrams' solution might be t o
reduce Marine strength in the north and bring the
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Department of Defense (USMC) Photo A42224 5
LtGen Henry W. Buse, CGFMFPac, in the foreground, arrives at the 1st MAW helicopter land-
ing pad for a visit to the wing headquarters . As it was for Gen Abrams, the question of single man-
ager was a major priority for the new FMFPac commander .

Marine divisions together and "solve this air business . "
Fossum admitted that he "could not really read Gener-
al Abrams about the Marine Corps ." General Chaisson ,
who also rotated at this time, observed that Abrams ,
while often critical* of the Marines and publicly sup -
porting the single-management policy that he inherit-
ed, was not as adamant as Westmoreland and "has i t
[single manager) up for review."8 2

In one of his first actions, Lieutenant Genera l
Buse made arrangements to visit Vietnam to discus s
the situation with General Abrams. On 16 June, the
new FMFPac commander met with Abrams in
Saigon. Buse described Abrams as "very cordial" an d
said that the two had a very frank discussion .
According to General Buse, he told the MACV com-
mander that he "wasn't down there to critique a t
what he [Abrams) was doing operationally, nor was I
going to tell him what to do operationally ." In turn ,
Abrams replied that he had no particular problem s
in I Corps, "unless air control could be so consid-
ered ." Seeing an opportunity, Buse suggested that
Abrams end the emergency in I Corps and return
control of Marine air to III MAF. The MACV com-
mander, however, was not prepared to take such dras-
tic action. Abrams countered that the "Marines us e

*General Chaisson noted in his diary on 15 May that at dinner ,
"Abe [Abrams) took off on Marines, 'loners, small vision, won't play . —
Chaisson Diary, Jan—Jun68 (Chaisson Papers, Hoover Institute) .

more air support than anyone," and not only because
of their lightness in artillery and helicopter support .
Buse explained that "air support is part of our life
and that we were structured, trained, and accus-
tomed to use it to maximum benefit ." General Buse
then asked Abrams directly if he felt as strongly o n
the subject as General Westmoreland . The MAC V
commander answered "in a definite and strong neg-
ative ." In assessing his meeting with Abrams and
later that day with General Bruce Palmer, Deput y
Commander, U .S . Army Vietnam, Buse considered
Abrams still open on the subject and that "a tinkle
has been heard from the bell of freedom ."8.3

Fresh from his trip to Vietnam, Lieutenant Gen-
eral Buse reported to the Commandant on the favor-
able atmosphere he found in Saigon and the present
situation relative to single management . He
observed that from the MACV perspective there was
general satisfaction with the new modified syste m
and "with the quantity and timeliness of air sup -
port ." Although the loss of overall air control
authority over fixed-wing sorties for III MAF stil l
caused several deficiencies, Buse maintained the
"Marine air control system is intact and functionin g
. . . ." He stated that the weekly frag procedure s
caused less of an administrative burden for III MA F
in that it did not require specific coordinates . Stil l
the FMFPac commander related that the only reaso n
that single-manager system still worked was the
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existing Marine Corps system and the "fact that the
1st MAW continually generates sorties in excess o f
the 1 .2 [sortie) rate ."84 *

Despite the apparent happiness on the part of
MACV with the new modified single-manager sys-
tem, General Buse agreed with General Chapma n
that the best channel for reversal of the policy wa s
through Saigon and possibly Honolulu . The FMF-
Pac commander stated that there was possibly a
means of compromise through reducing the span of
control of III MAF in I Corps . He posed the possi-
bility of dividing I Corps into two sectors, on e
Army and one Marine, possibly divided at the Ha i
Van Pass . If that occurred, Buse thought Abram s
might be induced to "return control of Marine air . "
One disadvantage that he saw to this path might b e
a lopsided distribution of air support . The Marine s
in a reduced two-division sector might be receivin g
more support while "our Army neighbors, who no w
have no complaints, could starve ." Buse preferred
that General Cushman, the III MAF commander, i n
his June evaluation, present "a plan for restoring th e
integrity of the air-ground team." According t o
Buse, the III MAF commander "had a good feel o f
the pulse and have some local accommodations
which can be digested at this point and still lead t o
full recovery." At that point, General Buse would
then approach Admiral Sharp, still CinCPac, "i n
consonance with Cushman 's efforts and rationale ,
adding to them the personal observation and staff
data I found during my trip ."8 5

On 29 June 1968, the III MAF commander pro-
vided both Generals Buse and Chapman his draft
appraisal of the May modification to Single Manage-
ment and proposed recommendations to MACV an d
asked for their comments . General Cushman
acknowledged a definite improvement and reporte d
a 54-percent increase during the month in Air Forc e
sorties . For Marine air, however, he stated that th e
weekly and daily frags "has required an inordinately
high number of scrambles and add-on sorties ." He
concluded that the present preplanned sortie leve l
fell far short of the number of air missions require d
by the ground commanders .86

*Lieutenant General Carey made the observation that "our salva-

tion in operating under the single-management concept was that ou r

Marine Air had more flexibility than Seventh Air Force in that we were

able to generate and maintain a higher sortie rate, we could surge to a s

high as a 3 .0 sortie rate if required . In many informal conversation s

with my Air Force counterparts they marveled at our endurance and

questioned, 'How do you do it?'" Carey Comments .

General Cushman 's suggested revisions to singl e
manager were much more moderate than earlier pro- '
posals he had made to MACV and those already bein g
forwarded by the Commandant . He recommende d
that MACV retain the present system, but improv e
its coordination with supporting arms and basicall y
refine the preplanned procedures . Cushman suggest-
ed that MACV give to III MAF, in a weekly bloc k
frag order, control over all Marine preplanned sorties ,
with the exception of those interdiction strike s
against Laos and North Vietnam . III MAF woul d
determine time on target and ordnance loads based o n
the needs of the respective Army and Marine divi-
sions in I Corps . In turn, the Marine command woul d
provide the Seventh Air Force control centers "real
time reports" on Marine sorties . 87

Both Generals Buse and Chapman were some -
what disappointed with the III MAF proposal an d
wanted a stronger statement from General Cush -
man. While agreeing with Cushman 's evaluation
and understanding his delicate position as a subor-
dinate to MACV, they still desired the III MA F
commander to preface his recommendations with a
"positive statement reaffirming our collective posi-
tion on the return of air assets" to Marine control .
General Buse argued that this may be "our last shot "
to reverse the situation because Abrams "and no on e
else will make this decision and once made we can
expect it to last for the duration ." According t o
Buse, the new MACV commander was "practical ,
apolitical, not necessarily bound by prior arrange-
ments, and not intimidated by Seventh Air Forc e
pressure ." While Abrams possibly was impressed
with the improvement in support of the Army divi-
sions under the revised single-manager system, Buse
believed the Army general susceptible to an appea l
based on the relationship between infantry and sup-
porting arms . The FMFPac commander though t
that Cushman could make a convincing case that i t
was the Marine interface with the cumbersome Sev-
enth Air Force mission control procedures tha t
resulted in the enhanced air support for the Arm y
divisions, not the centralization of air assets unde r
the Seventh Air Force .88

In his revision of his reply to MACV, Genera l
Cushman made some minor cosmetic changes but
decided against the direct approach suggested b y
General Buse. Cushman thanked the FMFPac com-
mander for his advice, stating he incorporated "as
many as possible under the circumstances prevail-
ing ." The III MAF commander declared that he had
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advanced " much of the philosophy" recommended b y
Buse several times to Abrams and "to repeat it once
again could be counterproductive ." Moreover, accord-
ing to Cushman, if Abrams accepted the III MAF
proposals, "I will once again have control of all my ai r
assets . . . ." General Cushman, nevertheless ,
expressed his doubts about a positive outcome for the
Marine position, but that his present tactic was "more
saleable than our past direct approaches ."89

As General Cushman predicted, the MACV evalu-
ation, despite the Marine arguments to the contrary,
saw no need to alter the arrangements over air contro l
in Vietnam. In fact, the author of a Marine Corps
Headquarters memo on the subject wrote that th e
tenor of General Abrams most recent comment s
"seem to indicate the system may have reached a poin t
of equilibrium unless some additional force i s
applied ." In Washington, Major General McCutcheo n
expressed little surprise that General Abrams was rel-
atively satisfied with the modified single-manager sys-
tem. As McCutcheon* wrote to Major General Charles
J. Quilter, the new 1st MAW commander who had
relieved General Anderson on 22 June, "it is only us
Marines who have noticed the diminution in effec-
tiveness ." McCutcheon even admitted that this so -
called reduction in effectiveness "isn't very much now
since they [the Air Force] incorporated all our sug-
gested changes ." The nub of the matter was, accord-
ing to McCutcheon, "we still don't have the OpCo n
[operational control) ."90

The Commandant and General McCutcheon wer e
in hopes that the selection of Admiral John C .
McCain to be the new CinCPac might provid e
another avenue to challenge single manager in Viet-
nam. As early as 23 May, just after his nomination
for the command, the Marine headquarters staff i n
Washington briefed the admiral on its perspective of
the single-manager dispute . The Marines continued

*As Deputy Chief of Staff for Air at Headquarters Marine Corps ,
General McCutcheon was not in any chain of command relative to th e
administration or operations of Marine aviation in Vietnam . Whil e
fully aware of this, General McCutcheon kept himself fully informe d

about Marine aviation matters in the country through an informal cor-
respondence. As he wrote earlier to General Quilter, he would writ e
"from time to time as I did Norm [General Anderson] and Ben (Majo r
General Louis B. Robertshaw, an earlier commander of the 1st MAW ]
and occasionally get on the phone . . . I think we both understand tha t
FMFPac is sensitive to being passed over so in most cases the kind o f
information that will be passed personally will be of such a nature tha t
it will not compromise FMFPac's command prerogatives . "
McCutcheon ltr to MajGen Charles J . Quilter, dtd 5Ju168 (Ltr No . 34 ,
File Q, 1968 Correspondence, McCutcheon Papers) .

to update McCain from time to time before he too k
over his new post . As General McCutcheon observed
in his letter to Quilter, the new CinCPac would no t
be able "to jump in . . . right away and right the
wrong that was done, but I think we have a solid
friend in him."9 '

At the same time in Honolulu, Lieutenant Gen-
eral Buse tried to use his influence with Admira l
Sharp to endorse the Marine proposal of giving
General Cushman, as CG III MAF, the authority t o
frag directly the 70 percent of preplanned mission s
in the weekly frag order . According to Buse, Sharp
had completed his own evaluation and basically
supported General Cushman's recommende d
changes . Apparently, the admiral had discussed hi s
recommendations with the new Seventh Air Forc e
commander, General Brown . The Air Force general
proposed that Admiral Sharp first clear his revi-
sions with General Wheeler, the Chairman of th e
Joint Chiefs, before sending them on to Genera l
Abrams . General Buse believed that "Sharp wil l
stick to his decision . . . But we now will encounte r
a day or so delay . . . ." Buse stated that he could see

MajGen Charles J . Quilter relieved MajGen Anderson as
CG, 1st MAW in June 1968 .

Unnumbered Defense Department (USMC) photo
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Unnumbered Defense Department (USMC) phot o

Adm John C. McCain, CinCPac (seated with cigar in his mouth), visits Marine Fire Support Bas e
Lance in Operation Taylor Common . LtGen Cushman is seated just behind and to the right of Adm
McCain . Both Gen Quilter and Adm McCain also had to wrestle with the single manager issue .

"no impact on anyone in Washington, if Sharp
makes this decision with exception " of the Chief of
Staff of the Air Force .9 2

With Sharp leaving his command, however, i t
was obvious that his recommendations would onl y
have validity if they were endorsed by his successor .
Obviously, the Marines believed that the chance s
were good that Admiral McCain would do so .
Marine Brigadier General Hutchinson, the CinCPa c
J-3, wrote to General McCutcheon that "we had
McCain as near fully locked in on a decision t o
return about 70 percent of our fixed-wing assets t o
Marine control as it was possible to be short of hav-
ing the decision signed off."93

Again the Marine aspirations were to lead to frus-
tration . After assuming command, in August ,
Admiral McCain together with Lieutenant General
Buse visited General Abrams in Saigon . Their visi t
also coincided with one by General Chapman t o
Vietnam. General Hutchinson related that McCai n
had "withheld his final decision for the obvious pro -

tocol reasons of being able to say he had discussed th e
subject directly with Abe . " In the meeting over sin-
gle management that included the two Marine gen-
erals as well as McCain and Abrams, General Abram s
apparently was willing to modify single manager i n
return for an alteration of command relations in I
Corps . The Marine generals, at that point, decide d
not to push the issue . According to Brigadier Gener-
al Hutchinson, this course of action made "it impos-
sible for McCain to do anything but go along . "
Hutchinson stated that the admiral was not yet "i n
writing, but I would guess that after he sees Chap -
man . . . the issue will be closed out ." In General
Chapman's version, Admiral McCain, a close person -
al friend, told him, "that he was new on the scene ,
that such an order was vehemently opposed by hi s
principal commander in the field . . . and that he jus t
didn't feel persuaded that it was a good idea and that
he ought to do it, and he never did . "

Through the rest of 1968, the Marines would con-
tinue to bring up the single-manager issue, but with
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Photo from the Abel Collectio n

U.S. Army BGen Howard H . Cooksey, an assistant division commander of the Americal Division ,

paints a "Happy Birthday" on a 500 pound bomb at the Chu Lai airstrip in honor of the 193 d

anniversary of the Marine Corps and in appreciation of Marine close air support for the division .
Col Rex A . Deasy, commanding officer of MAG-12, looks on .

diminishing expectations .* On 9 September, General
Cushman asked General Abrams for authorization t o
have "mission direction of in-country Marine strik e
assets on a 30-day trial period within the framework of
single manager." The III MAF commander then pro-
vided Abrams with a detailed breakdown both of Ai r
Force and Marine sorties in support of ground forces in
I Corps covering the period from 30 May until 2 Sep-
tember. According to III MAF statistics, 61 percent o f
the total sorties were preplanned while 34 percent o f
this total were "add-ons" and scrambles" (See Table 1) .

*On the tactical level, Colonel Robert D. Slay, who commanded

MAG—1 1 from June through the end of the year, wrote that he

" insured that my FRAG orders from 1st MAW were carried out ; I

really didn 't care where the FRAG orders to Wing came from . Poli-

tics and in-fighting for control of air assets was of little concern . . .

where the flying and dying took place. The concept of the Marin e

Air-Ground Team was well understood, however, and my comman d

was briefed to give first and highest priority to any Marine groun d

unit in trouble ." Col Robert D . Slay, Comments on draft, dtd

25Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

Nearly 40 percent of the Marine sorties fell into thi s
latter category as compared with only 29 percent of th e
Air Force sorties in I Corps . According to Cushman ,
such a high percentage of add-ons and scrambles
"points up either a shortage of preplans or less than
optimum utilization of available resources . " He
believed the 30-day trial period would demonstrate a
marked improvement in these percentages 94

Despite discussion with Seventh Air Force officials
and some optimism on the part of the 1st MAW staff
that MACV might accept this trial period, General
Abrams turned down the III MAF request . The
MACV commander opposed what he considered dou-
ble management, and hoped to end the dispute once
and for all . Supported by General Wheeler, the JCS
Chairman, Abrams ended the formal monthly evalua-
tions of the system. As he stated in November 1968 ,
"we do not wish to appear intransigent about this mat -
ter . . . but it is vital that ComUSMACV retain the
centralized control and direction of TacAir [tactical air)
in the hands of a single individual ."95
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Table 1

Attack Sorties Planned and Flown by

Marine and Air Force Aircraft

30 May—2 Sept 1968

Type USAF USMC Total

Percentage of
Total Flow n

Preplanned
Flown 7,731 9,960 17,691 6 1

Immediat e

Diverts 468 573 1,059 5

Scrambles 1,505 3,235 4,740 1 6

Add Ons 1,807 3,696 5,503 1 8

Total s
Flown 11,529 17,464 28,99 3

Preplanned

Fragged 9,473 11,980 21,453 83

While General Abrams remained firm in his sup-
port of single manager as modified in May, the Marin e
Corps continued the struggle in the following month s
and years, but in different forums . While the Com-
mandant continued to raise the issue among the Join t
Chiefs, only the Navy, since General Westmorelan d
became the Army Chief of Staff, now supported th e
Marine position . As General McCutcheon observed to
General Quilter, the 1st MAW commander, i n
November, 1968, " I am working . . . on the philoso-
phy that single management is here, and the way to
beat it is to join it and out-manage them."96

Using this tactic, the Marines in a series of local
arrangements and working agreements managed to

obtain in 1969 and 1970 practical control of their avi-
ation assets . In early 1969, III MAF had succeeded i n
vetoing an attempt by MACV to modify its air direc-
tive 95 .4 to include the term "operational direction " to
define the relationship between the Seventh Air Force
and III MAF. Finally, in August 1970, Lieutenant Gen-
eral McCutcheon as CG III MAF, agreed to a ne w
MACV air directive that gave " formal sanction " to the
changes that the Marines had succeeded in obtaining
from MACV and the Air Force . The Air Force accepted
the Marine Corps interpretation of "mission" and "oper-
ational direction . " Under the new directive, III MAF
retained operational control of its aircraft and included
a provision permitting the Marine wing to withhol d
"specialized Marine support sorties " from the Seventh
Air Force . If the Marines obtained much of what they
wanted, then as Bernard Nalty, an Air Force historian,
asked, "Why the fuss?" Nalty answered his own ques-
tion with the conclusion : "Tactically, the single manag-
er meant nothing . Doctrinally, however, it affirmed a
principle, centralized control, that the Army Air Corp s
and U .S . Air Force had consistently championed, and in
doing so, it established a precedent for the future ."97 `

* The new directive defined Mission/Operational Direction a s

"The authority delegated to DepComUSMACV for Air Operation s

(Cdr, 7th AF) to assign specific fixed-wing air tasks to the CG, II I

MAF, on a periodic basis as implementation of a basic missio n

assigned by ComUSMACV." MACV Directive 95 .4, dtd 15Aug70 as

quoted in Cosmas and Murray, U .S . Marines in Vietnam, 1970-71, p .

277 . General Chapman summed up the outcome of the dispute in th e

following manner : "1 . Marine system essentially restored—no gain o r

loss . 2 . Army gained close air support from Air Force equivalent t o

Marine scope and type—a clear important winner. 3 . Air Force los t

accordingly. " He emphasized that the precedent applied "only to join t

land operations after the conclusion of (an) amphibious operation . "

Chapman Comments .



CHAPTER 2 5

A Question of Helicopters

Another Debate—The Need for Lighter Aircraft—To Keep the Mediums and Heavies Flyin g
Another Look at Helicopter Air-Ground Relations

Another Debate

As the debate with the Air Force and MACV con-
tinued through the second half of 1968 over the con-
trol of Marine fixed-wing aircraft, a second contro-
versy festered in Marine Corps circles . This question
involved the employment and control of anothe r
indispensable, but relatively short-supply Marine air -
craft resource, helicopters. While ComUSMACV and
the Army were on the fringes to the dispute, the prin-
cipals were III MAF ground and aviation comman-
ders . Ironically, the 1st MAW, which argued so vehe-
mently against central control from Saigon of it s
fixed-wing assets, insisted on "single management" of
its rotary aircraft .

Again it was the arrival of the Army divisions ,
especially the 1st Air Cavalry Division, into norther n
I Corps in early 1968 that provided the impetus t o
this discussion . Major General Raymond G. Davis ,
as Provisional Corps deputy commander in March
and April 1968, was tremendously impressed with
the Cavalry's mobile helicopter-borne tactics in the
relief of Khe Sanh, Operation Pegasus, and later i n
the A Shau Valley in Operation Delaware . When he
took over the 3d Marine Division in mid-May, whil e
not abandoning the strongpoints along the DMZ ,
Davis wanted to break free of them and strike at th e
battered North Vietnamese units in a series of free -
wheeling operations throughout the division sector .
From the aviation perspective this created an insa-
tiable demand on the wing's already overburdened
and limited number of helicopters and crewmen .
According to Major General Norman J . Anderson ,
the former wing commander, he just did not see ho w
his successor, Major General Charles J . Quilter, coul d
meet the desires of General Davis and at the sam e
time "still take care of the 1st Division and provid e
logistic support elsewhere ."1 *

The Army and Marine Corps organization o f
their helicopters differed markedly. In one sense ,

*See the discussion of the 3d Marine Division offensive operations

during this period in Chapters 15, 16, 18, 20 and 22 .

the Marine Corps viewed the rotary aircraft as a
boat and a means to land troops from ship to shor e
to exploit the situation beyond the beach in a n
amphibious landing.** On the other hand, th e
Army looked at the helicopter as a horse, as cavalry,
and a means of outmaneuvering and outflanking an
enemy. Because of the limitations of room on board
ship, the Marine Corps depended on fewer, bu t
larger helicopters, the UH—34 or CH-46, to carry
the assault force ashore. With less concern about
space restrictions and more about maneuverability,
the Army relied on an assortment of helicopters ,
mostly smaller and more maneuverable than th e
Marine aircraft, to carry the assault forces into th e
rugged forested hinterlands . With the establish-
ment of small artillery fire bases on key hills, th e
1st Air Cavalry could launch fast-paced, leap-frog
airmobile operations far from its base areas irre-
spective of terrain . 2

Marine aviation officers were quick to respon d
that there should be no comparison betwee n
Marine and Army helicopter support, especiall y
that available to the 1st Air Cavalry Division . I n
contrast to the 1st Air Cavalry which had more
than 400 helicopters under its control, the 1s t
Marine Aircraft Wing owned slightly more tha n
300 to support two and a third Marine divisions ,
ARVN units, and the Korean Marines in I Corps .
Major General Norman Anderson, the wing com-
mander, observed that the wing had inadequat e
numbers of helicopters because "the demand wa s
limitless and was stimulated by the example of th e

**One should not carry the analogy of the boat too far . A s
Major General John P. Condon, a veteran Marine aviator and com-

mander of the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing in the early 1960s com-

mented, " The boar could never envelop any unit in position o n
land . The Marine Corps pioneered vertical envelopment, beginning
' from the sea, ' but never stopping just beyond the beach . The use
of the helo in maneuver and envelopment, as well as in movement s
of heavy equipment and logistic support of follow-on actions wa s
also visualized from the start . " MajGen John P. Condon, Comment s
on draft, dtd 3OJan1993 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Con -
don Comments .

516
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1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) in an adjacen t
area zipping about all over . " 3 *

Despite the massive and even decisive role th e
Marine helicopters played in the resupplying of th e
Marine hill outposts at Khe Sanh, ground officer s
elsewhere had complaints about helicopter support .
Immediately after the recapture of Hue, newspape r
accounts circulated that Army helicopter pilots
flew under more adverse conditions than Marines .
In response to a criticism in one article about a 500 -
foot ceiling limitation during the battle, Major
General Anderson wrote that the wing placed suc h
restrictions on "all aircraft operations subject to th e
exigencies of the tactical situation ." The wing com-
mander remarked the reason for the 500-foot ceil-
ing was "because of the extreme vulnerability t o
enemy fire of low flying helicopters . . . ." He then
argued that the "Army UH—1 type aircraft has
more capability for contour flying than the CH—46
and was therefore occasionally useable when th e
CH—46 was not . . . ."** Even with the deplorabl e
flying conditions during much of the battle of Hue ,
Anderson pointed out that the Marine helicopters
flew 823 regular sorties, transported 1,672 passen-
gers, carried more than a million pounds of cargo ,

*Colonel David S . Twining, who as a lieutenant colonel com-

manded Marine Air Control Squadron 4 in 1968 and earlier served i n

the Dong Ha DASC, agreed with General Anderson that to an extent

the difference between Marine Corps concepts of helicopter usage an d

that of the Army was based on "Marine Corps conservatism as a result

of having far fewer helicopter assets ." Twining, nevertheless, claime d

that Marine Corps "helicopter doctrine or practice in Vietnam was no t

only conservative but relatively unimaginative ." While stating that th e

Marine Corps was the "first of the services to institute a program t o

work out helicopter combat techniques," he believed that internal divi -

sions within the Marine aviation community between fixed-wing an d

helicopter pilots hampered Marine helicopter innovation . In Twinin g 's

opinion, "it was only due to the insistence of the ground communit y

and the Commandant himself, that we entered the war with the heli-

copter inventory that we had and this proved to be insufficient for th e

innovative tactics that we might have otherwise developed ." Col Davi d

S . Twining, Comments on draft, dtd 15 Nov94 (Vietnam Commen t

File) . Lieutenant Colonel Thomas F. Miller, who served on th e

MAG—16 staff and commanded a helicopter squadron in 1968, wa s

unimpressed with the Army helicopter organization and tactics .

According to Miller, some Army helicopter operations "anticipated air -

craft losses of up to 25% of the first assault wave . I don ' t believe the

Marine Corps would ever consider accepting such losses ." LtCol

Thomas F. Miller, Comments on draft, dtd 7Dec94 (Vietnam Com-

ment File), hereafter Miller Comments .

**One experienced CH—46 helicopter pilot suggested that the

CH—46 has the same capability as the HU1 as far as contour flying, bu t

that the Army helicopter was smaller and able to fit into tighter land-

ing zones than the larger Marine craft . LtCol Dale Johnson comment s

to author.

and conducted 270 medical evacuation sorties, lift-
ing out 977 casualties . More to the point, he main-
tained provisions existed in the order to overrid e
the flying restrictions when the tactical situatio n
demanded. General Anderson admitted, however ,
" that this proviso, in all honesty was little know n
or understood . The order is widely distributed, bu t
little read . "4 ** *

By April 1968, Brigadier General Earl E . Ander-
son, the III MAF Chief of Staff and also an aviator ,

***In a contemporary letter, Brigadier General Earl E . Anderson ,

the III MAF Chief of Staff, expressed the following opinion about th e

subject : "Regardless of what we said in our official response, the fact

remains that if the weather isn 't above 1,500 feet and two miles, th e

mission has to, be declared a priority one before the Wing will fly . I f

the weather is 500 feet and a mile, the requesting organization mus t

declare an emergency before the helicopters will fly . If the weather i s

less than 500 feet and one mile, and if helicopters are required, th e

mission must be declared as mandatory, and the only two individual s

who can approve a mandatory mission are the Wing Commander an d

the Commanding General III MAF. I should say, they were (emphasi s

in the original) the only ones who could approve such a mission ,

because following my investigation of certain allegations made durin g

the Hue battle, General Anderson, at General Cushman's insistence ,

expanded the individuals who could approve a mandatory mission to

include the two Assistant Wing Commanders, and the Chief of Staff ,

III MAF." Anderson concluded that even this was "not adequate . Th e

helicopter pilots will fly, and do fly, in almost any kind of weather, bu t

to require a requesting unit to go to the Wing Commander or the II I

MAF Commander to have a mission flown, when the ceiling is 40 0

feet, does not seem to be justified . " BGen E .E . Anderson ltr to MajGe n

McCutcheon, dcd 14Mar68, Encl, Gen . Earl E . Anderson, Comments

on draft, dtd 18Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File) . Lieutenant Genera l

Richard E . Carey, who as a lieutenant colonel commanded a fixed-win g

squadron in 1968 and also served on the 1st MAW staff, recalled tha t

during the battle for Hue a "CH46 did not do a MedEvac because o f

an extremely low ceiling (allegedly on the ground) . At wing we wer e

notified that a Huey had done the Med Evac for us because of our 500-

foot restriction . We reiterated the proviso about exigencies of the tac-

tical situation but too lace . Unfortunately, this incident gave an

impression that the Army provided better helo support than 'us . Th e

1st Cav observation helos buzzed around at low altitudes further

emphasizing the difference in equipment, numbers of birds, and meth-

ods of operations, which certainly didn 't enhance our support image to

Marine ground units . " LtGen Richard E . Carey, Comments on draft ,

dcd 12Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File) . Several Marine helicopte r

commanders emphasized their willingness to fly under adverse condi-

tions . For example, Lieutenant Colonel Walter H . Shauer, who com-

manded HMM—362, wrote, "We were mission oriented merely flyin g

in whatever weather, terrain, or combat situation in a manner t o

accomplish the mission . In my briefings the only restriction was

attempt no mission that you were not capable of performing, other -

wise, attempt it later when you could get thru ." LtCol Walter H .

Shauer, Comments on draft, dtd 1Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) ,

hereafter Shauer Comments . See also Col Roger W. Peard, Comments

on draft, dtd 9Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Peard Com-

ments and LtCol Jack E . Schlarp Comments on draft, dtd 21Nov94

(Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Schlarp Comments .
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wing and the way they ran their helicopters . "5 *

General Westmoreland also believed that th e
Marines had problems with their helicopter organiza-
tion . While he accepted the Air Force argument abou t
the need of centralized fixed-wing air control by the ai r
commander, he disagreed with the Marine concept of
keeping the helicopter assets under the wing rather
than the division . He believed the Marine Corps sys-
tem was too inflexible . While crediting the Marines as
the originators of the air assault doctrine, he confide d
to Brigadier General Chaisson, " You' ve got yourself so
wedded to this centralized control of all your air asset s
over in the wing and the air-ground team, that dow n
at the working level, the battalion, the infantry battal-
ion, he has to ask for helicopters like he normally
would have to ask for tactical air support . " He believed
the Army had advanced "way ahead of you in the wa y
we've married our helicopters right in with the tactica l
infantry command."6

Marine aviation commanders, on the other hand ,
believed that the Army system, especially that of th e
1st Air Cavalry, provided very little control and endan -
gered not only helicopters, but also fixed-wing aircraft
that were in the sector.** The Marine Direct Air Sup -

Department of Defense (USMC) Unnumbered Phot o

A Marine Boeing Vertol CH—46 Sea Knight helicopter fro m
HMM—165 approaches the helicopter carrier USS Tripoli
(LPH 10) for a landing. Because of concern for space o n
board amphibious ships, Marines depended on larger capac-
ity helicopters to carry the assault force so as to require fewe r
helicopters on board ship .

related that "there has been considerable fuss an d
fury over the responsiveness of the helicopters, and
both division commanders are complaining . . . . "
It may have been a matter of perspective, but Gen-
eral Cushman even had some doubts about the ded-
ication of Marine helicopter pilots . The III MAF
commander remembered that "some of the heli-
copter pilots from Marble Mountain would go u p
to Phu Bai to provide some support and hell, they' d
come all the way back to Marble Mountain to ea t
lunch, just . . . baloney as that ." According to
Cushman "we had a long battle to utilize heli-
copters efficiently and it took great overhaul on th e
part of the divisions and the way they ran thei r
logistics and a great overhaul on the part of the

*Observing that the Marine wing supported two and a thir d

Marine divisions, plus ARVNs and Koreans, General Condon wrot e

that "with assigned missions of that scope for the helos, it seems rea-

sonable to me to take a centralized C&C (command and control ]
stand ." Condon went on to say, nevertheless, "Iffull coordinated planning
had been accomplished by both members of the Air-Ground Team as a meticu-

lous doctrinal observance in all helicopterborne operations, I don't think there

would ever have been any `difficulty' to be discussed [Emphasis in the origi-

nal) ." Condon Comments . Lieutenant General Carey, also remarked o n
the dilemma of the wing with the "total overcommitment" of its heli-

copter assets to support not only Marine units but also other forces .

The wing then was "taken to task by our own Marines for not being

able to respond to a commitment . . . ." Carey, nevertheless, wrote tha t
the " argument of ground commanders that helo assets are designed fo r

the direct support of the division and should consequently be assigne d

to them for operational control has merit ." He believed that whil e
valid, "the aviation argument . . . that with the Corps' limited assets ,

training, employment, and logistic support is optimized with centra l
control," there was still room for compromise . He believed that by tas k
organizing "we . . . would have been more effective in supporting ou r
Marines in Vietnam by selective assignment of certain Helo assets to
the Divisions for operational control ." Carey Comments .

**Lieutenant General Carey, who at the time was in the G—3 sec-
tion of the wing, wrote that the "Army employment of their organic
helos was totally unorthodox to us. In the Marine system the HDC i n

the DASC controlled helo movement and coordination of fires . In those

cases where large helo operations were scheduled we considered i t

absolutely essential to lift or shift fires as required to ensure safe pas -
sage of our helos . On the other hand, as we observed Army operations

they appeared to ignore the requirement to monitor their helo flight s
to ensure safe passage through hot areas . They generally by-passed
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port Centers (DASCs) controlled not only fixed-wing
sorties, but also contained a Helicopter Direction Cen-
ter (HDC) to oversee rotary-wing flights . Collocated
with the divisions' FSCCs, the Marine DASCs wer e
able to coordinate their helicopter assaults with both
fixed-wing and artillery support . On the other hand,
the Army had no similar system and their helicopter
units, according to Marine commanders, " just didn't
know what each other were doing . " Major General
Anderson observed that the Army Americal Divisio n
unit commanders were "delighted" with the Marin e
system "because they recognized the desirability of thi s
kind of coordination . " He noted that it was an entirely
different situation with the 1st Cavalry since " they had
such a mass of helicopters that the control became an
utter impossibility, except in accordance with whatev-
er control is the result of planning."7

The Need for Lighter Aircraft

In the spring of 1968, however, no matter whethe r
the Marine Corps wanted to adopt more of the Army
airmobile tactics, it was in no position to do so . Much
of this was due to the type of aircraft . For much of it s
success, the 1st Air Cavalry depended on its fleet of
light helicopters, both unarmed and armed, which i t
used to find, fix, and kill the enemy. As General
McCutcheon expressed in Washington after a visit t o
Vietnam, the Marines could match the Army in heli-
copter lift, but "we are woefully short of small helos ,
both slick and gunships ." 8*

During March, in an exchange of messages wit h
Headquarters, Marine Corps, FMFPac, and MACV,
General Cushman discussed means of making Marin e
helicopter operations more effective, specificall y
through increasing helicopter reconnaissance and gun-
ship assets . General Westmoreland had recommended
to III MAF that the Marines adopt more of the Ai r
Cavalry techniques relative to these as well as heli -

checking in with the DASC causing concern that they would fl y

through friendly artillery fire with its possible consequences . We fre-

quently observed massive helo movement out of Camp Evans and di d

not know of their destination, their routes or mission until they woul d

suddenly reappear back in the landing pattern of their home field . I t

was a standard question, 'Wonder how many they lost to friendly fire

today?'" Carey Comments . Colonel Joel E . Bonner, who was the Wing

G—3 in 1968, observed that the subject of helicopter usage "will b e

with both the Army and the Marines forever—like frontal assaults and

flanking maneuvers ." Col Joel E . Bonner, Comments on draft, dt d

7Dec94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

*Major General Condon observed that the Marine Corps devel-

oped its helicopters under " the concept of the amphibious assault "

and in effect, this concept drove all Marine helicopter design .

copter reaction missions . While the Marine hierarchy
"appreciated" the MACV recommendations, General
Krulak, then the FMFPac commander, observed that
General Westmoreland "knows, moreover, that we
cannot lay hands on any significant number of Hueys
[UH—lEs) in a short time, any more than the Arm y
can ." The Commandant, General Chapman, com-
mented that the Marines needed more light helicopters
and "we need them now." Using phraseology recom-
mended both from Washington and from Honolulu ,
General Cushman told the MACV commander tha t
given the situation it was "difficult to see how current
Marine Corps helicopter resources could be used to an
advantage greater than now is achieved in conjunction
with our fixed-wing aviation." He mentioned that he
had requested more light helicopters, UH—lEs, an d
specifically more gunships . According to Cushman ,
Westmoreland agreed to a III MAF proposal for a n
exchange of Marine and Army helicopter pilots and
reconnaissance personnel . Moreover, the MACV com -
mander would support a Marine effort to expand it s
light helicopter assets . At the same time, Cushman
allowed that he would continue to monitor III MAF
reconnaissance and reaction capability.9

At the same time, III MAF was in the midst of
reorganizing its UH—1E assets . With the planned
introduction of the fixed-wing North America n
turbo-prop OV—10A Bronco into the Marine Corp s
inventory, these aircraft were to take over from th e
Hueys more of the observation and aircraft contro l
missions . The "Broncos" were slated for the VMO
squadrons and the original concept was to reduce th e
number of Hueys in-country by the number of th e
new aircraft . Given the increased demand for lighte r
helicopters, General McCutcheon instead proposed in
mid-1967 that the Marines obtain permission to cre-
ate new light helicopter squadrons that would b e
equipped entirely with Hueys . The VMOs woul d

According to Condon, until the Vietnam War, there was no need fo r

the gunship . Fixed-wing would provide helicopter protection an d

prepare the landing zones . On the other hand, the Army was limited

by legislation from developing fixed-wing aircraft and " to acquire

some organic airborne firepower, it was a natural step for the army t o

pursue the helicopter gunship development with vigor. " Condo n

stared that the Marine Corps had " no comparable developmental

thrust for either the high performance light helo or the growin g

capabilities of the gunship models . " In General Condon 's opinion ,

that as early as 1962, when Marine helicopters first deployed to Viet-

nam, the Corps should have pursued the development "of the best per-

forming light helicopter, the helicopter gunship, and defensive armament fo r

all helicopters . . . on a high priority basis [emphasis in the original] . "

Condon Comments .
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Photo courtesy of Col Warren A . Butche r

Crew members of a Bell Iroquois UH—1 E helicopter (Huey) gunship pause in the field awaiting a
new mission . By 1968, the Marines required more helicopter gunships to support operations .

retain half of the Huey inventory while the new HMIs
would acquire the surplus number displaced by the
Broncos . As McCutcheon observed, the chances fo r
approval were good in that the UH—lEs were alread y
on hand and the procurement needs were modest . The
Secretary of Defense agreed to the changes but only on
a temporary basis .1 0

On 8 March 1968, Headquarters Marine Corps
issued its implementing bulletin to restructure th e
VMOs and to establish the light helicopter squadrons
(HMLs) . The three permanent Marine VMO
squadrons were eventually to contain 12 UH—lEs an d
18 OV—10A Broncos . According to the headquarters
directive, the Marine Corps would transform both of
its temporary VMOs into HMLs consisting of 2 4
UH—lEs. A third HML would be established at Cam p
Pendleton in California . The Marine Corps was to
retain the three HML squadrons only through th e
duration of the war." "

In Vietnam, in early March, VMO—3 at Phu Bai ,
the one temporary observation squadron in-country,
became HML—367 with a transfer of aircraft and per-
sonnel . On 15 March, HML—167 was established at

Marble Mountain with 13 UH—lEs assigned to it . The
first Bronco aircraft arrived in July and joined VMO—2
at Da Nang .' While the arrival of the Broncos may
have eased the burden on UH—lEs somewhat, ther e
were still too few of the new light fixed-wing aircraft
in country at the end of 1968, 13 total, and all i n
VMO—2, to make much difference . In December, there
were 74 Marine UH—lEs in Vietnam—12 attached t o
VMO—2, 14 with HML—167, 15 with HML—367, and
23 with VMO—6—only three more than were in-
country in January. While there had been a change i n
designation, the HML squadrons through the yea r

*Colonel Tullis J . Woodham, Jr., who commanded the 3d Battal-
ion, 27th Marines, remembered that in July 1968, the enemy sho t
down one of the new aircraft "in our area of Go Noi . The spotter air -

craft was probably lower in altitude than he safely should have been
because he received a number of rounds through the bottom of th e
plane, causing it to go down ." Woodham sent a company to retriev e
any survivors and bring back what they could of the "sophisticated an d
classified equipment and manuals . " With continuous air support, " tha t
was about as close to an ' air show ' as I 'd seen in Vietnam," the compa-

ny accompanied by tanks found the aircraft and recovered the bodies o f

the crew . Unidentified draft, Encl, Col Tullis J . Woodham, Jr., Com-

ments on draft, dtd 7Dec1994 (Vietnam Comment File) .
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basically performed the same missions as the VMOs .*
It would not be until 1969 with the introduction o f
the Bell AH1G Cobra helicopter gunship into th e
Marine inventory and the arrival of additional Bronco s
that the demands upon the overworked UH—lEs

began to ease .1 2
While the Marines used the UH—1E both for obser-

vation and as a gunship, it had many disadvantages i n
comparison to the diverse light helicopter mix 'that the
Army helicopter units had available to them . The 1st
Air Cavalry already had the Cobra gunships in service .
In addition, the Army division had available the bub-
ble-topped Hughes OH—6A Cayuse or LOH (Ligh t
Observation Helicopter) for scouting missions and
finally the UH—1H model of the Huey for command
and control and trooplift purposes . The Army still used
the UH—1B model in a gunship role . t 3

As early as March 1968, Brigadier General Henr y
W. Hise, one of the two assistant commanders of th e
1st MAW, outlined the handicaps of the Marin e
UH—1E as a gunship . Equipped with the TAT—10 1
Turret, the UH—1E armament, according to Hise, did
"not have enough range or punch. "** Also in both th e

fight for Hue and in the environment around the DMZ
and Khe Sanh, the Marine general argued that "th e
armed chopper is a point target to the man on the
ground while in the great majority of cases the chop-
per pilot is firing at an area target . " The result was that
the helicopters were vulnerable to the enemy' s
12 .7mm machine guns while pilots had difficulty "i n

pin-pointing the guns firing at them ." Hise believed
"that chopper operations into 12 .7[mm machine gun)
defended areas is not good sense unless the weathe r
allows fixed-wing support ." The assistant wing com-
mander observed that armed UH—1E pilots flying int o
these regions now "holler for longer range area

*Lieutenant Colonel Thomas F. Miller, who commanded

HML—167 from August through the end of 1968, recalled that out o f

the 14 UH–1E aircraft that he had assigned to his squadron, he sched-

uled five of these aircraft each day as VIP aircraft for the commanding

generals of the two Marine Divisions, the 1st Marine Aircraft Wing ,

III MAF, and the Korean Marine Corps . While stating that the num-

ber of these especially designated aircraft by themselves were not sig-

nificant, they consisted of nearly six percent of all UH—1E assets .

Miller Comments .
**According to Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Miller, he did no t

recall that when he assumed command of HML—167 in August 196 8

that any of his aircraft were equipped with the TAT 101 . He state d

that his UH—1E 's " were armed with forward-firing 7 .62 machin e

guns and 2 .75 rocket pods attached to each landing skid . Two cre w

members operating 7 .62 machine guns fired out the aircraft 's sid e

doors ." Miller Comments .

weapons; specifically 20mm guns or at a minimum
.50-caliber guns ."1 4

In June, the new FMFPac commander, Lieutenant
General Henry W. Buse, Jr., picked up on the refrai n
for more of a mix of light helicopters for the Marine
Corps . After a visit to III MAF and especially the 3 d
Marine Division, he told the Commandant that th e
division's recent mobile operations in the interior and
the western mountains "underscore the requiremen t
for the relatively small, light, and powerful helicopte r

vis a vis the CH-46 . " While remarking that the latte r
aircraft was "worth its weight in gold , " he stated it was
"not the answer to the requirement for a troop carrier "

in the rugged terrain in the central and western DM Z

sector. According to Buse, the infantry and reconnais-
sance "insert and extraction problem in undeveloped
LZ's, often under fire, dictates the employment o f

smaller, faster, more maneuverable helos ." While rec-
ognizing the yeoman service performed by the Marine
UH—lEs and the old Sikorsky UH—34s Sea Horses,** *
he was especially impressed with the Army UH—1 H
"with its slightly greater capacity and increased power "

for these purposes . 1 5

Major General Davis, the 3d Marine Division com-
mander, also had doubts about the Marine UH—1E a s
a command and control aircraft and compared it unfa-
vorably to the Army UH—1H. While assistant Provi-
sional Corps commander, prior to taking over the 3 d
Division, Davis recounted that the Army had provide d
him with his own Huey, an H model, and that he had

been "spoiled . " With the Army aircraft, with its
increased power, he was able to get into "all of these out
of way places and these hilltops, and through all thi s
weather . . . ." When he assumed command of the 3 d
Division, the Marine wing provided him with a
UH—1E "that couldn't hack it ." The Marine aircraft
with its comparative lack of lift would have difficult y

in the mountains . Davis remembered that he "got

***Both Lieutenant Colonels Jack E . Schlarp and Walter H .

Shauer, who both commanded HMM—362, a UH—34 squadron, i n

1968, praised the reliability and availability of the UH—34 . Lieutenan t

Colonel Shauer observed that when he arrived in Vietnam in the las t

half of 1967, the " [UH—)34's were doing the bulk of the flying . . . .

This was because the older H—34 [in comparison to the CH—46) wa s

much simpler to maintain and [had a] reliable piston engine vs sophis-

ticated jet turbine engines [of the CH—46) subject to FOD (foreig n

object damage) and temperature limitations . " Shauer Comments . Lieu -

tenant Colonel Schlarp wrote, "if the Corps had hung on to the H—34 's

and not tried to rely on the H–46s, and/or H—53s everyone might hav e

been better served . The H–34 was a reliable helicopter that did not

suffer from the lack of availability as did the newer helicopters . "

Schlarp Comments .
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Photo from the Abel collectio n

A Marine North American OV—I OA Bronco lands at the Marble Mountain airstrip at Da Nang .
The Bronco was to take over more of the observation and aircraft control missions from the Hueys.

flopped down two or three times with those Huey s
[UH—lEs} ." According to the 3d Marine Divisio n
commander, the Army provided him with a backup
helicopter because, "those Marine helicopters could no t
go where the H—model could go ."1 6 *

While the situation was not entirely bleak, Gener-
al McCutcheon commented in mid-November tha t
the improvement in the inventory of Marine gun-
ships and other light helicopters would only be mod-
est in the foreseeable future . As he wrote to Majo r
General Quilter, the 1st Wing commander, "I mus t
tell you in all honesty, that there just aren't any more
helos or any more pilots to make available to III MA F
in the foreseeable future ." He mentioned a combina-
tion of both personnel ceilings and an attempt to

*Colonel Roger W. Peard, Jr., who commanded HMH–463, i n
1968, observed that the greatest difference between the UH–1E an d
UH–1H models was engine power, otherwise the aircraft were ver y
similar . Peard wrote that maneuverability "relates to a machine' s
ability to change direction, accelerate, and decelerate . These are
important characteristics for fighter/intercepter aircraft, but not so
crucial in a helicopter. Maneuverability in a helo may add to th e
exhilaration of flight, but most helos are flown to maintain the lift
vector from the rotor disc close to vertical to maximize lift ." Pear d
acknowledged that size considerations were another matter and tha t
" laymen " speaking of maneuverability usually refer to ability to "ge t
into a small LZ, which is a size consideration ." In any event Colonel
Peard did not believe there was enough size differentiation to quib-

ble about between the E and H versions . He concluded, " I imagin e
that MGen Davis may just (have) liked flying in the newer H rathe r
than in a well-used 'E' ." Peard Comments .

reduce the budget as " tremendous constraints on an y
expansionist program at this stage of the game . "
McCutcheon, nevertheless, stated that he was work-
ing on "a final crack . . . to increase the number of
light helos in our structure ."1 7

To Keep the Mediums and Heavies Flying

While the Marine command remained concerned
about its shortage of light helicopters during much o f
1968, it continued to have difficulties with the avail -
ability of both its medium and heavy rotary aircraft .
After taking the drastic measure in the latter part o f
1967 of grounding all of the Boeing Vertol CH—46 Se a
Knights because of several accidents involving the rea r
pylons of the aircraft, the Marine Corps and Boeing
undertook an expensive and extensive repair program ,
including both structural and system modifications .* *
In the first phase of the solution, the Marines rotate d
the aircraft from Vietnam to Okinawa and Japan where
structural modifications were carried out . By the end o f

**Lieutenant General Louis Metzger who in 1967 and early 1968
as a brigadier general served as the 3d Marine Division Assistant Divi -
sion Commander, recalled that it took some time to identify the prob -
lem with the CH–46 as equipment failure . He remembered that i t
was sometime in the second half of 1967 that when the 3d Divisio n
assistant aviation officer, "was flying and observed the tail come off a
CH–46 . His report was the first indication of this equipment prob-
lem . This observation led to the ' expensive and extensive repair pro-
gram' . . . ." LtGen Louis Metzger, Comments on draft, dtd 20Dec94
(Vietnam Comment File) .
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1967, Marine, Navy, and corporate technicians and
mechanics had replaced the rear pylons on all but 16 o f
the 105 Sea Knight aircraft in the Western Pacific .
They refitted the remaining aircraft with the structur-
al modifications by February 1968 .1 8

During the remaining months of 1968, the Marin e
Corps and Navy initiated the second phase during reg-
ularly scheduled maintenance overhaul of the 46s or
those aircraft sent back because of extensive battl e
damage. Called Project Sigma, these modifications
consisted of the installation of a new tail section, a ne w
transmission mount, and a cruise guide indicating sys-
tem.* While the second phase caused less of a draw-
down of the CH—46 resources than the initial alter-
ations, about 12 to 14 of the aircraft a month wer e
either at Japan or Okinawa undergoing rework . In
July, moreover, the 1st MAW reported two instances o f
the "structural failure of CH—46 rotor blades " manu-
factured prior to March 1967. This required th e
Marine Corps and Navy to undertake a new testing
procedure of all the blades of that vintage . While this
affected nearly half of the Sea Knights in the 1st MAW
inventory, the wing accomplished most of the retestin g
in-country without impacting greatly on the tempo o f
operations . t9 * *

*These modifications resulted "in added structural strength, an d

give the pilot a means of monitoring the structural loads imposed o n

the airframe, reducing the likelihood of overstress ." Because of th e

magnitude of these changes, they were accomplished as the aircraf t

underwent "Progressive Aircraft Rework" (PAR) or Battle Damag e

Repair (BDR). There still remained, however, significant differences

about the extent of modifications needed between the Boeing Vertol

Corporation and the Marine Corps . For example General McCutcheon

in a letter to an official of the company insisted that the Phase II mod-

ifications be carried out " in order to meet the Marine Corps operational

requirements ." He also expressed his concerns that a "desynch" device

[to avoid intermeshing of the rotors] be added to the list of modifica-

tions . While willing to soften his position to the extent that he

believed " it is ' highly desirable ' vice ' mandatory,'" McCutcheon wrote

"No matter how you look at it, the pilots still ask the question, 'Ho w

do I get down safely if I have desynch and blade intermeshing?'" Th e

device was never added . McCutcheon to Robert W. Tharrington, dtd

29Jan68, Ltr No . 28, File T, 1968 Cor, McCutcheon Papers ; FMFPac ,

MarOpsV, Dec68, p. 111 .

**Another modification was added to the CH—46s in 1968 tha t

had nothing to do with the structural problems . In February 1968 ,

after much hesitation, General Krulak, at FMFPac, finally approved a n

experiment of General Anderson 's, the wing commander, to replace the

7 .62mm machine guns on board the CH—46 with the .50-caliber guns .

Major General McCutcheon told Krulak after his visit to Vietnam i n

January 1968 that almost all commanders, including a division com-

mander, were in favor of the replacement and willing to give up troo p

space to carry the heavier armament with its greater range . Accordin g

to McCutcheon, the question was which weapon was " most effective i n

the air, not on the ground . . . . Perhaps if you had a .50 to start with

While the Marine wing remained concerned about
the continuing effectiveness of the CH—46,*** severa l
minor problems with replacement parts plagued th e
large heavy-lift Sikorsky CH—53A Sea Stallion heli-
copter. General Anderson, the wing commander, later
observed that strictly because of the lack of spare parts
there were times in late 1967 and early 1968 whe n
only three of the aircraft "would be available fo r
flight ." In January 1968, HMH-463, the CH—53 A
squadron, averaged only a 31 percent availability.
During February, General McCutcheon in Washing -
ton raised "such a fuss" in Navy aviation logistic cir-

you might not have been forced down ." Faced with the almost unani-

mous opinion from Vietnam, General Krulak relented . He told bot h

Generals Anderson and McCutcheon that while believing the issue was

"completely emotional . . . [but] I am no fool where emotion i s

involved ." With the final assent from FMFPac, General Anderso n

announced that he desired to arm all of the 46s with the .50-caliber

guns, but would "leave it to the discretion of the group and squadro n

commanders, however, as to whether or not they actually mounted th e

7 .62mm or the .50-caliber ." As General Anderson stated later, he di d

not want "to make a dogmatic rule" but wanted to permit his com-

manders to determine the best armament according to the particula r

circumstances . MajGen Norman Anderson ltrs to McCutcheon, dtd 2

and 7Feb68, and McCutcheon to Anderson, dtd 8Feb68, Letter No 50 ,

File A and LtGen Victor H . Krulak to McCutcheon, dtd 2Feb68 an d

McCutcheon ltr to Krulak, dtd 8Feb68, Ltr No . 39, File K, 1968 Cor,

McCutcheon Papers ; MajGen Norman J . Anderson, Comments o n

draft, n .d . Uan95) (Vietnam Comment File), hereafter Norman Ander-

son Comments .

***Besides the structural problems with the CH-46, Lieutenan t

Colonel Roy J . Edwards, who commanded HMM—265 which operated

with SLF Bravo in the summer of 1968, related problems with fuel fil-

ters which were unable to prevent the "super fine sand in this littora l

region . . . [from) being drawn into the fuel tanks as the helicopters . .

. landed on or near the beaches ." After extended use, the sand "worked

its way into the fuel controls of the helicopter to prevent it from devel-

oping full power. " According to Edwards, " this [was) happening to all

[emphasis in the original] my helicopters even though they had all th e

routine prescribed maintenance ." He recalled two near-accidents

caused by the problem : "I had one a/c [aircraft] on a milk run cake off

from the carrier, climbed straight ahead, lost power and sagged bac k

on the carrier as the carrier ran up under him! He was fully loaded with

passengers, supplies, and mail . Not one got their feet wet!" In the sec-

ond incident, a helicopter on the way to the beach from the carrier als o

lost power, " the pilot kept the engine running and just flew into the

water and taxied the several miles to shore ." Again there were n o

injuries nor damage . He then halted flights of all of his CH—46s unti l

the squadron could determine a "fix" . Eventually, they placed addi-

tional air filters on "the air intake to the fuel tanks of the helicopte r

plus judicious monitoring/cleaning of the fuel controls after each fligh t

onto the beach where this 'superfine' sand was being ingested . Thi s

didn ' t prevent the contamination but we learned to live with it . "

According to Edwards, "it was a 'soul-searching' experience to have to

'ground ' my helicopters in the middle of a war, while we found out . .

. how to counteract . " LtCol Roy J . Edwards, Comments on draft, dt d

10Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File).
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Iles that he "got a KC–130 load of CH–53 spares . .
. under the nickname of Floodtide" sent out to the 1s t
Wing . Observing that the list of parts include d
clamps, tubes, gaskets, fasteners and other "mundane
items " , McCutcheon exclaimed, "I'll be damned if I
can understand why this kind of stuff is not availabl e
in Da Nang or at least Subic the Navy base in th e
Philippines at Subic Bay] ."2 0

While appreciative of the effort upon receipt of th e
Floodtide supplies on 4 March, General Anderso n
complained, "One critical item follows another in the
history of the CH–53 . " He stated that during the pas t
week he only had nine of the large helicopters flyin g
for a 33 percent availability rate . According to th e
wing commander, if only he had replacement wind-
shields to install he could have another 10 of the larg e
aircraft in the air. Adding to Anderson's woes, a n
enemy rocket attack on Marble Mountain the nigh t
before resulted in the loss of one of the CH–53s . 2 1

During the following months, the situatio n
improved, but only modestly .* For example, in April ,
General McCutcheon again had to arrange a special air-
lift for CH–53 spare parts with "no appreciable change
in their operational readiness ." Only a third of the large
choppers were operationally ready as contrasted to th e
number on hand . While not overly concerned abou t
those figures, McCutcheon observed that these statis-
tics become "alarming" when the number of opera-
tionally ready aircraft were compared to the number o f
aircraft assigned . The availability for the CH–53s then
dropped to about 25 percent . In August, the arrival of
HMH–462 at Phu Bai with 10 additional aircraft
bringing the total of the Sea Stallions in Vietnam to 43 ,
provided some relief for the other 53 squadron,
HMH_463 .** According to FMFPac, this improved
the lift capability of the wing by 34 percent .2 2

*Colonel Roger W. Peard, who commanded HMH—463 in the sec-

ond half of 1968, observed that he made some changes relative to spar e
parts procurement . He recalled that when he took over, four aircraft were

being used to scavage parts for other aircraft, but that the MAG–1 6
maintenance officer did not believe in creating " hangar ' queens ' for
parts ." Instead when an aircraft was scheduled for its annual inspection ,

good parts were removed to replace parts needed by other aircraft . Th e
other aircraft was then sent back for rework. While this may have
increased labor costs, no perennial "hangar queens" were created .
According to Peard, " parts shortages persisted, but this system improve d
availability of the CH—53A in HMH—463 ." Peard Comments .

**Colonel Joseph L . Sadowski, who commanded HMH—463 earl y
in 1968, recalled that during Tet there were insufficient airframes t o
send a second CH—53 squadron to Vietnam, "not to mention the train-

ing pipe line for pilots/mechanics and the required flight hours state -
side to accomplish this task." Col Joseph L. Sadowski, Comments on
draft, dtd 20Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File) .

While the CH–53 recovered some 167 downe d
helicopters and one Cessna 0–1B light fixed-win g
observation aircraft during the year, the aircraft contin-
ued to have problems . Near the end of 1968, Brigadie r
General Homer Dan Hill, the assistant wing comman-
der, provided General Quilter his assessment about th e
CH–53 limitations . According to Hill, while the heli-
copter could carry about 9,000 pounds total, eve n
under normal circumstances it could lift no more tha n
8,000 pounds externally. This load was further cur-
tailed in the heat and mountains of Vietnam . The Sea
Stallion was not capable of bringing in heavy equip-
ment for the building of firebases or lifting in the larg e
155mm guns to these sites . In order to carry out these
missions, the 3d Marine Division relied upon nearb y
Army helicopter companies equipped with the CH–5 4
Tarhe Sky Crane that could carry an external load o f
approximately 20,000 pounds . The Army Sky Cranes
recovered 41 of the Marine CH–46s . Hill pointed to
the fact that the Marines very recently lost thre e
CH–46s that could not be field stripped and "quickly
lifted to safety by the CH-53A ." He recommende d
that the Marine Corps try to procure a heavy-lift heli-
copter that could match the Army Sky Crane .23** *

While design factors played a role as did a continu-
ing pilot shortage**** in helicopter availability, the on e
constant problem was the lack of spare parts, especial-

***General Carey, who in 1968 served on the wing staff, observe d
that through July the availability of the CH—53 was so low, "we fre-

quently requested use of the CH—54 flying cranes for aircraft retrieval .
At one time the situation was so bad we even considered requestin g
emergency procurement of our own flying crane capability ." Care y
Comments . Colonel Peard, a former CH—54 squadron commander,

observed that relative to the external and internal lift capabilities of th e

CH—53A Sea Stallion, "weight is weight, wherever you put it in or o n

the aircraft ." He stated, however, that the helicopter could carry a n
internal load at a higher airspeed, because of the limitations caused b y
"load motion, that is swinging . " Colonel Peard acknowledged that the
Army CH—54 Sky Crane was the "undisputed heavy-lift champion . .

.," but noted that in contrast to the CH—53, it did not have a trooplif t
capability. According to Peard, General Quilter, the wing commander ,
"did not like going to the Army to use the Sky Crane . . . [and direct-
ed that) one of the CH–53s in HMH–463 be stripped of all possibl e
equipment to lighten is as much as possible and thus maximize its lift-

ing capability. " Peard Comments .

****See Chapter 27 for a detailed discussion of pilot training an d
shortages . Relative to the helicopter pilot shortage, in October 1968 ,
Major General McCutcheon at HQMC witnessed the first six Marin e
officers graduate from the Army helicopter school at Hunter Airfiel d
near Savannah, Georgia . He believed that with the inauguration of thi s
training program earlier in the year that " finally got the pilot proble m

whipped into shape so that from here on in we should be making
progress ." McCutcheon Itr to E .E . Anderson, dcd 10 Oct 68, Ltr No .

93, File A, 1968 Cor, McCutcheon Papers, MCHC .
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Top photo is from the Abel Collection and bottom photo is courtesy of Col Roger W. Peard, USMC (Ret)

Top, a Marine Sikorsky CH—53 Sea Stallion lifts a damaged Marine Sikorsky UH—34D Sea

Horse from the landing strip at An Hoa . Below, a crashed CH—53 Sea Stallion, itself is lifted by

an Army Tarhe CH—54 Sky Crane back to MAG—16 at Marble Mountain . The Army helicopter

could lift up to 20,000 pounds .
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ly for the CH—53s, but also for the 46s, and to a lesse r
extent the UH—lEs . While noting the low 25 percen t
availability in April for the Sea Stallion helicopters ,
General McCutcheon also pointed to a 33 percent an d
50 percent availability respectively for the CH—46s an d
Hueys .* Five months later, in August, the 1st MAW
commander, Major General Quilter wrote, "we are i n
deep trouble on provisioning for engine and airfram e
spares in the helos-CH-46, CH-53, UH-1E ." In
October 1968, a senior naval aviation supply officer i n
a speech to his colleagues stated, "if aircraft are going
to fly, we all are going to have to get off our collectiv e
butts and manage repairables . There is only one word
to describe the job we're doing—lousy." Throughout
1968, the resupply rate for Marine Corps helicopter
parts hovered around 70 percent .24

In an exhaustive examination of Marine helicopte r
support, a III MAF special board in the spring of 196 9
blamed the lack of spare parts on unrealistic standar d
monthly hourly flight maximums set in Washington .
It observed that the "CNO monthly hourly flight
maximum is the key against which dollars are mad e
available to DOD [Department of Defense] to bu y
spare parts . . . ." The problem was that these estab-
lished norms had not taken into consideration th e
demands upon the limited number of Marine heli-
copter assets in Vietnam and the resulting scarcity. To
meet the actual combat requirements, the Marine
helicopters constantly overflew the set maximums .**
As the board concluded, the Marines had less "total
helicopters available for daily operations and as a resul t
we fly those in commission far in excess of the hou r
rate required for good maintenance, safety of flight ,
and dependable availability."25

The statistics of helicopter sorties flown, passenger s
carried, and tonnage lifted during 1968 set a record
pace . From February through July 1968, Marine heli-
copters flew at an ever-increasing rate, running up th e
number of sorties, passengers carried, and tonnage lift -
ed . For example in March 1968, the rotary aircraft fle w

*According to Lieutenant Colonel Thomas F. Miller, who assumed
command of HML—167 in August 1968, the availability of UH—lEs ,
or at least for his squadron had improved in a few months . Miller stat-
ed his squadron " never suffered at a lowly 50 percent to my knowledge .
During Sept—Dec68, with 14 aircraft assigned, average operationa l
readiness was 84 .7 percent . . . ." Miller Comments .

**Lieutenant Colonel Walter H. Shauer, Jr., of HMM—262, wrote
that his pilots " continuously overflew the CNO programmed monthl y
flight hour maximums (both in aircraft and pilot hours)" He men-

tioned that his personal log book revealed " in a ten month period 91 4
flight hours, . . . (averaging) 91 hours per month ." Shauer Comments .

more than 44,000 sorties and lifted over 53,000 troops
and nearly 7,000 tons of cargo . This was an increase o f
over 10,000 sorties for the previous month, and 3,00 0
over the monthly average of the previous year . In July,
the total number of sorties reached 71,452, a ne w
monthly high for the war.

While the Marine helicopter pilots would fly at a
slightly slower tempo after July, they still maintained
a monthly average of about 60,000 sorties, with th e
exception of a slight dip in the numbers for Septem-
ber . In December, the Marine helicopters carried ou t
59,838 sorties, ferried over 113,499 passengers, an d
lifted 13,835 tons of cargo . For the year, the totals
were 597,000 sorties, 122,100 tons of cargo, an d
935,000 passengers . These figures represented a 3 1
percent increase in sorties, a 39 percent increase in pas-
sengers carried, and a 39 percent increase in tonnag e
lifted over 1967 .26

Notwithstanding that most of these helicopter mis-
sions were in support of Marine forces, a substantia l
number, 43,138 sorties for the year amounting to six
percent of the total, were for other forces in Vietnam .
These included 34,094 sorties for the Koreans, 3,840
for the ARVN, 3,508 for U .S . Special Forces, 1,666 fo r
the U .S . Army, and 30 in support of the Seventh Ai r
Force . While a lower percentage than the previous year,
these flights in support of both allied and other Ser-
vices still caused a drawdown on the scarce Marin e
helicopter resources .27

Another Look at Helicopter Air-Ground Relations

During the spring of 1968, in order to meet the
increasing demands on its resources, especially in the
north, the 1st Wing decided to alter some of its com-
mand arrangements . As early as 6 March, acting on a
suggestion of his staff, General Norman Anderson rec-
ommended the establishment of a provisional MAG a t
Quang Tri Airfield with three squadrons to reduce th e
span of control for MAG—36. In the meantime ,
MAG—36 maintained a forward headquarters and
three squadrons, VMO-6, HMM—163, an d
HMM—262 at Quang Tri Airfield under Colonel Joh n
E. Hansen, the group's deputy commander . Finally
after securing approval from both FMFPac and Head -
quarters, Marine Corps, on 15 April, General Ander-
son ordered the establishment of the new helicopte r
aircraft group, appropriately designated Provisional
(Prov) MAG—39. He detached the three squadrons
already at Quang Tri from MAG—36 to form Prov
MAG—39 and made Colonel Hansen the new MAG
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MARINE HELICOPTER SORTIES
JANUARY-DECEMBER 1968

From Ooperations of US Marine Forces Vietnam 1968.

commander.* General Cushman, the III MAE com-
mander, admitted that "splitting the helicopters was
sort of against our philosophy," but observed that they
needed the helicopters near the 3d Division in the
DMZ sector: "We had to move them up there so they'd
have them."28

Despite the establishment of Prov MAG—39, the
new group was unable to meet the demands of the
new 3d Marine Division commander, Major General
Davis, who wanted to undertake more mobile opera-
tions. According to Davis, the way he wanted to use
helicopters "was a whole new learning experience" for
both the wing and the division. Davis declared,
"instead of sitting down and looking around and say-
ing, 'Where can we go? Where is it easier to put the

*In May, HMM—161 arrived directly from the United States
equipped with the new redesigned CH—46D models and replaced
HMM—163, a UH—34 squadron at Quang Tn. According to Colonel
Hansen, "this represented a substantial increase in the lift capability of
Prov MAG—39 when you consider that HMM—161 arrived with essen-
tially 100 percent aircraft availability versus . . . older [and less lift
capacity] H—34s with reduced availability." Col John E. Hansen, Com-
ments on draft, dtd 17Nov94 (Vietnam Comment File).

Source: FMFPac, MarOpsV, Dec68.

helicopters?' We never said that." Instead, Davis
insisted, "We said, we're going to put the helicopters
here by making whatever effort is required to prepare
the place for the helicopters." The idea was to be
"totally flexible and responsive to the ground com-
mander's needs." The new division commander con-
tended that the Marine Corps had given some thought
to high-mobility operations, "but we really hadn't
done it." He stated that he was not advocating the
Army Air Cavalry solution which had too many heli-
copters and not enough control, but a middle course
in which his regimental and battalion commanders at
least had their own helicopters.29

From the ground commander and especially the
division commander's viewpoint, the main advantage
of the Army system was that he owned the helicopter
assets. The 1st Air Cavalry brigade and battalion com-
manders not only had their own personal helicopters,
but also could depend on helicopter support almost on
call. According to General Davis, in comparison, the
Marine helicopter "system was so centralized that you
have got to work out in detail the day before exactly
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Photo courtesy of Col John E . Hansen, USMC (Ret )

MajGen Norman J. Anderson, CG, 1st MAW, hands colors of new Provisional MAG—3 9 to it s
commander, Col John E. Hansen. The new MAG was formed at Quang Tri to provide helicopte r
support for the 3d MarDiv.

what you want and schedule it ." Davis declared :
"There's no way a ground commander can work out a
precise plan for the next day's operations unless th e
enemy is going to hold still . . . ."30•

As could be expected this attitude caused immedi-
ate problems with both the wing and III MAE A then -
junior member of the 3d Marine Division staff; Majo r
William H. Dabney remembered General Davis
telling III MAF : "Look, if I don't get this helicopte r
support that I'm asking for . . . from you, I'm going to

*Major General Norman Anderson commented : "Twenty-five

years later the crux of this disagreement still is numbers and types o f
helos, a fact of life exacerbated then by the proximity of helo-ric h
Army units . General Davis could not make a valid case at that time
because a decision to let him have all the helo support he wanted 'ha d
to be made at the III MAF level if not higher . At those levels the broad-
er and deeper problems were dominant and they, of course, prevaile d
therefore at the Wing ." He observed, "The Marine Corps remain s
structured primarily for assault from the sea, which is as it must be ."

Norman Anderson Comments.

get it from the Army. The devil take the hindmost . "
According to Dabney, Davis argued against dividing
the helicopter support evenly between the two divi-
sions . The support should depend on the actual situa-
tion and requirement, not an attempt to distribute th e
same number of sorties to each command : "Hey, we
need 22 sorties, CH—46s because I got an enemy that I
can use them against, not because I'm one division an d
he's another."3 1

In personal letters to Washington, the 1st MAW
commander, General Anderson, described his percep-
tion of wing-division relations . He declared that he had
"tried at every turn to get the Marine doctrine of air-
ground command structure accepted in III MAE "
Anderson believed that "many of our problems hav e
resulted from failure to inject sound air thinking int o
ground plans in a timely fashion ." The wing comman-
der mentioned, however, that he had opened at th e
Quang Tri Airfield what he called the 1st MAW Aux-
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Photo from the Abel Collectio n

BGen Homer D. Hill, one of the assistant wing comman-
ders, poses at the Khe Sanh airstrip before the evacuation of

the base. The wing opened an auxiliary command post at th e

Quang Tri Airfield under Gen Hill to coordinate helicopte r

operations with the 3d MarDiv.

iliary CP, under one of his assistant wing commanders ,
Brigadier General Homer D . Hill . Anderson directed
Hill, "to interest himself in all aspects (not only helos .

. .)" of the wing in northern I Corps .32
While Anderson still complained that "Davis i s

totally insatiable," the establishment of the forward
headquarters improved the relations between the
wing and the division .* Major General Davis later
related that the assignment of Hill to Quang Tri "pro-
vided this division with . . . an air/ground team capa-
bility . . . ." He stated that Hill's presence made hi s
mobile concept work, "so long as he was here we were

solving problems ." In October 1968, General Hil l
mentioned in a letter to General Anderson that th e
division and wing had conducted about 75 "highl y

*General Davis commented on the draft that he was, "amused a t

my 'insatiable' need for choppers . . . when I had more enemy than any -

body else!" Gen Raymond G. Davis, Comments on draft, dtd 4Sep9 5

(Vietnam Comment File) .

successful helicopter heli-borne assaults in and aroun d
the DMZ" since he had been there . Hill's assistant par-
ticipated in all "3d Division planning and Task Force
operations." According to Hill, this was helpful t o
both the ground and air commanders : "We stay on top
of all operational discrepancy reports—both ways
moving fast to correct what is wrong from eithe r
side—Division or Wing ." General Hill wrote that he
attended all division briefings with General Davis an d
went with him "on many of his helo rides to his unit s
talking to our FACs [forward air controllers) an d
ALOs [air liaison officers) as well as the regimenta l
and battalion commanders . " Hill praised Anderson for
establishing the forward headquarters and that it ha d
paid dividends in Marine air-ground relations .3 3

This short honeymoon between the 3d Marine
Division and the wing soon came to an end . In Octo-
ber, the wing decided to close the forward headquarters
and bring General Hill south to be part of a joint 1s t
Marine Division and wing task force to conduct Oper-
ation Meade River in the Da Nang area of operations .
General Davis, the 3d Division commander, protested ,
but to no avail . According to Davis, when Hill depart-
ed, the situation immediately deteriorated . Davis com-
plained that without Hill, he was left " to deal [with )

agents of the wing and agents of III MAF who were no t
in a position to make any decision short of going to D a
Nang. This was unworkable ." In an attempt to placate
the 3d Division commander, General Quilter would
honor specific requests to send General Hill "to com e
up and stay awhile" until the particular problem was
resolved . Davis stated, however, for the most part, "i t
has not been a good arrangement to attempt to con-
duct a air/ground team effort up here with the air par t
of the team having no authority "34* *

**Both Lieutenant Colonel Shauer and Lieutenant General Care y

praised in their comments the efforts of General Hill in improvin g

relations with the 3d Marine Division . In a letter to Shauer in June

1968, General Hill wrote, "I have noticed a great improvement i n

UH—34 ops over the last few days as a result of things you have done .

I believe relationships have improved considerably between support-

ing and supported units . This is good . Keep up the fine work. Let m e

know of any problems we can help on . " Shauer Comments and BGe n

H .D . Hill lcr to Maj Shauer, dtd 29Jun68, Encl, Shauer Comments .

General Carey declared that while General Hill was with Davis th e

relationship with the division " was superior. Simply because he spok e

for the wing and worked so closely with the Division commander. "

According to Carey, Hill "maintained a constant dialogue on bot h

fixed-wing and helo support for the Division . It was not uncommo n

for him to be on the phone at all hours of the day and night workin g

closely with us on the details of the required support . He certainl y

took the pressure off the Wing G—3 section . After he left, work had

to be conducted through an intermediary, which really slowed down
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While there were two assistant wing comman-

ders, the second AWC, Brigadier General Henry F .
Hise, served as the coordinator for air base s
throughout I Corps and apparently was not avail -
able to take General Hill's place . From the III MA F
perspective, Brigadier General E . E . Anderson,
General Cushman's chief of staff, believed Hise' s
function could better have been accomplished b y
the 1st MAW chief of staff. General Anderson quot -
ed Hise to the effect "that having a second AWC i n
the 1st Wing is like having tits on a bull ."' Ander-
son supported a move to eliminate the position alto-
gether and convinced both General Quilter, th e
wing commander, and General Cushman . Accord-
ing to Anderson, Quilter was of the opinion tha t
unless given command of an air-ground task force ,
a second assistant wing commander was superfluou s
to his needs . On 19 December, the III MAF com-
mander, General Cushman, officially asked FMFPac
that a replacement for the second AWC not be sent .
General Buse, the FMFPac commander, concurred .
Apparently no thought was given to sending Gen-
eral Hise or his replacement to Quang Tri to replac e
General Hill . "

Even if an aviation general officer had been sent
north, there remained some question whether th e
deteriorating relations between Marine air and
ground officers would have improved measurably .
As early as August, Major General McCutcheon i n
Washington wrote to Major General Quilter abou t
disquieting reports from returning officers fro m
Vietnam, varying "in rank from lieutenant colonel
to major general that we do not have the commu-
nication and dialogue in existence between air an d
ground units that we should have ." Even Brigadier
General Hill commented that the wing woul d

the decision process . We also lost the pulse of the dynamic, fast-mov-
ing General Davis ." Carey Comments . In a dissenting opinion ,
Colonel Walter Sienko, who assumed command of Prov MAG–39 i n
July 1968, commented that " if we had a full-MAG–39 at Quang Tr i
instead of a Prov MAG with limited resources, we still would not hav e
satisfied the needs of General Davis ." He believed "the decision of not
inserting a third general officer in the chain of command between ai r
and ground at the MAG level was a correct one ." Col Walter Sienko ,
Comments on draft, n .d . [Nov94) (Vietnam Comment File) .

*Brigadier General Hise commented that "the West Texas saying ,
an area where I originated, is 'as useless as tits on a boar .' A boar has
up to ten vestigial tits, a bull has only four. However, as with assistan t
wing commanders, an increase in their number does not add to thei r
usefulness . " BGen Henry W. Hise, Comments on draft, dtd 22Dec94
(Vietnam Comment File) .

never "satisfy the [division's] helo appetites ." He
complained about lacking UH—lEs and being
"plagued by the UH—1E gunships syndrome " as
well as problems in helicopter availability. Accord-
ing to Hill, the only way the wing could meet the
demands of both divisions was by overflying the
maximum standards . As he later remarked : "Thi s
can only do one or two things ; it can get you i n
trouble real fast, or sooner or later, it can drive yo u
off the deep end ." 36

In October, at the III MAF staff level, Brigadie r
General Earl E . Anderson remarked that "Ray Davi s
has really been shot in the fanny with the Army heli -
copter system, although I frankly believe that it' s
more the result of the large numbers of helicopter s
available to the Army units, together with the fac t
that the ground officer has greater control over the m
than does the Marine commander." According to
Anderson, the 3d Marine Division general had pro -
posed to III MAF the establishment of an "air caval -
ry group, similar to the 1st Air Cay." General Cush -
man had taken the recommendation unde r
advisement and asked for opinions from his staff an d
senior commanders . 3 7

At about the same time, one of Davis' regimen-
tal commanders, Colonel Robert H . Barrow of th e
9th Marines, forwarded a memorandum throug h
command channels about modifying procedures o n
the use and control of helicopters . He wrote that
while Marine doctrinal publications " do not clearl y
express the air ground command relations for heli-
copter operations," he believed they implied flexi-
bility . He suggested that Prov MAG—39 be placed
in direct support of the 3d Marine Division . Accord -
ing to Barrow, "essentially, the helicopter unit com-
mander advises the helicopter-borne [ground) uni t
commander, participates in planning and, withi n
his capability, provides the helicopter support an d
performs the tasks required by the helicopter-borne
unit commander. "3 8

Colonel Barrow then came to the crux of th e
matter. He urged that the ground commander b e
permitted to determine "type and adequacy of
landing zone preparation, switching from primary
to alternate landing zones, and landing in a high
risk situation ." Rejecting this idea, Major Genera l
Quilter, the wing commander, wrote across the
memorandum : "This would overrule air judgment
of pilot . Pilot has no authority to do anything," At
this point, General Cushman decided against
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implementing either General Davis' or Colonel
Barrow's recommendations . 39*

The controversy between the air and ground com -
manders surfaced in February 1969 in the Marine
Corps Gazette, the Corps ' professional journal . In a
letter to the editor, Major General Davis publically
vented his frustrations about helicopter usage an d
control . He stated that he regularly used Army LOH
and other light helicopters for scouting and recon-
naissance missions . Countering claims by the wing
that the helicopters were vulnerable to enemy heavy
machine gun fire, the division commander argued
that the Army aircraft "have not been hit by groun d
fire—although they have discovered a number o f
12 .7 AA [antiaircraft] machine guns near the LZ 	
nor any of our troop helicopters hit by ground fire . "
On the other hand, Davis declared that as many a s
nine Marine helicopters at one time sustained dam -
age in a landing zone when not using scout heli-
copters . He contended that "these scouts are a s
important to security of helicopter operations a s
scouts on the trail are vital to the security of groun d
maneuver units . "40

Davis then turned to the matter of command
relations between the helicopter and ground com-
manders . He complained that for the most part ,
after the initial planning, the infantry commande r
played a secondary role "in most of the Marine heli-
copter assaults in Vietnam." The company, battal-
ion, or even regimental commander found himsel f
stranded at the pick-up zone, "while the helicopter
leader with his captive load of troops decides where ,
when, and even if the troops will land ." According
to Davis, "this is more the rule rather than th e
exception." General Davis then asserted that if a
greater effort was made to include the infantry
commander in the process, "we would have les s
aborts, better preps, and fewer landings made i n
the wrong LZ." 4 1

The entire subject came to a head in the spring
of 1969 . In April, Lieutenant General Herma n

*According to Lieutenant Colonel Louis J . Bacher, from his expe-

rience as commander of the 2d Battalion, 27th Marines at Da Nan g

until June, 1968, " it was necessary to schedule a helicopter for aeria l

reconnaissance of an 80 grid square TAOR days in advance . MedEvac

requests were assigned a priority category and were filled accordingly,

usually hours lacer. In contrast, Army battalion commanders had light

observation and command helicopters (LOACH) either organic o r

readily available. The KMC [Korean Marine Corps] Brigade had a t

least three cargo choppers and one Huey assigned daily . " LtCol Louis J .

Bacher, Comments on draft, Jed 7May95 (Vietnam Comment File) .

Nickerson, who succeeded General Cushman a s
Commanding General, III MAF, ordered the for-
mation of a board of senior officers, headed by his
deputy, Major General Carl A . Youngdale, "t o
examine the use and command and control o f
Marine Corps helicopter assets . . . ." After holding
extensive hearings, the Youngdale Board reported
back to Nickerson . While recognizing that the roo t
of the problem "lay in the shortage of helicopte r
assets in terms of numbers, types (particularl y
armed helicopters), mix, and lift," it identified sev-
eral other problems . Chief among them was a lac k
of confidence between air and ground officers con-
cerning the other's ability to carry out his part of
the mission . Other shortcomings included the nee d
for the development of more detailed planning an d
better coordination between the air and groun d
components in helicopter operations . 4 2

While making several recommendations, th e
board realized that many of these questions require d
long-term solutions . This was especially true abou t
building mutual trust between Marine ground an d
air officers . In part, the board concluded that there
was a lack of common professional experience an d
socialization between the two groups.** The shortage

**Lieutenant Colonel Thomas F. Miller described two program s

that MAG—16 undertook to promote harmony between the helicopte r

and ground community. On large operations, the MAG operations offi-

cer and "the pre-selected helicopter flight leader to the ground com-

mander's unit for the initial [emphasis in the original) planning ses-

sions . These officers familiarized themselves with the ground unit' s

objectives . At this time they could offer their input to the OpPlan

prior to it being 'etched in stone . ' The officers returned to the groun d

unit as alterations or changes occurred ." He believed this resulted i n

the following advantages : "1 . . . . (The operations officer would] thor-
oughly [emphasis in the original] brief all helicopter flight crews par-

ticipating in the assault . The crews were told exactly what the groun d

units were trying to achieve and where they in helicopters fit into th e

picture . (2) The selected flight leader knew exactly what the groun d

commander's objectives, time schedules, and general scheme of maneu-

ver were ; and planned his flight accordingly. On D—day the air an d

ground commanders were on the same page . If a change in landing

zones became necessary, the flight leader made his recommendatio n

based on the known ground commander's objectives . This program was

very successful . " In the second program, " on each Friday numerou s

company-grade officers were invited and flown 'out of the bush' t o

Marble Mountain . The officers were guests of the pilots at MAG-16 .

They were treated to hot showers, great meals, movies, and/or a social-

izing 'adult' beverage at the club. Saturday they could hit the PX ; the n

toured the helicopter base and participated in a 'give & take' briefin g

session at the S—3 bunker. These 'give and take' sessions eliminate d

many of the misconceptions shared by both ground and the air officers

who supported them . They made working together much, much easi-

er . " Miller Comments .
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of pilots had exacerbated these differences . Because o f
the pressing need for aviators, especially helicopte r
pilots, many went to their duty stations withou t
attending the Marine Corps Basic School at Quanti-
co, let alone Marine Corps intermediate and senio r
schools .* The board recommended increased trainin g
in the coordination of air and ground and requirin g
all officers to attend the Amphibious Warfare Schoo l
at Quantico . 4 3

While rejecting the Army helicopter control sys-
tem as not applicable to the Marine Corps, the Young -
dale board proposed that the wing reestablish its for-
ward headquarters with the 3d Marine Division . I t
also called for a reexamination of Marine Corps heli-
copter tactics with an increased emphasis on heli-
copter gunships . On the other hand, the board also

*See Chapter 27 for discussion of pilot shortages and Marine avia-

tors attendance at Marine schools . Lieutenant Colonel Daniel M . Wil-

son, who commanded HMM—361 in Vietnam, related that prior t o

that assignment he had commanded HMM—162 at New River, North

Carolina where, "we were primarily if not exclusively engaged in train-

ing Pensacola graduates for Vietnam—a pipeline of about three
months ." When he took over HMM—361 and commanded "these sam e

pilots in combat it became ap[parent] that more operational trainin g

was desirable at least . . . so [far] as Quantico schooling ." He stated ,

"there neither were sufficient pilots nor time [for that additional train-

ing] . " LtCol Daniel W. Wilson, Comments on draft, dtd 2Dec94 (Viet-

nam Comment File).

exhorted ground officers to practice "economy in the
employment of helicopters," to be used only "whe n
essential as opposed [to) when they are nice to have . "44

Even with the implementation of many of th e
Youngdale Board recommendations, the question o f
control and coordination of helicopters between
Marine air and ground commanders remained to a cer-
tain extent unresolved . The departure of the 3 d
Marine Division from Vietnam in the fall of 1969 ,
however, made the availability of helicopters mor e
plentiful . This muted the debate over control .

Through the latter part of 1968, however, the dif-
ferences over helicopters dominated the relation s
between Marine air and ground officers . Much of the
tension resulted from the simple fact that there was
not enough nor a sufficient variety of helicopters to g o
around. The Marine wing was supporting two and a
third divisions and as one senior Marine aviator stat-
ed, "we didn't have two and a third's divisions wort h
of helicopters ." Part of the problem, however, was
organization . As another Marine aviation genera l
observed, "we should never [italics in the original) try
to support two divisions with a single Wing com-
mand, no matter how big the Wing is . " The questio n
of how much control or influence the ground com-
mander should have over helicopter operations, nev-
ertheless, is still a bone of contention between Marin e
air and infantry commanders .4 5
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